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Abstract
We establish a bijective correspondence between affine connections and a
class of semi-holonomic jets of local diffeomorphisms of the underlying man-
ifold called symmetry jets in the text. The symmetry jet corresponding to a
torsion free connection consists in the family of 2-jets of the geodesic sym-
metries. Conversely, any connection is described in terms of the geodesic
symmetries by a simple formula involving only the Lie bracket of vector
fields. We then formulate, in terms of the symmetry jet, several aspects of
the theory of affine connections and obtain geometric and intrinsic descrip-
tions of various related objects involving the gauge groupoid of the frame
bundle. In particular, the property of uniqueness of affine extension admits
an equivalent formulation as the property of existence and uniqueness of a
certain groupoid morphism. Moreover, affine extension may be carried out
at all orders and this allows for a description of the tensors associated to
an affine connections, namely the torsion, the curvature and their covari-
ant derivatives of all orders, as obstructions for the affine extension to be
holonomic. In addition this framework provides a nice interpretation for the
absence of other tensors.
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Introduction
The heart of this paper consists in the observation that any torsionless affine
connection ∇ on a smooth manifold M can be described in terms of its geodesic
symmetries (sx)x∈M (cf. paragraph preceding Lemma 1.10) by the formula :(
∇XY
)
x
=
1
2
[
X,Y + (sx)∗Y
]
x
, (1)
where x ∈M and X , Y are vector fields on M .
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When the ambient manifold is endowed with the structure of a symplectic sym-
metric space and ∇ is the unique connection admitting the symmetries as affine
transformations, a similar formula, involving the symplectic structure as well as
the symmetries, appeared in [BCG] (see Remark 1.6 for more details).
D’Atri, in [D’Atri] gave a proof of the consequence of the previous formula
that the collection of geodesic symmetries determines the connection. More pre-
cisely, he wrote the expression (6) that defines the Christoffel symbols in terms
of the geodesic symmetries and proved that the Γ’s so defined transform as they
are expected to under a change of coordinates. D’Atri raised the question of
characterizing germs of geodesic symmetries amongst germs near the diagonal of
maps s : M ×M → M for which each s(x, ·) is an involutive diffeomorphism of
a neighborhood of x having x as an isolated fixed point. Section 13 provides a
partial answer to that question. It is partial in that we do not provide an algebraic
characterization of the geodesic symmetries. Rather, they appear as weak integral
submanifolds of a (non-necessarily integrable) distribution constructed from the
data of the family (j2xsx)x∈M , itself arbitrary (except for the condition j
1
xsx = −I
for all x ∈M).
The expression (1) relies only on the family of second order jets (j2xsx)x∈M
of the geodesic symmetries. Notice that the first order part of the jet j2xsx coin-
cides with the linear map −Ix : TxM → TxM : X → −X . It is also true that
a family of 2-jets whose first order coincides with the family −I = (−Ix)x∈M ,
called in the text a holonomic symmetry jet, induces a torsionless affine con-
nection. Moreover this correspondence between torsionless affine connections and
holonomic symmetry jets is one-to-one (Theorem 1.12).
This procedure may be enlarged to encompass affine connections with torsion.
One only needs to consider semi-holonomic symmetry jets as well. Recall that a
non-holonomic (1, 1)-jet j1xb is the first jet at a point x of a family b(x
′) = j1x′fx′
of 1-jets (cf. [Ehresmann], [Libermann], see also Appendix B). It is said to be
semi-holonomic when b(x) = j1xb
0 with b0(x′) = fx′(x
′) and holonomic when j1xb
is a genuine 2-jet. As stated in Proposition 2.2, there is a bijective correspondence
between semi-holonomic symmetry jets and affine connections that extends the
above-mentioned correspondence for torsionless affine connections.
One of our purpose from thereon as been to understand how the various ac-
tors of the theory of affine connections are related to the symmetry jet. Often
so, although not always, the results appearing in the text are known, but their
formulation is geometric and differs from the usual one. Moreover, all proofs
are thoroughly intrinsic, shading light on the true nature of the objects involved
and their relationship to one another. A very simple instance thereof appears in
Section 3, where affine transformations are described as leaves of a certain dis-
tribution on a groupoid naturally associated to M . Also, some results become
quasi-obvious and consist simply in looking, like the fact that for a locally sym-
metric space, the geodesic symmetries are affine transformations (cf. Section 13.3).
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Another aim is to render precise the intuition that at order two an affine man-
ifold (M,∇) should be a locally symmetric space in the sense that at each point
x in M , there should exist a canonical germ of locally symmetric space osculatory
to M at x. The treatment of affine connections carried on in the text seems to
bring us closer to that goal.
Coming back to the content of the paper, two important actors in the theory
of connections are the torsion and the curvature tensors. A natural and short path
from symmetry jets to these goes by the property of uniqueness of affine extension
and its reformulation in terms of groupoids. Let us recall the classical statement.
Uniqueness of affine extension : On a manifold M endowed with a tor-
sionless affine connection ∇, any linear isomorphism ξ : TxM → TyM may be
uniquely extended to an affine 2-jet. That is, there exists a 2-jet j2xf that satisfies
j1xf = ξ and
f∗x
(
∇XxY
)
= ∇
f∗xXx
f∗Y.
We show that this property is valid for affine connections with torsion as well and
moreover admits a nice reformulation and proof in terms of groupoids. To clarify
our point, we need a couple of paragraphs.
The general linear groupoid of the tangent bundle of M , also called the gauge
groupoid of the frame bundle and commonly denoted by GL(TM) ⇒ M , is the
set of all linear isomorphisms ξ : TxM → TyM between tangent spaces toM (for a
good treatment of groupoids, we recommend either [Mackenzie-87], [Mackenzie-05]
or [daSilva-Weinstein]). The source and target of ξ, denoted respectively by α(ξ)
and β(ξ), are x and y. Observe that it is indeed a groupoid as only those pairs
(ξ, ξ′) of linear isomorphisms for which the source of ξ coincides with the target of
ξ′ can be composed. All properties of Lie groupoids are satisfied by GL(TM)⇒M
(see [Mackenzie-05], 1.1.12).
The first jet extension of a Lie groupoid G⇒M , denoted by B(1)(G)⇒M , is
defined to be the collection of all 1-jets of local bisections of G (see Appendix B). It
is naturally endowed with the structure of a Lie groupoid overM . The notion of k-
jet extension is defined similarly. This procedure can be iterated and the groupoids
B(l)(B(k)(G)), B(m)(B(l)(B(k)(G))), ... are denoted by B(l,k)(G), B(m,l,k)(G),... re-
spectively. There are some noticeable inclusions like : B(2)(G) ⊂ B(1,1)(G). Now
if G is the pair groupoid Pair(M) = M ×M ⇒ M , then B(1)(G) coincides with
GL(TM) and a semi-holonomic symmetry jet is a section s :M → B(1,1)(Pair(M))
whose first order part is −I.
Now we can reformulate the property of uniqueness of affine extension in the
way that is useful for us.
Uniqueness of affine extension bis : If s :M → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) is a symmetry
jet there exists a unique groupoid morphism
S : B(1)(Pair(M))→ B(1,1)(Pair(M))
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that satisfies S ◦ −I = s. Moreover the image of S consists of all affine jets.
The map S plays a central role here. It can be thought of as a distribu-
tion on B(1)(Pair(M)) through the simple and well-known observation that the
data of a (1, 1)-jet j1xb is equivalent to that of the plane D(j
1
xb) = b∗x(TxM)
tangent to B(1)(Pair(M)). Thus the map S is, in other guise, the distribution
D on B(1)(Pair(M)) defined by Dξ = D(S(ξ)) and called the affine distribution.
Now affine transformations of M appear as leaves of D that are bisections of
B(1)(Pair(M)).
If the connection is torsionless, an affine jet is necessarily holonomic, i.e. is a
genuine 2-jet. If the connection has torsion, this is not anymore true but some
affine jets may still be holonomic. A semi-holonomic (1, 1)-jet is holonomic when
it is fixed under the canonical involution of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) that permutes the
derivations. The torsion appears as a measure of the defect of holonomy as the
next result makes clear :
Proposition 4.1 The jet S(ξ) is holonomic exactly when ξ preserves the tor-
sion T . More precisely, if X and Y are vector fields on M and x ∈ M , setting
X = Y∗xXx ∈ TYxTM , the relation
S(ξ) · X − κ(S(ξ)) · X = ξ
(
T (Xx, Yx)
)
− T
(
ξ(Xx), ξ(Yx)
)
(2)
holds, where the · refers to the natural action of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) on T 2M (derived
from the action of B(1)(Pair(M)) on TM).
Particularizing (2) to ξ = −Ix, we obtain a formula for the torsion in terms of
the symmetry jet s :
T (Xx, Yx) =
1
2
(
κ
(
s(x)
)
· X − s(x) · X
)
.
Since the curvature involves the second order covariant derivative, it seems
natural to investigate affine extensions of the next order. It is not difficult to
prove inductively that affine extensions of all order exist (Proposition 6.3 and first
paragraph of Section 8). In particular, there exists a groupoid morphism
S : B(1)(Pair(M))→ B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
whose image is the collection of all affine (1, 1, 1)-jets, i.e. jets that preserve the
second covariant derivative with respect to ∇ (Definition 6.1). Here again an affine
(1, 1, 1)-jet need not be a 3-jet and two natural involutions on B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)),
denoted κ and κ∗, generate the group S3 of all permutations of the derivations.
The 3-jets are the fixed points of both κ and κ∗.
Now an affine (1, 1, 1)-jet S(ξ), for which S(ξ) is holonomic, is κ-invariant if and
only if ξ preserves the curvature tensor R. More precisely, the following formula
appears in Proposition 7.3 :
S(ξ) · X− κ(S(ξ)) · X = ξ
(
R(Xx, Yx)Zx
)
−R(ξXx, ξYx) ξZx, (3)
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where X = Z∗∗YxY∗xXx ∈ TZ∗xYxT
2M for vector fields X , Y , Z on M and some
point x in M . Here · stands for the action of B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) on T 3M .
How about invariance under κ∗ ? What is the obstruction ? The first covariant
derivative of the torsion tensor as the following formula, a direct consequence of
(2), implies :
S(ξ) · X− κ∗(S(ξ)) · X = ξ
(
(∇ZxT
∇)(Xx, Yx)
)
−
(
∇ξZzT
∇
)
(ξXx, ξYx).
To summarize, an affine (1, 1, 1)-jet is a genuine 3-jet if and only if its first
order part preserves the torsion, its first covariant derivative and the curvature.
Setting ξ = aI, with a 6= 1,−1, in the first of these relations, we obtain a
description of the curvature of a torsion free connection ∇ in terms of the affine
extension map :
R(Xx, Yx)Zx =
1
a(1− a2)
(
S(aIx) · X− κ(S(aIx)) · X
)
.
The following alternative description, whose advantage is that it involves only the
symmetry jet, is proved in Theorem 5.1 :
R(Xx, Yx)Zx =
1
4
(
κ(j1xs) · j
1
xs · X− j
1
xs · κ(j
1
xs) · X
)
.
It is tempting (and even true provided the symbols are suitably defined) to write
R =
1
4
[
κ(j1s), j1s
]
.
We said earlier that affine extensions exist at all order. A natural question
therefore is : “what happens at order 4 and higher ?” The κ-invariance of an affine
jet of order at least 4 is automatic. A simple explanation for that phenomenon,
that relies on the formalism developed previously, is exposed in Section 8. It pro-
vides in particular an elementary justification for the well-known fact that there
is no other natural tensor in affine geometry than the torsion and the curvature
tensors (as well as their covariant derivatives of all orders of course).
Given a family of TM -valued covariant tensors {Qi; i ∈ I} onM , the closed set
of 1-jets that preserve all of them is a Lie subgroupoid of B(1)(Pair(M)) denoted
hereafter by B({Qi; i ∈ I}). Thus, considering the torsion and curvature tensors
T and R of an affine connection, a collection of Lie subgroupoids of B(1)(Pair(M))
naturally appears : B(T ), B(T,∇T,R), etc.... Their intersection
Bo = B(T,R, ...,∇
kT,∇kR, ...)
is the largest subset of B(1)(Pair(M)) entirely foliated by leaves (of maximal di-
mension) of the associated affine distribution D and containing all of them.
In particular, when the affine connection is locally symmetric, that is satisfies
T = 0 and ∇R = 0, the groupoid Bo coincides with B(R). Thus through any 1-jet
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ξ that preserves R passes a leaf of D which is necessarily the 1-jet extension of a
partial affine transformation ϕξ of (M,∇). As proved in Section 13, the maps ϕξ
is the geodesic extension of ξ, that is
ϕξ = expy ◦ ξ ◦ exp
−1
x .
As a by-product, we can reprove existence and uniqueness of the Levi-Civita
connection of a pseudo-Riemannian metric (Proposition 10.2). The specificity of
pseudo-Riemannian metrics, compared to other tensors like symplectic forms, is
that the collection of 2-jets extending −Ix has the same dimension as the set of
1-jets of symmetric tensors extending a given non-degenerate symmetric tensor gx.
We also compare our approach with Kobayashi’s correspondence between tor-
sionless affine connections and admissible sections ([Kobayashi]). The latter can
easily be extended to connections with torsion by enlarging the class of admissible
sections and we show how an “admissible” section naturally induces a symmetry
jets and vice-versa. In the same spirit, affine connections are a class of Lie al-
gebroid connections and we describe the correspondance between the latter and
symmetry jets.
The paper is organized as follows. There is a large appendix that contains all
the relevant material with our preferred notation about groupoids and groupoids of
jets of bisections. The detailed structure of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) and B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)),
as well as that of the second and third tangent bundles T 2M and T 3M is inves-
tigated there. The idea is to read the appendix alongside with the main text. As
to the latter, we begin, in Section 1, with the correspondence between torsionless
affine connections and holonomic symmetry jets. The case of affine connections
with torsion is treated in Section 2. Section 3 contains a reformulation of the prop-
erty of uniqueness of affine extensions in terms of groupoids and introduces the
distribution D. The correspondence between the defect of holonomy of the affine
extension and the defect of invariance of the torsion is treated in Section 4. The
description (18) of the curvature in terms of the first jet extension of the symmetry
jet is established in Section 5. The property of uniqueness of affine extension at
order 3 is handled in Section 6. Section 7 proves the correspondence between the
defect of κ-invariance (respectively κ∗-invariance) of the affine extension of order 3
of a 1-jet ξ and the defect of invariance of the curvature (respectively first covari-
ant derivative of the torsion) under ξ and describes geometrically the integrability
locus of D. Section 8 investigates the question of existence and holonomy of order
4 affine extensions. It is proven there that the κ-invariance does automatically
hold, explaining why no new tensor appears. Section 9 describes the horizontal
distribution on an associated bundle induced from an affine connection. An alter-
native proof of existence and uniqueness of the Levi-Civita connection is presented
in Section 10. A geometric correspondence between a symmetry jet and the Lie
algebroid connection associated to the induced affine connection is shown in Sec-
tion 11. The geometric description of parallel transport and geodesics appears
in Section 12. Whence follows, in Section 13, the construction in terms of D of
the 1-jet extension of the map ϕξ = expy ◦ ξ ◦ expx for some linear isomorphism
ξ : TxM → TyM . That section also contains the proof of the property that for a
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locally symmetric space, through any ξ in B(1)(Pair(M)) that preserves the cur-
vature passes a leaf of D, which is then necessarily j1ϕξ. Section 14 deals with
Kobayashi’s correspondence between torsionless affine connections and admissible
sections of the second order frame bundle.
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1 Torsionless affine connections as symmetry jets
An affine connection on a smooth manifold M is commonly defined to be a R-
bilinear map
∇ : X(M)× X(M)→ X(M) : (X,Y ) 7→ ∇XY
which is C∞(M)-linear in the first argument and satisfies the Leibniz rule in the
second argument, that is, for all X , Y in X(M) and all f ∈ C∞(M), we have
- ∇fXY = f∇XY ,
- ∇X(fY ) = Xf Y + f∇XY .
The previous relations suggest to think of (∇XY )x as a derivative of Y in the
direction of Xx. Such a derivative exists already : it is simply Y∗xXx (Y is
thought of as a sectionM → TM of the tangent bundle). The point is that Y∗xXx
lies in the second tangent bundle T 2M , while we would like to have an element of
TM . In fact, an affine connection is really a projection from T 2M to TM and the
associated horizontal distribution on TM is its “kernel”. A precise statement that
relies on notations introduced in Appendix C is the content of the next lemma.
Lemma 1.1. An affine connection on the manifold M is a map
∇˜ : T 2M → TM : X → ∇˜(X )
such that
• ∇˜ is a morphism of vector bundles over the map p : TM → M when T 2M
is endowed with the vector bundle structure associated to either p or p∗.
• ∇˜(ip0x(Vx)) = Vx.
The correspondence with the classical definition of affine connection goes through
the relation :
∇XxY = ∇˜(Y∗xXx). (4)
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Proof. Given an affine connection ∇, it induces a map ∇˜ : T 2M → TM defined
by (4) on non vertical vectors which can be extended by ∇˜(ip0x(Yx)) = Yx on
vertical vectors. It is not difficult to verify the linearity conditions except for the
case of two vectors X 1 and X 2 in the same p-fiber and whose p∗-projections are
linearly dependent (as we may not assume that X 1 and X 2 are of type Y∗(X) for a
same local vector field Y ). Suppose then that X 1 = Y1∗(Xx) and X 2 = Y2∗(aXx)
for some a ∈ R0. Then it is not difficult to verify that
X 1 + X 2 = (1 + a)
d
dt
( 1
(1 + a)
Y t1 +
a
(1 + a)
Y t2
)∣∣∣
t=0
.
Hence X 1 + X 2 = Y∗((1 + a)Xx) with
Y =
1
1 + a
Y1 +
a
1 + a
Y2.
Verifying now that ∇˜(X 1 + X 2) = ∇˜(X 1) + ∇˜(X 2) is easy.
Conversely, given a map ∇˜ as in the statement of the lemma, defining ∇
through (4) yields an affine connection. Indeed, the Leibniz rule is the only point
that might not seem to follow immediately. It is a direct consequence of Re-
mark C.2 according to which
(fY )∗x(Xx) = Xxf Yx +mf(x)∗
(
Y∗xXx
)
,
where Xxf Yx really means I(f(x)Yx, XxfYx) = i(f(x)Yx) +∗ i0x(Xxf Yx).
Remark 1.2. The horizontal distribution H = H∇ associated to the connection
∇ is the “kernel” of ∇˜, that is
H = ∇˜−1(0TM ).
Now, let (sx)x∈M be a smooth family of smooth local diffeomorphisms M such
that sx is defined near x and satisfies sx(x) = x and sx∗x = − id. We consider the
bilinear map ∇ : X(M)×X(M)→ X(M) : (X,Y ) 7→ ∇XY defined by the formula(
∇XY
)
x
=
1
2
[
X,Y + (sx)∗(Y )
]
x
, (5)
where x ∈ M and X,Y ∈ X(M). To be precise, the vector field Y + (sx)∗(Y )
achieves the value Yx′ + (sx)∗
s
−1
x (x
′)
(Ys−1x (x′)) at the point x
′.
Proposition 1.3. Formula (5) defines a torsionless affine connexion on M .
Proof. Let us verify that the three conditions defining a torsionless affine connec-
tion are satisfied. First of all∇fXY = f∇XY because the vector field Y +(sx)∗(Y )
vanishes at x.
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To prove the condition ∇XfY = Xf Y + f∇XY , observe that (sx)∗(fY ) =
(f ◦ s−1x )(sx)∗Y . Hence
[X, (sx)∗(fY )] = X(f ◦ s
−1
x )(sx)∗Y + (f ◦ s
−1
x )[X, (sx)∗Y ],
which evaluated at x yields
[X, (sx)∗(fY )]x = XxfYx + f(x)[X, (sx)∗Y ]x.
Then
2
(
∇XfY
)
x
=
[
X, fY + (sx)∗(fY )
]
x
= XxfYx + f(x)
[
X,Y
]
x
+XxfYx + f(x)
[
X, (sx)∗(Y )
]
x
= 2Xxf Yx + 2f(x)
(
∇XfY
)
x
Finally the torsion T∇(X,Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX − [X,Y ] vanishes because(
∇XY −∇YX
)
x
= 12
[
X,Y + (sx)∗Y
]
x
+ 12
[
X + (sx)∗X,Y
]
x
=
[
X,Y ]x +
1
2
[
X + (sx)∗(X), Y + (sx)∗(Y )
]
x
=
[
X,Y
]
x
.
Remark 1.4. The Christoffel symbols of the connexion ∇ with respect to local
coordinates x1, ..., xn around x are
Γkij(x) = −
1
2
∂2skx
∂xi∂xj
(x). (6)
Observe that, of the whole family (sx)x∈M , only (j
2
xsx)x∈M consisting of the
second-order jet of each sx at x plays a role. In other words, any section
s : M → B(2)(Pair(M))
of the bundle α : B(2)(Pair(M)) → M of 2-jets of local diffeomorphisms of M
(cf. Notation B.3 in Appendix B) that projects onto the section
−I :M → B(1)(Pair(M)) : x 7→ [−Ix : X 7→ −X ]
via the canonical projection p : B(2)(Pair(M)) → B(1)(Pair(M)) determines a
connexion ∇s.
Definition 1.5. A section s : M → B(2)(Pair(M)) such that p ◦ s = −I is called
hereafter a holonomic symmetry jet.
Remark 1.6. As described in [BCG], the canonical connection of a symplectic
symmetric space (M, (sx)x∈M , ω) admits an expression similar to (5). More pre-
cisely, if X , Y and Z are vector fields on M , then the following expression defines
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both the unique sx-invariant symplectic connection on the symplectic symmet-
ric space (M, (sx)x∈M , ω) and the connection ∇s associated to the symmetry jet
s(x) = j2xsx :
ωx
(
∇XY, Z
)
=
1
2
Xx
(
ω(Y + (sx)∗Y, Z)
)
. (7)
Indeed, it is a consequence of the following short computation
0 =
(
∇Xω
)
x
(
Y + (sx)∗Y, Z
)
= Xx
(
ω(Y + (sx)∗Y, Z)
)
− ωx
(
∇X(Y + (sx)∗Y ), Z
)
= Xx
(
ω(Y + (sx)∗Y, Z)
)
− ωx
(
[X,Y + (sx)∗Y ], Z
)
.
Definition 1.7. A diffeomorphism ϕ of a manifold M endowed with an affine
connection ∇ is said to be affine if
ϕ∗
(
∇XY
)
= ∇ϕ∗Xϕ∗Y
holds for all X, Y in X(M). Likewise the 2-jet j2xϕ of a local diffeomorphism
ϕ : U ⊂M → V ⊂M at a point x of its domain is said to be affine if the previous
relation holds at x, that is :
ϕ∗x
(
∇XxY
)
= ∇ϕ∗xXxϕ∗Y.
Lemma 1.8. The connexion ∇s admits s(x) as affine 2-jet.
Proof.
2
(
∇sXY
)
x
=
[
X,Y + (sx)∗Y
]
x
= −(sx)∗x
[
X,Y + (sx)∗Y
]
x
= −
[
(sx)∗X, (sx)∗Y + (sx)∗ ◦ (sx)∗Y
]
x
= −
[
−X, (sx)∗Y + (sx)∗
(
(sx)∗Y
)]
x
= 2
(
∇sX(sx)∗Y
)
x
,
Remark 1.9. Given a whole family (sx)x∈M of smooth diffeomorphisms of M
satisfying sx(x) = x and (sx)∗x = − id, there is not a global sx-invariance of ∇
s,
for s(x) = j2xsx, unless the sx’s satisfy additional relations of a global nature. A
typical example is a symmetric space, where the symmetries sx satisfy sx ◦sx = id
and sy ◦ sx ◦ sy = ssy(x), In that case, the associated connection is globally sx-
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invariant. Indeed,(
∇(sy)∗X(sy)∗Y
)
x
= 12
[
(sy)∗X, (sy)∗Y + (sx)∗ ◦ (sy)∗Y
]
x
= 12
[
(sy)∗X, (sy)∗Y + (sy)∗ ◦ (ssy(x))∗Y
]
x
= 12 (sy)∗sy(x)
[
X,Y + (ssy(x))∗Y
]
sy(x)
= (sy)∗sy(x)
(
∇XY
)
sy(x)
We have obtained so far a connection from a symmetry jet. On the other hand,
a connection induces a family of local diffeomorphisms, its geodesic symmetries.
More precisely, let exp : O ⊂ TM → TM be the exponential map associated to
the connection ∇, that is the map that sends a tangent vector X to the time-one
geodesic tangent toX . HereO is assumed to be some neighborhood of the 0-section
in TM on which exp is defined and such that if Ox denotes the intersection of O
with TxM , then −Ox = Ox and the restriction of exp to Ox — denoted by expx
— is a diffeomorphism onto some open subset Ux of M . The geodesic symmetry
at x associated to ∇ is the local involutive diffeomorphism a∇x : Ux → Ux : y →
exp(− exp−1(y)). As can be expected, the 2-jet at x of the geodesic symmetry of
the connection ∇s coincides with s.
Lemma 1.10. If ax denotes the geodesic symmetry at x induced by the connection
∇s associated to the symmetry jet s, then
j2xax = s(x).
Proof. Let γ(t) = expx(tXx) be a geodesic with tangent vector fieldXγ(t) =
dγ
dt
(t).
The latter satisfies
0 = ∇XxX =
1
2
[
Xx, X + (sx)∗X
]
x
.
Equivalently
0 = Xx
(
(X + (sx)∗X)(f)
)
= Xx(Xf) +Xx
(
(sx)∗X(f)
)
,
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for all f ∈ C∞(M). Developing the right hand side of the previous equality yields
0 = Xx(Xf)− (sx)∗xXx
(
(sx)∗X(f)
)
= −
d
dt
expx(−tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
(Xf)−
d
dt
sx ◦ expx(tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
(sx)∗X(f)
=
d
dt
−Xexpx(−tXx)(f)
∣∣∣
t=0
−
d
dt
((sx)∗X)sx◦ expx(tXx)(f)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
d
ds
f ◦ expx(−sXx)
∣∣∣
s=t
∣∣∣
t=0
−
d
dt
(sx)∗(Xexpx(tXx))(f)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d2
dt2
f ◦ expx(−tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
−
d
dt
Xexpx(tXx)(f ◦ sx)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d2
dt2
f ◦ expx ◦ − Ix(tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
−
d
dt
d
ds
f ◦ sx ◦ expx(sXx)
∣∣∣
s=t
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d2
dt2
f ◦ expx ◦ − Ix(tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
−
d2
dt2
f ◦ sx ◦ expx(tXx)
∣∣∣
t=0
.
We claim that this implies that the maps f ◦ expx ◦− Ix and f ◦ sx ◦ expx coincide
up to order 2. Indeed, observe that the differential at 0x ∈ TxM of these two maps
coincide. Hence their second differential (cf. Notation D.8 in Appendix D)
f∗∗x ◦ expx∗∗0x ◦ (−Ix)∗∗0x and f∗∗x ◦ sx∗∗x ◦ expx∗∗0x
belong to a same fiber of p×p∗ : B(2)(Pair(M))→ B(1)(Pair(M))×B(1)(Pair(M)),
so that their difference is a symmetric bilinear map B from TxM × TxM to TyM
(cf. Remark D.17) which is determined by its values on pairs (X,X) ∈ TxM×TxM .
Now, the previous calculation shows that B(X,X) vanishes for all X . Whence the
result.
Remark 1.11. So starting from a symmetry jet s, we obtain in a canonical way,
via the affine connection ∇s, a smooth family (a∇
s
x )x∈M of local involutive diffeo-
morphisms which integrate pointwise the section s.
Given a torsionless affine connection ∇, let us denote by a∇ the symmetry jet
defined by
a∇(x) = j2xa
∇
x .
Theorem 1.12. The two correspondences s  ∇s and ∇  a∇ are inverse to
one another. In particular it is true that any affine connection ∇ is associated to
the symmetry jet consisting of the family of 2-jets a∇ of its geodesic symmetries,
through the relation(
∇XY
)
x
=
1
2
[
X,Y + (a∇x )∗Y
]
x
, X, Y ∈ X(M) (8)
Proof. Half of the Proposition 1.12, namely the fact that a∇
s
= s, has been
proven in Proposition 1.10. The other half, that is,
∇a
∇
= ∇,
13
is easily seen once we know that the geodesic symmetries are affine up to order 2.
Indeed, suppose (∇XY )x = (∇X(a∇x )∗Y )x, then(
∇XY
)
x
= 12
(
∇XY
)
x
+ 12
(
∇X(a∇x )∗Y
)
x
= 12
(
∇X(Y + (a∇x )∗Y )
)
x
= 12
[
X,Y + (a∇x )∗Y
]
x
We prove now that the geodesic symmetries are affine up to order 2. A linear
connection ∇ induces a horizontal distribution H = H∇ on the tangent bundle,
described in terms of ∇˜ (cf. Lemma 1.1) as its kernel, that is,
H = ∇˜−1(0TM ).
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that (ax)∗∗Yx maps HYx onto H−Yx . Suppose
X and Y are vector fields defined near x tangent to H at Xx and Yx. Then X+Y
is also tangent to H at Xx + Yx because the connection is linear and [X,Y ]x = 0
because the connection is torsionless. Besides, a vector field Z that is tangent to H
at Zx is also tangent to the velocity vector field of the geodesic expx(tZx), which
implies that (ax)∗Z is also tangent to the velocity vector field of expx(−tZx). Thus
∇Zx(ax)∗Z = 0 and(
∇X(ax)∗Y
)
x
=
(
∇X+Y (ax)∗(X + Y )
)
x
−
(
∇X(ax)∗X
)
x
−
(
∇Y (ax)∗Y
)
x
−
(
∇Y (ax)∗X
)
x
= −
(
∇Y (ax)∗X
)
x
=
(
∇(ax)∗Y (ax)∗X
)
x
=
(
∇(ax)∗X(ax)∗Y
)
x
+
[
(ax)∗Y, (ax)∗X
]
x
= −
(
∇X(ax)∗Y
)
x
−
[
Y,X
]
x
= −
(
∇X(ax)∗Y
)
x
.
Hence ∇Xx(ax)∗Y = 0 for all Xx ∈ TxM , which implies that (ax)∗∗x preserves the
horizontal distribution H along TxM .
Remark 1.13. Notice in particular that for f to be a local involutive diffeomor-
phism requires no condition on its second order derivative when f∗x = −Ix. In
other terms, when j1xf = −Ix, we have j
2
xf
−1 = j2xf . (See also Corollary D.7).
Remark 1.14. A alternative proof of Proposition 1.12 will be provided when
handling the torsion case (cf. Proposition 2.2).
2 Connections with torsion
For a connection with torsion, the 2-jet of a geodesic symmetry is not any more
affine. Indeed, on the one hand, if a map is affine up to order 2 at a point x, its
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differential at x must preserve the torsion. On the other hand, the torsion being
a 3-tensor, cannot be preserved by −Ix unless it vanishes at x. Nevertheless by
relaxing slightly the notion of symmetry jet as in the following definition, one may
establish a bijective correspondence between symmetry jets and arbitrary affine
connections. Regarding notation, we refer to Appendix D and Definition D.4.
Definition 2.1. A symmetry jet is a section
s :M → B
(1,1)
h (M)
of α : B
(1,1)
h (M) → M whose first order part p ◦ s = p∗ ◦ s : M → B
(1)(Pair(M))
coincides with −I. A symmetry jet is said to be holonomic if it takes its values in
B(2)(Pair(M)) and semi-holonomic otherwise.
Proposition 2.2. Given a symmetry jet s, the formula(
∇sXY
)
x
=
1
2
[
X,Y + sx(Y )
]
x
, (9)
where s(x) = j1xsx, for some local bisection sx : Ux ⊂M → B
(1)(Pair(M)), defines
an affine connection. Moreover, this induces a bijective correspondence between
symmetry jets and affine connections.
The proof will show that the condition that s(x) belongs to B(1,1)(Pair(M))
rather than B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) ensures that the Leibniz rule is satisfied and cannot be
relaxed. Of course the symmetry jet is holonomic, or κ-invariant (cf. Lemma D.16),
if and only if the connection is torsionless.
Remark 2.3. Observe the following alternative expression for ∇s :
∇sXxY =
1
2
π
(
Y∗xXx,−s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
, (10)
where the thick minus − denotes the composition of the scalar multiplication by
−1 with respect to one vector bundle structures of T 2M over TM with scalar
multiplication by −1 with respect to the other one (cf. Appendix C), i.e. − =
m1 ◦m1∗. The expression s(x) · Y∗xXx stands for the action of the (1, 1)-jet s(x)
on Y∗xXx (cf. (57)). The two vectors Y∗xXx and −s(x) · Y∗xXx are in the same
fiber of the affine fibration T 2M → TM ⊕ TM (see the figure below). Whence
their difference yields an element of TM (cf. (51) and (52) in Appendix C). The
fact that (10) coincides with (9) is an easy consequence of the relation between
the Lie bracket and κ (cf. Proposition C.4) :[
X,Y + sx(Y )
]
x
= π
(
(Y + sx(Y ))∗xXx, κ(X∗x(Y + sx(Y ))x)
)
= π
(
Y∗xXx +∗ s(x) · Y∗x(−Xx), κ(0Xx)
)
(thanks to (58))
= π
(
Y∗xXx +∗ m−1
(
s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
, 0∗Xx
)
(thanks to (54))
= π
(
Y∗xXx,−s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
(thanks to (53)).
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X = Y∗xXx
TYxTM
T−YxTM
−s(x) · X
TxM
TxM
−Yx
s(x) · X
−s(x) · X
Yx
Xx
Proof of Proposition 2.2 Let s : M → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) be a symmetry jet.
Proving that (10) defines an affine connexion amounts to showing that the left
hand side satisfies the Leibniz rule as the C∞(M)-linearity in the first argument
is easy to see. So let f be a smooth function on M , then
∇sXxfY =
1
2
π
(
(fY )∗xXx,−s(x) · (fY )∗xXx
)
.
Recall from (49) that
(fY )∗xXx = Xxf Yx +mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx),
where Xxf Yx really means Ip(f(x)Yx, XxfYx) = i(f(x)Yx) +∗ i
p
0M
(Xxf Yx). So
−s(x) · (fY )∗xXx = −s(x) ·
(
Ip(f(x)Yx, XxfYx) +mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx)
)
= −
(
Ip(−f(x)Yx,−XxfYx) +mf(x)∗
(
s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
=
(
Ip(f(x)Yx,−XxfYx) +−mf(x)∗
(
s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
.
Then
16
∇sXxfY =
1
2π
(
Ip(f(x)Yx, XxfYx) +mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx),
Ip(f(x)Yx,−XxfYx) +−mf(x)∗
(
s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
= 12π
(
Ip(f(x)Yx, XxfYx), Ip(f(x)Yx,−XxfYx)
)
+
1
2π
(
mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx),mf(x)∗
(
−s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
= XxfYx + f(x)∇XxY.
We explain now how to associate a symmetry jet s to a connection ∇. Extract-
ing s from (10) yields the following expression :
s(x) · X = −X +m−1∗
(
I(Yx, 2∇XxY )
)
, (11)
where X = Y∗xXx and ∇ = ∇
s. Moreover, for any connection ∇, the relation (11)
defines a symmetry jet s whose associated connection ∇s is ∇. Indeed,
∇sXxY =
1
2π
(
Y∗xXx,−s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
= 12π
(
Y∗xXx, Y∗xXx − I(Yx, 2∇XxY )
)
= ∇XxY.
3 Uniqueness of affine extension revisited
This section provides an alternative description of the well-known property of
uniqueness of affine extension, which states that on a manifold M endowed with a
torsionless affine connection∇, any linear isomorphism ξ : TxM → TyM , x, y ∈M ,
admits a unique lift to an affine 2-jet, meaning that there exists a local diffeomor-
phism f : U ⊂ M → V ⊂ N whose differential at x coincides with ξ and that
satisfies for any pair of vector fields X and Y
f∗x
(
∇XxY
)
= ∇f∗x (Xx)
(
f∗(Y )
)
,
a relation which depends only on the 2-jet j2xf of f . The property of uniqueness
of affine extension holds for connections with torsion as well, provided the affine
extension is allowed to belong to B
(1,1)
h (M) instead of B
(2)(Pair(M)).
Definition 3.1. An affine jet is an element ξ = j1xb of B
(1,1)
h (M) such that
b(x)(∇XxY ) = ∇b(x)(Xx)b(Y ).
Remark 3.2. The image of s consists of affine jets. This is a consequence of
the fact that any (1, 1)-jet in B(1,1)(Pair(M)) whose first order part lies in the
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bisection −I is its own inverse (Proposition D.6). Indeed, we know from (58) that
(sx(Y ))∗xXx = −s(x) · Y∗xXx. Thus
∇sXxsx(Y ) =
1
2π
(
−s(x) · Y∗xXx,m−1∗
(
s(x) · s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
= 12π
(
−s(x) · Y∗xXx,m−1∗
(
Y∗xXx
))
= 12∇
s
Xx
Y.
The last equality follows from π(X ,Y) = −π(Y,X ) = π(m−1∗Y,m−1∗X ).
The following proposition consists in the property of uniqueness of affine ex-
tension extended to affine connections with torsion and shows also that the map
B(1)(Pair(M)) → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) that associates to a 1-jet its unique affine ex-
tension, can be characterized as being the unique groupoid morphism and section
of p = p∗ that extends s, in the sense that S ◦ −I = s.
Proposition 3.3. Given an affine connection ∇s there is a unique Lie groupoid
morphism S : B(1)(Pair(M)) → B
(1,1)
h (M) ([Mackenzie-05]) such that S ◦ −I = s
and p ◦ S = id. Moreover the set of affine jets is precisely the image of S. When
the symmetry jet is holonomic, the morphism S takes its values in B(2)(Pair(M)).
Proof. Let j1xb ∈ B
(1,1)
h (M), with β(b(x)) = y. Then
b(x)
(
∇XxY
)
−∇b(x)XxbY = b(x)
(
1
2π
(
Y∗xXx,−s(x) · Y∗xXx
))
− 12π
(
(bY )∗y (b(x)Xx),−s(y) · (bY )∗y (b(x)Xx)
)
= 12π
(
j1xb · Y∗xXx,−j
1
xb · s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
− 12π
(
j1xb · Y∗xXx,−s(y) · j
1
xb · Y∗xXx
)
= 12π
(
−s(y) · j1xb · Y∗xXx,−j
1
xb · s(x) · Y∗xXx
)
.
This implies that j1xb is affine if and only if
j1xb · s(x) = s(y) · j
1
xb.
(This statement relies on Lemma F.6.) Or, equivalently
s(y) · j1xb · s(x) = j
1
xb. (12)
In terms of the associated plane (cf. Remark B.2 in Appendix B), the previous
equation (12) is satisfied if and only if D(j1xb), which lies in Eξ, (cf. Remark D.5)
satisfies
D(s(y)) ·D(j1xb) ·D(s(x)) = D(j
1
xb). (13)
Now, for any 1-jet ξ in B(1)(Pair(M)), define the map
ψξ : TξB
(1)(Pair(M))→ TξB
(1)(Pair(M)) : Xξ 7→ Y
D(s(y)),α∗
·Xξ ·X
D(s(x)),β∗
,
(14)
18
whereX = α∗ξ(Xξ), Y = β∗ξ(Xξ) and whereX
D(s(x)),β∗
(respectively Y
D(s(y)),α∗
)
denotes the lift of X (respectively Y ) via β∗ (respectively α∗) in D(s(x)) (respec-
tively D(s(y))). The dot in the previous formula refers to the differential of the
multiplication in the groupoid B(1)(Pair(M)), that is the map
m∗(ξ2,ξ1) : Tξ2B
(1)(Pair(M))×(α∗ξ2 ,β∗ξ1 )
Tξ1B
(1)(Pair(M)) −→ Tξ2·ξ1B
(1)(Pair(M)),
m∗(ξ2,ξ1)(Xξ2 , Xξ1)
not
= Xξ2 ·Xξ1 . (15)
 
 
 
 


 
 
ψξ(Xξ)
Xξ
xˆ
X
ξ
Y
Dyˆ ,α∗
x
yˆ
y Y
X
Dxˆ,β∗
Figure 1: The map ψξ
The relation (13) can be reformulated in terms of ψξ as follows :
ψξ
(
D(j1xb)
)
= D(j1xb).
The map ψξ is an involutive automorphism of TξB(1)(Pair(M)). Indeed, on the
one hand, α∗ξ ◦ ψξ = −α∗ξ and β∗ξ ◦ ψξ = −β∗ξ and on the other hand,
X
D(s(x)),β∗
· −X
D(s(x)),β∗
= X
D(s(x)),β∗
· −X
D(s(x)),β∗
= X
D(s(x)),β∗
· ι∗
(
X
D(s(x)),β∗)
= 0x,
(16)
as implied by Proposition D.6 and, similarly, −Y
D(s(y)),α∗
·Y
D(s(y)),α∗
= 0y. Hence
TξB(1)(Pair(M)) decomposes into a direct sum of eigenspaces corresponding to the
eigenvalues ±1 :
TξB
(1)(Pair(M)) = E
ψξ
+1 ⊕ E
ψξ
−1.
Clearly E
ψξ
+1 = Ker p∗ξ for p : B
(1)(Pair(M))→ Pair(M). Since Ker p∗ξ ⊂ Eξ, the
subspaces E
ψξ
−1 and Eξ are transverse and therefore
Dξ = E
ψξ
−1 ∩ Eξ
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defines a distribution on B(1)(Pair(M)) corresponding to a section
S : B(1)(Pair(M))→ B(1,1)(Pair(M))
of p such that D(S(ξ)) = Dξ. We claim that S is a groupoid morphism whose
image consists of the set of affine jets. The first statement is a consequence of the
following simple observation :
ψξ2·ξ1(Xξ2 ·Xξ1) = ψξ2(Xξ2) · ψξ1(Xξ1),
itself implied by (16). As to the second statement, along the bisection −I, the
image of S coincides with s. Indeed, the relation (16) implies that
D(s(x)) ⊂ E
ψ−Ix
−1 .
Hence S(−I) consists of affine jets (cf. Remark 3.2). Thus, for any ξ : TxM → TyM
in B(1)(Pair(M)), the property of S to be a groupoid morphism that coincides with
s on−I implies that S(ξ) = S(−Iy·ξ·−Ix) = S(−Iy)·S(ξ)·S(−Ix) = s(y)·S(ξ)·s(x)
which implies that S(ξ) is affine.
Concerning the very last statement of the proposition, it is a consequence of
the property that κ is a groupoid morphism (cf. Lemma D.16) and the first part
of the proposition. Indeed,
κ(S(ξ)) = κ(s(y) · S(ξ) · s(x)) = s(y) · κ(S(ξ)) · s(x)
implies that κ(S(ξ)) = S(ξ).
Definition 3.4. A section S : B(1)(Pair(M)) → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) of p which is
a groupoid morphism is called an affine extension or the affine extension of the
symmetry jet it is induced from.
Proposition 3.5. Affine connections are in bijective correspondence with affine
extension.
Since a (1, 1)-jet ξ may also appear as a plane D(ξ) tangent to B(1)(Pair(M))
attached to p(ξ) (cf. Remark B.2 in Appendix B), the data of the section S is
equivalent to that of a distribution, denoted by D or Ds, on B(1)(Pair(M)). It
satisfies the following properties :
a) D is “transverse” in the sense transverse to both the α-fibers and the β-fibers.
b) The fact that D is induced from a groupoid morphism implies that it coin-
cides with ε∗x(TxM) along the identity bisection, is invariant under ι∗ and
is preserved by multiplication, that is the map m∗ : TG×(α∗,β∗) TG→ TG
maps D ×(α∗,β∗) D onto D.
c) D ⊂ E (see Definition B.5). Equivalently, the bouncing map
b : B(1)(Pair(M))→ End(TM, TM) : ξ 7→ β∗ξ ◦ α∗ξ |
−1
Dξ
= b(Dξ)
induced by D is the identity.
20
We use the word “transverse” to describe condition a) because “horizontal” is
quite dubious in the groupoid case as D is, at least along the bisection −I, rather
vertical with respect to our standard picture of a groupoid, since the bouncing
map along −I coincides with −I.
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Dι(ξ1)
Dξ1ξ2
α β
Dξ1
−I
D−Ix
x M
Dξ2
G
Figure 2: The distribution D
Definition 3.6. A distribution on a groupoid G satisfying the previous condition
is called an invariant transverse distribution.
One could rephrase what has been said in this section into the following propo-
sition
Proposition 3.7. Symmetry jets are in one-to-one correspondance with affine
extensions as well as with invariant transverse distributions.
Now, affine local or global transformation appear as leaves of the distributionD.
Proposition 3.8. Let s be symmetry jet on the manifold M , let ∇ denote the
induced affine connection and D the associated distribution on B(1)(Pair(M)).
Through the 1-jet extension map ϕ→ j1ϕ, affine (local) diffeomorphism of (M,∇s)
correspond to (local) bisections of B(1)(Pair(M)) that are leaves of D.
Proof. Since D is contained in E , a leaf of D is necessarily locally a 1-jet extension
j1ϕ. The latter is then affine since tangent to D.
4 Torsion and holonomy of affine jets
Given a symmetry jet s on a manifold M , the defect for an affine (1, 1)-jet S(ξ)
to be holonomic, or fixed under the involution κ (cf. Lemma D.16), coincides with
the defect of invariance of the torsion under ξ. A precise statement is the content
of the next proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. Let S(ξ) = j1xb be an affine jet, then, for any X ∈ T
2M with
p(X ) = Yx and p∗(X ) = Xx, we have
π
(
S(ξ) · X , κ(S(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
T∇(Xx, Yx)
)
− T∇
(
ξ(Xx), ξ(Yx)
)
. (17)
In particular, the affine (1, 1)-jet S(ξ) extending ξ is a 2-jet if and only if ξ pre-
serves the torsion.
Proof. Supposing that X and Y are vector fields on M extending Xx and Yx
respectively and such that X = κ(X∗xYx), the right hand side of (17) equals
ξ
(
∇XxY −∇YxX − [X,Y ]x
)
−
(
∇ξ(Xx)bY +∇ξ(Yx)bX + [bX, bY ]y
)
=
(
ξ(∇XxY )−∇ξ(Xx)bY
)
−
(
ξ(∇YxX)−∇ξ(Yx)bX
)
−
(
ξ([X,Y ]x)− [bX, bY ]y
)
= − ξ ◦ π
(
Y∗xXx, κ(X∗xYx)
)
+ π
(
(bY )∗yξ(Xx), κ
(
(bX)∗yξ(Yx)
))
.
= − π
(
S(ξ) · Y∗xXx, S(ξ) · κ(X∗xYx)
)
+ π
(
S(ξ) · Y∗xXx, κ(S(ξ) ·X∗xYx)
)
= π
(
S(ξ) · κ(X∗xYx), κ(S(ξ)) · κ(X∗xYx)
)
= π
(
S(ξ) · X , κ(S(ξ)) · X
)
,
where we have used Proposition C.4, as well as relation (58) from Appendix D.
Equation (17) yields a geometric interpretation of the torsion of an affine con-
nection in terms of its symmetry jet.
Corollary 4.2. Let s be a symmetry jet, and let ∇ be the corresponding affine
connection. Then
T∇(Xx, Yx) =
1
2
π
(
κ
(
s(x)
)
· X , s(x) · X
)
,
for any X ∈ T 2M with p(X ) = Yx and p∗(X ) = Xx.
In terms of the distribution Ds, this means that for any Xx ∈ TxM , the endo-
morphism T∇(Xx, ·) of TxM is the difference between the lifts X1 and X2 of Xx
in D−Ix and κ(D−Ix) respectively with respect to α∗. Indeed, the vector X2−X1
lies in T−Ix(B
(1)(Pair(M))x,x) which is naturally identified with End(TxM,TxM).
5 The curvature in terms of the symmetry jet
In this section we present a very simple expression for the curvature of an affine
connection in terms of the first jet of the symmetry jet. More precisely, we prove
the following statement
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X2
Xx = α∗(X1) = α∗(X2)
−Ix
x
D(κ(s(x)))
D(s(x))
X1
X2 −X1 = T∇(Xx, ·)
Figure 3: The torsion
Theorem 5.1. Let s be a symmetry jet on the manifold M . Then the curvature
tensor R of the associated affine connection admits the following expression
R(Xx, Yx)Zx =
1
4
Π
(
κ(j1xs) · j
1
xs · X, j
1
xs · κ(j
1
xs) · X
)
, (18)
where X, Y and Z are vector fields on M and X stands for Z∗∗YxY∗xXx ∈ T
3M .
Remark 5.2. One could also write, with a slight abuse of notation
R =
1
4
Π([κ(j1xs), j
1
xs]).
Remark 5.3. Observe that κ(j1xs) is not a (1, 1, 1)-jet since p(j
1
xs) = s(x) does
not coincide with p∗(j
1
xs) = m−1∗ (cf. Remark F.13). Nevertheless, κ(j
1
xs) is an
element in L(T 3M) (cf. Definition F.4) whose action on an element X in T 3M is
defined by
κ(j1xs) · X = κ(j
1
xs · κ(X)).
Moreover,
- p(κ(j1xs)) = m−1∗,
- p∗(κ(j
1
xs)) = s(x),
- p∗∗(κ(j
1
xs)) = m−1.
Proof. As a first step, let us compute ∇Xx∇Y Z in terms of the symmetry jet.
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
2
π
(
(∇Y Z)∗x(Xx),−s(x) · (∇Y Z)∗x(Xx)
)
Let γ : (−ε, ε)→M be a path in M tangent to Xx at t = 0. Then
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(∇Y Z)∗x(Xx) =
d
dt
(∇Y Z)γ(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
1
2
π
(
Z∗γ(t)Yγ(t),−s(γ(t)) · Z∗γ(t)Yγ(t)
)∣∣∣
t=0
= m 1
2∗
(
π∗(Z,−s(x)·Z)
(
X,m−1∗ ◦m−1∗∗
(
j1xs · X
)))
,
where Z = p(X) = Z∗xYx. Since X
1 = X and X2 = m−1∗ ◦m−1∗∗(j1xs · X) belong
to the same (P2 = p∗ × p∗∗)-fiber, there exists a U ∈ TXxTM such that
X1 = X2 +∗
(
e∗(X
2) +∗∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
)
= X2 +∗∗
(
e∗∗(X
2) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
)
.
(This follows from (65) in Appendix E). It is not difficult to verify that π∗(X
1,X2) =
Π2(X
1,X2) = U . Now, we claim that for an element ξ ∈ L(1,1,1)(T 3M),
π∗(ξ · X
1, ξ · X2) = p∗(ξ) · π∗(X
1,X2). (19)
This is verified as follows :
ξ · X1 = ξ ·
(
X2 +∗
(
e∗(X
2) +∗∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
))
= ξ · X2 +∗
(
ξ · e∗(X2) +∗∗ ξ · (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
)
= ξ · X2 +∗
(
e∗(ξ · X2) +∗∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(p∗(ξ) · U)
)
The last equality follows from Lemma F.6 and holds for any ξ ∈ L(T 3M) such
that ξ · (ip0M )∗(U) = (i
p
0M
)∗(p∗(ξ) · U). In particular for ξ = κ(j1xs). Indeed,
κ(j1xs) ·
(
(ip0M )∗(U)
)
= κ
(
j1xs · κ
(
(ip0M )∗(U)
))
= κ
(
j1xs · i
p∗
0∗TM
(U)
)
= κ
(
ip∗0∗TM
(
s(x) · U
))
= (ip0M )∗
(
s(x) · U
)
.
Thus
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
2
π
(
m 1
2 ∗
[
π∗(X
1,X2)
]
,−m 1
2∗
[
π∗(κ(j
1
xs) · X
1, κ(j1xs) · X
2)
])
.
To pursue this computation, observe that π((ma)∗X , (ma)∗Y) = aπ(X ,Y) for two
elements X and Y in a same (p× p∗)-fiber and a real a. Thus
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
4
π
(
π∗(X
1,X2),− π∗(κ(j
1
xs) · X
1, κ(j1xs) · X
2)
)
.
Moreover m−1(π∗(Y
1,Y2)) = π∗(m−1(Y
1),m−1(Y
2)) and m−1∗(π∗(Y
1,Y2)) co-
incides with both π∗(m−1∗(Y
1),m−1∗(Y
2)) and π∗(m−1∗∗(Y
1),m−1∗∗(Y
2)) for
any Y1, Y2 in T 3M . Thus
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
4
π
(
π∗
(
X1,X2
)
,
π∗
(
m−1 ◦m−1∗∗(κ(j
1
xs) · X
1),m−1 ◦m−1∗∗(κ(j
1
xs) · X
2)
))
(20)
Let us define
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- X˜1 = m−1 ◦m−1∗∗(κ(j1xs) · X
1),
- X˜2 = m−1 ◦m−1∗∗(κ(j1xs) · X
2) = m−1 ◦m−1∗(κ(j1xs) · j
1
xs · X).
Now U = π∗(X1,X2), U˜ = π∗(X˜1, X˜2) and U = π(π∗(X1,X2), π∗(X˜1, X˜2)) =
∇Xx∇Y Z satisfy the relations
X1 = X2 +∗∗
(
e∗∗(X
2) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
)
X˜1 = X˜2 +∗∗
(
e∗∗(X˜2) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U˜)
)
U = U˜ +∗
(
e∗(U) + i
p
0M
(U)
)
.
Besides, all four elements X1, X2, X˜1 and X˜2 belong to the same p∗∗-fiber and
X1 −∗∗ X2 −∗∗ X˜1 +∗∗ X˜2
=
(
e∗∗(X
2) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U)
)
−∗∗
(
e∗∗(X˜2) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U˜)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
(ip0M )∗(U)−∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(U˜)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
(ip0M )∗(U −∗ U˜)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
(ip0M )∗
(
e∗(U) + i
p
0M
(U)
))
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
(ip0M )∗ ◦ i∗ ◦ p∗(U) + (i
p
0M
)∗ ◦ i
p
0M
(U)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
i∗ ◦ i∗ ◦ p∗ ◦ p∗∗(X2) + I(U)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
i∗ ◦ p∗ ◦ i∗∗ ◦ p∗∗(X2) + I(U)
)
= e∗∗(X
2) +∗
(
e∗(e∗∗(X
2)) + I(U)
)
.
This computation shows, in terms of the piece of notation introduced in (68) that
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
4
Π
(
X1 −∗∗ X
2 −∗∗ X˜1 +∗∗ X˜2
)
.
In other terms
∇Xx∇Y Z =
1
4Π
(
X+∗∗ (m−1)∗j
1
xs · X+∗∗ (m−1) κ(j
1
xs) · X+∗∗ (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗ κ(j
1
xs) · j
1
xs · X
)
.
Now we can tackle the curvature. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that [X,Y ]x = 0. Then
R(Xx, Yx)Zx = ∇Xx∇Y Z −∇Yx∇XZ
= 14Π
(
X1 −∗∗ X2 −∗∗ X˜1 +∗∗ X˜2
)
−
1
4Π
(
Y1 −∗∗ Y2 −∗∗ Y˜1 +∗∗ Y˜2
)
,
with
- Y1 = Y = Z∗∗XxX∗xYx,
- Y2 = (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗j1xs ·Y,
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- Y˜1 = (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗ κ(j1xs) ·Y,
- Y˜2 = (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗ κ(j1xs) · j
1
xs ·Y.
Observe that (70) implies that
Π
(
Y1 −∗∗ Y2 −∗∗ Y˜1 +∗∗ Y˜2
)
= Π ◦ κ
(
Y1 −∗∗ Y2 −∗∗ Y˜1 +∗∗ Y˜2
)
= Π
(
κ(Y1)−∗∗ κ(Y
2)−∗∗ κ(Y˜1) +∗∗ κ(Y˜2)
)
.
Moreover,
- κ(Y1) = κ(Z∗∗XxX∗xYx) = Z∗∗Xxκ(X∗xYx) = Z∗∗XxY∗xXx = X
1,
- κ(Y2) = (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗κ(j1xs) · X = X˜
1,
- κ(Y˜1) = (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗ j1xs · X = X
2,
- κ(Y˜2) = (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1) j1xs · κ(j
1
xs) · X 6= X˜
2.
Therefore,
R(Xx, Yx)Zx = ∇Xx∇Y Z −∇Yx∇XZ
= 14Π
(
X1 −∗∗ X
2 −∗∗ X˜1 +∗∗ X˜2
)
−
1
4Π
(
X1 −∗∗ X˜1 −∗∗ X2 +∗∗ κ(Y˜2)
)
= 14Π
((
X1 −∗∗ X2 −∗∗ X˜1 +∗∗ X˜2
)
,(
X1 −∗∗ X˜1 −∗∗ X2 +∗∗ κ(Y˜2)
))
= 14Π
(
X˜2, κ(Y˜2)
)
In other words,
R(Xx, Yx)Zx =
1
4Π
(
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗ κ(j
1
xs) · j
1
xs · X,
(m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1) j1xs · κ(j
1
xs) · X
)
= 14Π
(
κ(j1xs) · j
1
xs · X, j
1
xs · κ(j
1
xs) · X
)
6 Third order affine extension
As for the order 2, on can prove that affine jets of order 3 extending a given 1-jet al-
ways exist, provided (1, 1, 1)-jets, that is elements of the groupoid B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
are allowed. Recall from Appendix F that the later are of the type
ξ = j1xb,
where
b : Ux → B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) : x
′ 7→ j1x′bx′
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is some local bisection of B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) and the various
bx′ : Ux′ → B
(1)(Pair(M)),
for x′ ∈ Ux, form a smooth family of local bisections of B(1)(Pair(M)). Recall
also that when ξ lies in B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)), we may assume that bx′(x′) = bx(x′)
and that bx′ is tangent to E for all x′ or equivalently that (β ◦ bx′)∗x′ = bx′(x
′)
(cf. observation following Definition F.1).
Definition 6.1. A (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ is affine if it belongs to B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)), if its
(1, 1)-part p(ξ) = p∗(ξ) = p∗∗(ξ) is affine and if for any vector fields X, Y , Z in
X(M), we have
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
= ∇ξXx∇bxY bZ. (21)
Let us say a few words about the right hand side of (21). The vector field bxY
is defined on a neighborhood Vy of y by (bxY )y′ = bx(x
′)Yx′ with b
0
x(x
′) = y′.
The notation b

Z stands for the family Ty′ of vector fields parameterized by y
′ =
b0x(x
′) ∈ Vy :
Ty′ : Vy′ → TM : y
′′ = b0x′(x
′′) 7→ (bx′Z)y′′ = bx′(x
′′)Zx′′ .
It is differentiated covariantly in the direction of the vector field y′ 7→ (bxY )y′ and
the result, that depends twofold on the variable y′ is being covariantly differenti-
ated in the direction of ξXx ∈ TyM .
Remark 6.2. It is also important to notice that a (1, 1, 1)-jet that satisfies (21)
alone does not necessarily have an affine (1, 1)-part. Indeed, let b denote a local
bisection of B(1)(Pair(M)) such that j1xb = S(ξ). Then
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
= ∇ξXxb
(
∇Y Z
)
.
So j1xj
1

b

is affine if and only if
∇ξXx
(
b
(
∇Y Z
)
−∇bxY bZ
)
= 0
for all X , Y , Z in X(M). The latter relation only means that, for any vector fields
Y and Z, the two local vector fields
U = b
(
∇Y Z
)
and V = ∇bxY bZ
induce the same map pv ◦ U∗y = p
v ◦ V∗y : TyM → TyM , where p
v denotes
the projection pv : T 2M → TM induced from the horizontal distribution on
T 2M associated to ∇s. Still, the vectors Uy and Vy might not agree in general.
Equivalently, j1xbx might not coincide with j
1
xb = S(ξ).
The following statement follows directly from Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 6.3. Given a symmetry jet s :M → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) and the corre-
sponding distribution D on B(1)(Pair(M)), the (tautological) distribution
DS(ξ) = S∗ξ(Dξ)
27
along ImS ⊂ B(1,1)(Pair(M)) corresponds to a groupoid morphism
S : B(1)(Pair(M))→ B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
whose image consists of affine (1, 1, 1)-jets and such that p ◦ S coincides with S.
Proof. For any ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) let aξ denote some local bisection x1 7→ aξ(x1)
such that j1xaξ = S(ξ), for x = α(ξ). Then, for each point aξ(x1), the expression
aaξ(x1) denotes a local bisection, that depends smoothly on x1, whose first jet at
x1 coincides with S(aξ(x1)). It is tautological that the (1, 1, 1)-jet
j1x(j
1
x1
aaξ(x1)) = j
1
x(S ◦ aξ)
is affine. Indeed,
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
= ∇ξXxaξ
(
∇Y Z
)
= ∇ξXx∇aξY aaξ()Z.
Moreover, j1x(S ◦ aξ) belongs to B
(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) :
- p(j1x(S ◦ aξ)) = S ◦ aξ(x) = S(ξ),
- p∗(j
1
x(S ◦ aξ)) = j
1
x(p ◦ S ◦ aξ) = j
1
xaξ = S(ξ),
- p∗∗(j
1
x(S ◦ aξ)) = j
1
x(p∗ ◦ S ◦ aξ) = j
1
xaξ = S(ξ).
Observe now that D(j1x(S ◦ aξ)) = (S ◦ aξ)∗x(TxM) = S∗ξ(Dξ). Furthermore, the
section
S : B(1)(Pair(M))→ B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) : ξ 7→ S(ξ) = j1x(S ◦ aξ)
is a groupoid morphism. Indeed, if (ξ1, ξ2) ∈ B(1) ×(α,β) B
(1), then
D
(
S(ξ1 · ξ2)
)
= S∗ξ1·ξ2 (Dξ1·ξ2) = S∗ξ1·ξ2 (Dξ1 · Dξ2) = S∗ξ1 (Dξ1 ) · S∗ξ2 (Dξ2 )
(cf. Remark B.2) implies that S(ξ1 · ξ2) = S(ξ1) · S(ξ2).
Proposition 6.4. The affine (1, 1, 1)-jet S(ξ) is the unique affine (1, 1, 1)-jet
whose first order is ξ.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to compute
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
−∇ξXx∇bxY bZ, (22)
for a (1, 1, 1)-jet ζ = j1xj
1

b

in B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) whose second order part is S(ξ), in
terms of s and S so as to make the condition that (22) vanishes equivalent to ζ =
S(ξ). Using the formula (20) with ξo = S(−Ix) and taking into account the facts
that p(ξ)(π(X 1,X 2)) = π(ξ ·X 1, ξ ·X 2) for any (1, 1)-jet ξ and p∗(ξ) ·π∗(X1,X2) =
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π∗(ξ ·X1, ξ ·X2) for any (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ (cf. (19)), the first term ξ(∇Xx∇Y Z) can be
rewritten :
1
4
ξ
{
π
[
π∗
(
X, (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗j
1
xs · X
)
,
π∗
(
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗ S(−Ix) · X, (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗ S(−Ix) · j1xs · X
)]}
=
1
4
π
[
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗S(ξ) · j1xs · X
)
,
π∗
(
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗S(ξ) · S(−Ix) · X, (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗S(ξ) · S(−Ix) · j1xs · X
)]
=
1
4
π
[
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗j1ys · S(ξ) · X
)
,
π∗
(
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗S(−Iy) · S(ξ) · X, (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗S(−Iy) · j1ys · S(ξ) · X
)]
,
where X = Z∗∗YxY∗xXx . The third equality follows from the fact that S(ξ) com-
mutes with S(−Ix) and with j1xs. This is really the key point here and the main
property of S(ξ) that distinguishes it from other (1, 1, 1)-jets. Indeed, S being a
groupoid morphism, we have
S(ξ) · S(−Ix) = S(ξ · −Ix) = S(−Iy · ξ) = S(−Iy) · S(ξ)
and
S(ξ) · j1xs = j
1
x(S ◦ aξ) · j
1
x(S ◦ −I) = j
1
x
(
(S ◦ aξ) · (S ◦ −I)
)
= j1x
(
S ◦ (aξ · −I)
)
= j1x
(
S ◦ (−I · aξ)
)
= j1x
(
(S ◦ −I) · (S ◦ aξ)
)
= j1ys · S(ξ).
For the second term of (22), notice first that since ζ belongs to B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)),
we may assume that bx′(x
′) = bx(x
′) and (β◦bx′)∗x′ = bx′(x
′). Let γ : (−ε, ε)→M
be a path tangent to Xx at 0. Then γ˜ = β ◦ bx ◦ γ is tangent to ξXx at y and
observe that
∇ξXx∇bxY bZ =
1
2
π
( d
dt
(
∇bxY bZ
)
γ˜(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
,−s(x) ·
d
dt
(
∇bxY bZ
)
γ˜(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
)
.
Now, for each t ∈ (−ε, ε) let τt : (−ε, ε) → M be a path tangent to Yγ(t) at 0.
Again, the path τ˜(t) = β ◦ bγ(t) ◦ τt is tangent to (bxY )γ˜(t). Then(
∇bxY bZ
)
γ˜(t)
= ∇(bxY )γ˜(t)
(
bγ(t)Z
)
=
1
2
π
( d
ds
(bγ(t)Z)τ˜t(s)
∣∣∣
s=0
,−s(γ˜(t)) ·
d
ds
(bγ(t)Z)τ˜t(s)
∣∣∣
s=0
)
.
Besides,
d
ds
(
bγ(t)Z
)
τ˜t(s)
∣∣∣
s=0
=
d
ds
bγ(t)
(
τt(s)
)
Z
(
τt(s)
)∣∣∣
s=0
= j1γ(t)bγ(t) · Z∗γ(t)Yγ(t)
and
d
dt
j1γ(t)bγ(t) · Z∗γ(t)Yγ(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
= j1xj
1

b

· Z∗∗YxY∗xXx.
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Therefore,
d
dt
(
∇bxY bZ
)
γ˜(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
= (m 1
2
)∗π∗
(
ζ · Z∗∗YzY∗xXx,
(m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗j1ys · ζ · Z∗∗YzY∗xXx
)
.
We pursue our computation of ∇ξXx∇bxY bZ as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, and
obtain
∇ξXx∇bxY bZ =
1
4
π
[
π∗
(
ζ · X, (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗ j
1
ys · ζ · X
)
,
π∗
(
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗ S(−Iy) · ζ · X,
(m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗ S(−Iy) · j1ys · ζ · X
)]
.
Thus ∇ξXx∇bxY bZ admits the same expression as ξ(∇Xx∇Y Z) with ζ instead of
S(ξ). We claim that ζ is affine if and only it coincides with S(ξ). Indeed, since
ζ · X and S(ξ) · X are in the same (p × p∗ × p∗∗)-fiber, there exists a W ∈ TyM
such that
S(ξ) · X = Aζ·XP (W )
not
= ζ · X+W.
(cf. (66) in Appendix E). Then the relation (73) implies that
j1ys · S(ξ) · X = j
1
ys · ζ · X+ −W,
S(−Iy) · S(ξ) · X = S(−Iy) · ζ · X+ −W,
S(−Iy) · j1ys · S(ξ) · X = S(−Iy) · j
1
ys · ζ · X+W.
Each one of the previous relations remain valid if the two elements of T 3M appear-
ing in each side of the equality are both multiplied by an even number of negative
signs. Hence defining ℓi ∈ L(T 3M), i = 1, 2, 3 by
- ℓ1 ·Y = (m−1)∗ ◦ (m−1)∗∗ j1ys ·Y,
- ℓ2 ·Y = (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗∗ S(−Iy) ·Y,
- ℓ3 ·Y = (m−1) ◦ (m−1)∗S(−Iy) · j1ys ·Y,
we see that
ℓi · S(ξ) · X = ℓi · ζ · X+ −W i = 1, 2
ℓ3 · S(ξ) · X = ℓ3 · ζ · X+W.
This implies that
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, ℓ1 · S(ξ) · X
)
= π∗
(
ζ · X, ℓ1 · ζ · X
)
+ 2W
π∗
(
ℓ2 · S(ξ) · X, ℓ3 · S(ξ) · X
)
= π∗
(
ℓ2 · ζ · X, ℓ3 · ζ · X
)
+ −2W.
Hence
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
−∇ξXx∇bxY bZ,
which coincides with
1
4
π
[
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, ℓ1 · S(ξ) · X
)
, π∗
(
ℓ2 · S(ξ) · X, ℓ3 · S(ξ) · X
)]
−
1
4
π
[
π∗
(
ζ · X, ℓ1 · ζ · X
)
, π∗
(
ℓ2 · ζ · X, ℓ3 · ζ · X
)]
,
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is equal to W , i.e. we have shown that
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
−∇ξXx∇bxY bZ = Π
(
S(ξ) · X, ζ · X
)
. (23)
Hence ζ is affine is and only if W = 0, that is if and only ζ · X = S(ξ) · X for all
X ∈ T 3xM which in turn implies that ζ = S(ξ).
7 The curvature as a measure of the integrability
of affine jets
This section is devoted to proving that the affine (1, 1, 1)-jet S(ξ) extending ξ,
which exists and is unique, as proven in the previous section, is a genuine 3-jet
depending on whether the 1-jet ξ does preserve both the covariant derivative of
the torsion and the curvature. More precisely, a (1, 1, 1)-jet in B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
is holonomic if and only if it is symmetric, that is, preserved by the involutions
κ and κ∗. Moreover, a (1, 1, 1)-jet is invariant under κ (respectively κ∗) if and
only if its first order preserves the covariant derivative of the torsion (respectively
the curvature). The first statement, which is the content of the next proposition,
is obtained from the relation (17) by differentiating both sides. The second one,
Proposition 7.3, involves computing the curvature tensor, evaluated on vectors
Xx, Yx, Zx ∈ TxM , in terms of the second derivatives of X,Y, Z.
Proposition 7.1. Let ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) and suppose S(ξ) is holonomic. If x =
α(ξ), let Xx, Yx and Zx be three vectors in TxM that extend to vector fields X, Y
and Z. Let also X = Z∗∗YxY∗xXx in T
3M , then
Π
(
S(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
(∇ZxT
∇)(Yx, Xx)
)
−
(
∇ξZzT
∇
)
(ξYx, ξXx), (24)
Thus, when S(ξ) is κ-invariant, the affine extension S(ξ) is κ∗-invariant if and
only if ξ preserves ∇T∇. In particular, S(ξ) is automatically κ∗-invariant when
the connection ∇ is torsionless.
Proof. Let t ∈ (−ε, ε) 7→ (ξt,Zt) ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) ×(α,p2) T
2M be a smooth
path whose first component ξt is tangent to Dξ0 at t = 0 with non-vanishing
velocity vector ξ˙0. Set X =
dZt
dt
|0, Xt = p(Zt), Yt = p∗(Zt), Xx = X0, Yx = Y0,
Zx = α∗ξ0 ξ˙0 = p∗ ◦ p∗(X), Y =
dXt
dt
|0 = p∗(X) and X =
dYt
dt
|0 = p∗∗(X). Then,
equation (17) holds for any t ∈ (−ε, ε) :
π
(
S(ξt) · Zt, κ(S(ξt)) · Zt
)
= ξt(T
∇(Yt, Xt))− T
∇(ξt(Yt), ξt(Xt)). (25)
Notice that
d
dt
S(ξt) ·Zt
∣∣∣
t=0
= ρ
(1,1)
∗
( d
dt
S(ξt)
∣∣∣
t=0
,
d
dt
Zt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
= ρ
(1,1)
∗
(
S∗ξ0 (ξ˙0),X
)
= S(ξ0) ·X,
thanks to the hypothesis that ξ˙0 ∈ Dξ0 and the fact that D(S(ξ)) = S∗ξ(Dξ).
Similarly,
d
dt
κ(S(ξt)) · Zt
∣∣∣
t=0
= κ∗(S(ξ0)) · X,
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thanks to Remark F.14 which implies that ρ
(1,1)
∗ (κM∗ (S∗ξ(ξ˙0)),X) = κ∗(S(ξ)) · X.
Thus, the derivative with respect to t of (25), evaluated at t = 0, yields
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(ξ)) · X
)
=
S(ξ) · T∇∗(Yx,Xx)(X ,Y) −∗ T
∇
∗(ξYx,ξXx)
(S(ξ) · X , S(ξ) · Y), (26)
Observe that, thanks to the hypothesis that ξ preserves the torsion, both sides
of (26) are vectors in T0MTM = TM ⊕TM . Whence their vertical component are
well-defined and agree, that is,
pv
(
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(ξ)) · X
))
=
pv
(
S(ξ) · T∇∗(Yx,Xx)(X ,Y)−∗ T
∇
∗(ξYx,ξXx)
(S(ξ) · X , S(ξ) · Y)
)
. (27)
Notice that pv coincides with ∇˜ : T 2M → TM , the vertical projection intro-
duced in Lemma 1.1. In particular, the right-hand side of the previous relation
coincides with the difference of the vertical projections of each term. Suppose that
X = Y∗xZx and Y = X∗xZx, where X and Y are local vector fields on M and
observe that
∇˜ ◦ T∇∗(Yx,Xx)(X ,Y) = ∇Zx
(
T∇(Y,X)
)
,
Indeed, ∇˜(W) = ∇VxU when W = U∗xVx. In particular, if X and Y are both
tangent to the horizontal distribution H∇ = ∇˜−1(0TM ), then
∇˜ ◦ T∇∗(Yx,Xx)(X ,Y) =
(
∇ZxT
∇
)
(Yx, Xx).
Moreover, the action of an affine jet S(ξ) on T 2M commutes with the vertical
projection ∇˜, that is
∇˜(S(ξ) · X ) = ξ ∇˜(X ).
Altogether, under the hypothesis that X is such that p∗(X) and p∗∗(X) both belong
to H∇, (26) becomes
Π
(
S(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
(∇ZxT
∇)(Yx, Xx)
)
−
(
∇ξZxT
∇
)
(ξYx, ξXx), (28)
where we have used the fact that pv ◦ π∗ coincides with Π.
Finally, the assumption that X and Y belong to the horizontal distribution H∇
is not restrictive due to the fact that the left-hand side of (28) does only depend
on Xx, Yx and Zx (cf. Remark F.10).
Remark 7.2. Removing the hypothesis that ξ preserves the torsion, we can still
prove that
∇˜
(
π∗
(
S(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(ξ)) · X
))
=
ξ
(
(∇ZxT
∇)(Yx, Xx)
)
−
(
∇ξZxT
∇
)
(ξYx, ξXx). (29)
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Now we will see that S(ξ) is κ-invariant if and only if ξ preserves the curvature
of ∇. This will thus show that S(ξ) is a 3-jet if and only if ξ preserves the following
three tensors : the torsion of ∇, its covariant derivative and the curvature of ∇.
Proposition 7.3. Let ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) be a 1-jet that preserves the torsion of
∇, let x = α(ξ) and let Xx, Yx and Zx be three vectors in TxM that extend to
vector fields X, Y and Z. Let also X = Z∗∗YxY∗xXx in T
3M . Then
Π
(
S(ξ) · X, κ(S(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
R∇(Xx, Yx)Zx
)
−R∇(ξXx, ξYx)ξZx. (30)
In particular, if ξ preserves the torsion tensor T∇ and the curvature tensor R∇,
the affine extension S(ξ) is κ-invariant.
Proof. Write S(ξ) = j1xj
1

b

, with bx (respectively bx′) a local bisection of B
(1)(Pair(M))
tangent to Dξ (respectively Dbx(x′)). Observe that the vector fields bxY and bxZ
extend the vectors ξYx and ξZx respectively and can therefore be used to compute
the curvature, as is done below.
ξ
(
R∇(Xx, Yx) Zx
)
−R∇(ξXx, ξYx) ξZx
= ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z −∇Yx∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]xZ
)
−
(
∇ξXx∇bxY bxZ −∇ξYx∇bxXbxZ −∇[bxX,bxY ]ybxZ
)
.
The vector fields X and Y may be chosen so that their bracket at x vanishes, or
equivalently that κ(X∗xYx) = Y∗xXx. Moreover, the assumption that ξ preserves
the torsion T∇ implies that the bracket [bxX, bxY ]y vanishes as well, as shown
below :
[bxX, bxY ]y = π
((
bxY
)
∗y
(ξXx), κ
(
(bxX)∗y (ξYx)
))
= π
(
j1xbx · Y∗xXx, κ
(
j1xbx ·X∗xYx
))
= π
(
S(ξ) · Y∗xXx, κ(S(ξ)) · κ(X∗xYx)
)
= π
(
S(ξ) · Y∗xXx, κ(S(ξ)) · Y∗xXx
)
= ξ
(
T∇(Xx, Yx)
)
− T∇
(
ξXx, ξYx
)
(Proposition 4.1)
= 0 (if ξ preserves the torsion).
Thus
ξ
(
R∇(Xx, Yx) Zx
)
−R∇(ξXx, ξYx) ξZx
= ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y Z
)
−
(
∇ξXx∇bxY bxZ
)
−ξ
(
∇Yx∇XZ
)
+
(
∇ξYx∇bxXbxZ
)
.
The relation (23) established in the proof of Proposition 6.4 and applied to ζ = j2xbx
which is also en extension of S(ξ) under the hypothesis that S(ξ) is holonomic
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yields
ξ
(
R∇(Xx, Yx) Zx
)
−R∇(ξXx, ξYx) ξZx
= Π
(
S(ξ) · X, ζ · X
)
−Π
(
S(ξ) · κ(X), ζ · κ(X)
)
= Π
(
S(ξ) · X, ζ · X
)
−Π
(
κ(S(ξ)) · X, κ(ζ) · X
)
= Π
(
S(ξ) · X, ζ · X
)
−Π
(
κ(S(ξ)) · X, ζ · X
)
= Π
(
S(ξ) · X, κ(S(ξ)) · X
)
For the second equality, we have used the fact that κ(Z∗∗YxY∗xXx) = Z∗∗XxX∗xYx,
for the third the relation (70) in Appendix E and for the fourth, the fact that
κ(j2xbx) = j
2
xbx.
Remark 7.4. It is possible to write a more general formula for (30) when the
assumption that ξ preserves the torsion is not fulfilled.
Corollary 7.5. Suppose the torsion of ∇s vanishes identically. Then the curva-
ture R of ∇s may be recovered from (30) by particularizing ξ. Indeed, considering
some linear homothety ma : TM → TM : Xx 7→ aXx with a 6= ±1, we obtain the
following expression for the curvature :
R(Xx, Yx)Zx =
1
a(1− a2)
Π
(
S(ma) · X, κ(S(ma)) · X
)
,
where X, Y , Z ∈ X(M) and X = Z∗∗YxY∗xXx.
The subgroupoid of 1-jets that preserve the torsion and the curvature can be
characterized in terms of Ds as follows.
Definition 7.6. The integrability locus of a distribution D on a manifold W is
the set of points w ∈W such that the bracket of any pair of local vector fields near
w tangent to D belongs to D at w, or
Int(D) =
{
w ∈ W ;A,B ∈ ΓD =⇒ [A,B]w ∈ D
}
.
When w ∈ Int(D), we also say that D is flat at w.
The following is a classical result of differential geometry :
Proposition 7.7. Let D be a distribution on a manifold W . If w ∈ Int(D), there
exists an embedded submanifold F ⊂W which is osculatory to D at w. The second
order jet of F at w is unique.
Lemma 7.8. Let s be a symmetry jet on M . Then ξ ∈ Int(Ds) if and only if
κ(S(ξ)) = S(ξ). In particular Int(Ds) is the set of 1-jets that preserve the torsion
and the curvature, that is Int(Ds) = B(T s, Rs) with the notation introduced in
Definition 8.2.
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Proof. Observe that ξ ∈ Int(Ds) if and only if there exists a local bisection b of
B(1)(Pair(M)) that is osculatory to Dsb at x = α(ξ). In other terms, Tb = D(j
1b)
is tangent to Dsb = D(S◦b) at x or j
1b is tangent to S◦b at x. The latter statement
is equivalent to (j1b)∗(TxM) = (S ◦ b)∗(TxM) = Dsb that is to j
2
xb = S(b(x)). The
latter equality says that the affine jet S(b(x)) is κ-invariant.
Remark 7.9. Observe that the integrability locus of Ds is a subgroupoid of
B(1)(Pair(M)) that contains I ∪ −I. It is all of B(1)(Pair(M)) if and only if Rs
vanishes identically. It would be interesting to know whether Int(Ds) determines
Rs in general.
8 Why there are no other tensors than the torsion
and the curvature ?
The purpose of the section is to explain why, if we pursue this procedure no new
tensor appear. First of all, (semi-holonomic) affine extensions of all order exist.
At order four, the affine extension S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) of ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) is defined
through
D(S(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) = S∗ξ(D
s
ξ).
Set DsS(ξ)
def
= S∗ξ(D
s
ξ). The relation
[Ds,Ds]S(ξ) = [S∗D
s, S∗D
s]S(ξ) = S∗ξ [D
s,Ds]ξ (31)
implies that if ξ belongs to the integrability locus of Ds (cf. Definition 7.6), then
S(ξ) automatically belongs to that of Ds. As a consequence, if ξ preserves T ,
∇T and R, then S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) is automatically κ-invariant (Proposition 8.9). This
says that the κ-invariance of S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) is not anymore obstructed by some ten-
sor. In addition, differentiating the relations (24) and (30) imply that the κ∗
and κ∗∗-invariance of S
(1,1,1,1)(ξ) depends on the ξ-invariance of ∇R and ∇∇T
(cf. Proposition 8.8). This process can be iterated, showing that if ξ preserves
the various covariant derivatives of the torsion and the curvature, then the affine
extension of ξ is holonomic at any order.
In order to write proofs of the results announced previously, the following
result, due to Tapia, is particularly useful. It generalizes to Lie groupoids the
well-known theorem of E. Cartan according to which any closed subgroup of a Lie
group is an embedded Lie subgroup :
Theorem 8.1. [Tapia] Let G ⇒ M be a locally trivial Lie groupoid. Then any
closed (algebraic) subgroupoid of G is an embedded Lie subgroupoid.
Locally trivial Lie groupoids are those Lie groupoids for which the map α×β :
G → M ×M is a surjective submersion. This condition is certainly satisfied by
B(1)(Pair(M)) (cf. Lemma B.11).
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Definition 8.2. Given a family {Q1, ..., Qk} of (1, p)-tensors on M , the sub-
groupoid of B(1)(Pair(M)) consisting of those 1-jets ξ that preserve all Qi’s in
the sense that
Qi(ξX1, ..., ξXp) = ξ(Qi(X1, ..., Xp))
for all X1, ..., Xp ∈ X(M) and all i = 1, ..., k is denoted by B(Q1, ..., Qk).
Corollary 8.3. For any choice of tensors Q1, ..., Qk, the (algebraic) subgroupoid
B(Q1, ..., Qk) is an embedded Lie subgroupoid. In particular, given a symmetry
jet s, this yields a set of embedded Lie subgroupoids B(T ), B(R), B(T,∇T,R),
etc ..., for T (respectively R) the torsion (respectively curvature) of the associated
connection ∇s.
Lemma 8.4. Given a tensor Q on M , the distribution Ds is tangent to B(Q) at
ξ if and only if ξ preserves the first covariant derivative of Q.
Proof. A vector Xξ =
dξt
dt
∣∣
t=0
in Dsξ belongs to TξB(Q) if and only if
d
dt
ξtQ
(
Xt1, ..., X
t
p
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
Q
(
ξtX
t
1, ..., ξtX
t
p
)∣∣∣
t=0
,
for any paths t 7→ Xti of vectors in Tα(ξt)M . Equivalently,
S(ξ) ·Q∗
(X0
1
,...,X0p)
(
X 1, ...,X p
)
= Q∗
(ξX0
1
,...,ξX0p)
(
S(ξ) · X 1, ..., S(ξ) · X p
)
,
where X i =
d
dt
Xti
∣∣
t=0
. Projecting horizontally with respect to H∇ and assuming,
without loss of generality, that X i is tangent to the horizontal distribution H∇,
as is done in the proof of Proposition 7.1, we obtain
ξ
(
∇ZxQ(X
0
1 , ..., X
0
p)
)
= ∇ξZxQ
(
ξX01 , ..., ξX
0
p
)
,
where Zx = α∗ξ(Xξ).
Now we prove existence of affine (1, 1, 1, 1)-jets. Let ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)), and
let aξ denote some local bisection U ∋ x1 7→ aξ(x1) ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) tangent to
Ds at ξ, or equivalently such that j1xaξ = S(ξ), for x = α(ξ). Similarly, for each
1-jet aξ(x1), x1 ∈ U , let a2ξ(x1) (instead of aaξ(x1)) denote a local bisection tangent
to Ds at the point aξ(x1). Iterating this procedure, we obtain a family of local
bisections xk 7→ a
k
ξ (x1, ..., xk−1)(xk), k = 1, 2, ... of B
(1)(Pair(M)) such that
- akξ (x1, ..., xk−1)(xk−1) = a
k−1
ξ (x1, ..., xk−2)(xk−1),
- j1xk−1a
k
ξ (x1, ..., xk−1) = S
(
ak−1ξ (x1, ..., xk−2)(xk−1)
)
.
Proposition 8.5. Let ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)), with α(ξ) = x. Then the (1, 1, 1, 1)-jet
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) = j1xj
1
x1
a2ξ(x1) = j
1
x(S ◦ aξ).
is affine in the sense that for any x ∈M and X,Y, Z, T ∈ X(M), we have
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y∇ZT
)
= ∇(ξXx)∇(aξ(x1)Yx1 )∇(a2ξ(x1,x2)Zx2 )
(
a3ξ(x1, x2, x3)Tx3
)
.
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Proof. Proposition 3.2 implies the following sequence of equalities :
ξ
(
∇Xx∇Y∇ZT
)
= ∇ξXx
(
aξ
(
∇Y∇ZT
))
,
aξ(x1)
(
∇Yx1∇ZT
)
= ∇aξ(x1)Yx1
(
a2ξ(x1)
(
∇ZT
))
,
a2ξ(x1)(x2)
(
∇Zx2T
)
= ∇a2
ξ
(x1)(x2)Zx2
(
a3ξ(x1, x2)Z
)
.
Remark 8.6. Observe that
D(S(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) = S∗ξ(Dξ).
Remark 8.7. This argument applies to any order. Let us denote k ·(1) a sequence
(1, ..., 1) with k times the number 1. Given ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) with x = α(ξ), the
k · (1)-jet Sk·(1)(ξ) = j1xj
1
x1
...j1xk−1a
k(x1, ..., xk−1) is affine in the sense that its k
parts of order k − 1 are affine and agree and it preserves the k-th power of ∇.
Proposition 8.8. Let ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) be such that S(ξ) is holonomic and let
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) be the affine (1, 1, 1, 1)-jet extending ξ. Let X ∈ T 4xM with x = α(ξ)
and its four projections on TxM denoted by Xx, Yx, Zx, Tx. Then
Π
(
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) · X, κ∗∗(S(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
∇Tx∇T
∇(Zx, Yx, Xx)
)
−
(
∇ξTx∇T
∇
)
(ξZx, ξYx, ξXx) (32)
Π
(
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) · X, κ∗(S(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) · X
)
= ξ
(
∇TxR
∇(Xx, Yx, Zx)
)
−
(
∇ξTxR
∇
)
(ξXx, ξYx, ξZx), (33)
where Π : T 4M ×(P,P ) T
4M → TM with P = p × p∗ × p∗∗ × p∗∗∗ is defined in a
similar fashion as for the case of T 3M (cf. (67) in Appendix E).
Proof. The idea is, of course, to differentiate (24) and (30) with respect to ξ.
Strictly speaking, this would not be possible because these two relations are only
valid for ξ’s preserving the torsion. However, thanks to Tapia’s Theorem 8.1, we
know that B(T ) is a submanifold and we may thus differentiate the relations (32)
and (33) in the direction of its tangent space.
As a first step, observe that the hypothesis that ξ preserves the torsion and its
first covariant derivative implies (cf. Lemma 8.4) that
Dξ ⊂ TξB(T ).
In particular α∗ξ restricted to TξB(T ) is a submersion. So given any X ∈ T
4
xM ,
there exists a Xξ ∈ TξB(T ) such that
(Xξ,X) ∈ T(ξ,X)
(
B(T )×(α,p3) T
3M
)
.
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Let (−ε, ε)→ B(T )×(α,p3) T
3M : t 7→ (ξt,Xt) be a path tangent to (Xξ,X). Then
the relation
Π
(
S(ξt) · Xt, κo(S(ξt)) · Xt
)
= ξt
(
Q(Zt, Yt, Xt)
)
−Q(ξtZt, ξtYt, ξtXt), (34)
for Xt = p ◦ p(Xt), Yt = p∗ ◦ p(Xt), Zt = p∗ ◦ p∗(Xt), holds true for any t ∈ (−ε, ε),
where (κo, Q) is either (κ∗,∇T ) or (κ,R). Differentiating both sides with respect
to t and evaluating at t = 0 yields :
Π∗
(
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) · X, κo∗(S
(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) · X
)
= S(ξ)
(
Q∗(Z∗xTx, Y∗xTx, X∗xTx)
)
−∗
Q∗
(
S(ξ) · Z∗xTx, S(ξ) · Y∗xTx, S(ξ) · Z∗xTx
)
, (35)
where Tx =
d
dt
p3(Xt)
∣∣
t=0
. Because the left-hand side of (34) vanishes at t = 0,
the left-hand side of (35) is a vector in T0xTM = TxM ⊕ TxM whose vertical
component coincides with
Π
(
S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) · X, κo∗(S
(1,1,1,1)(ξ)) · X
)
.
As to the right-hand side of (35), its treatment is essentially contained in the proof
of Proposition 7.1. Indeed, its vertical component coincides with the difference of
the vertical projection with respect to H∇ of each terms. So assuming the local
vector fields X , Y and Z to be tangent to the horizontal distribution H∇, we reach
the desired equalities.
Proposition 8.9. Suppose ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) preserves T , ∇T and R. Then the
affine (1, 1, 1, 1)-jet S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) is κ-invariant. In particular if ξ preserves also
∇∇T and ∇R, then S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) is holonomic.
Proof. Let ξ ∈ B(T,∇T,R). Then ξ belongs to Int(Ds) (cf. Proposition 7.8),
which implies that S(ξ) belongs to Int(Ds) (cf. (31)). Therefore there exists a
local bisection b in ImS ⊂ B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)), thus of type b = S ◦ bo for a local
bisection bo of B(1)(Pair(M)), which is osculatory to Ds at S(ξ). Equivalently,
the distributions Tb and Dsb are tangent at S(ξ) and, therefore, the corresponding
local bisections j1b and S ◦ bo of the groupoid B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) are tangent at
x = α(ξ) :
(j1b)∗x(TxM) = (S∗ξ ◦ bo∗x)(TxM). (36)
On the other hand, the fact that TS(ξ)b = D
s
S(ξ) implies that
(S∗ξ ◦ bo∗x)(TxM) = S∗ξ(D
s
ξ)
and therefore that bo∗x(TxM) = D
s
ξ. Thus (36) says that j
2
xb = S
(1,1,1,1)(ξ). Hence
the affine (1, 1, 1, 1)-jet S(1,1,1,1)(ξ) is in fact a (2, 1, 1)-jet, whence is fixed by κ.
Remark 8.10. The subgroupoid B(T,R, ...,∇kT,∇kR, ...) is the largest subset of
B(1)(Pair(M)) entirely foliated by the leaves of Ds and containing all of them.
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9 Distributions on associated bundles
The groupoid B(1)(Pair(M)) acts on a vector bundle E →M exactly when the lat-
ter is associated to the frame bundle (cf. Remark 9.1). We describe the horizontal
distribution induced by a symmetry jet s on M as the collection of −1-eigenspaces
of a canonical bundle map TE → TE over the identity, in the same spirit as for
the distribution Ds.
Let ρ : B(1)(Pair(M))×(α,π) E → E : (ξ, e) 7→ ξ · e be a linear groupoid action
of B(1)(Pair(M)) on a vector bundle π : E →M . Then a symmetry jet s induces
a linear connection ∇s on E through the formula :
∇sXxe =
1
2
π
(
e∗xXx,−s(x) · e∗xXx
)
, (37)
for Xx a vector in TxM and e is a local section of E defined near x. The bold
minus sign − stands for m−1 ◦ L−I∗, where L−I∗ is the differential of the action
of the bisection −I on E, that is
L−I∗ : TE → TE :
det
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
7→
dρ(−Iπ(et), et)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
The dot in formula (37) denotes the derived action
ρ(1) : B(1,1)(M)×(α,π∗) TE → TE
(cf. Definition B.9) and the map π is defined similarly to (51). Simply observe
that
P : TE → E × TM : Ve 7→ (p(Ve) = e, π∗e(Ve))
is an affine fibration modeled on Eπ(e), the fiber of π through e. Whence the map
π : TE ×(P,P ) TE → E : (Ve, V
′
e ) 7→ π(Ve, V
′
e ).
It is not difficult to adapt the first part of the proof of Proposition 2.2 and show
that (37) defines a linear connection on E.
Now given a bisection b of B(1)(Pair(M)) and a horizontal distribution D along
b, we have two bundle automorphisms over φb :M →M : x 7→ β ◦ b(x) :
Φb : E → E : e 7→ ρ(b(π(e)), e)
ψ(b,D) : TM → TM : Xx 7→ β∗◦
(
α∗
∣∣
Db(x)
)−1
(Xx),
both over φb :M →M : x 7→ β ◦ b(x). Consider the map Ψ(b,D) : TE → TE over
Φb defined by
Ψ(b,D)(Ve) = ρ∗
(
π∗(Ve)
(Db(pi(e)),α∗)
, Ve
)
, (38)
where π∗(Ve)
(Db(pi(e)),α∗)
denotes the lift of π∗(Ve) in Db(π(e)) with respect to α∗.
It is also the unique vector X in Db(π(e)) for which the pair (X,Ve) belongs to the
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e
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X = pi∗e(Ve)
Figure 4: The map Ψ(b,D)
fiber product TG×(α∗,π∗) TE which is the source of the map ρ∗.
It is easy to see that the map Ψ(b,D) preserves the vertical tangent space T
πE,
coincides with (Φb)∗ vertically and with ψ(b,D) horizontally, that is to say{
Ψ(b,D) ◦ i
π = iπ ◦ (Φb)∗
π∗ ◦Ψ(b,D) = ψ(b,D) ◦ π∗,
where iπ : T πE → TE denotes the canonical inclusion. In particular, an invariant
horizontal distribution on a groupoid G that acts on a fibration π : E → M in-
duces a representation of the group of bisections of B(1)(Pair(M)) into the group
GL(TE) of fiberwise linear diffeomorphisms of TE.
Notice also that if D (respectively D′) is a horizontal distribution along a
bisection b (respectively b′) respectively, then
Ψ(b,D) ◦Ψ(b′,D′) = Ψ(b·b′,D·D′). (39)
Now suppose b = −I andD coincides with the distributionDs on B(1)(Pair(M))
induced from a symmetry jet s on M . Consider the bundle map
Θ(b,D)
def
= Ψ(b,Tb) ◦Ψ(b,D) = m−1∗ ◦Ψ(b,D) = Ψ(I,Tb·D).
It is a bundle map over the identity on E which coincides with the identity on
T πE and with the map ψ(b,Tb) ◦ ψ(b,D) = ψ(b,D) horizontally. Since b · b = I,
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Tb ·Tb = TI, D·D = TI (cf. Proposition D.6) and Tb ·D = D·Tb, the map Θ(b,D)
is involutive :
Θ(b,D) ◦Θ(b,D) = Ψ(b,Tb) ◦Ψ(b,D) ◦Ψ(b,Tb) ◦Ψ(b,D)
= Ψ(I,Tb·D·Tb·D)
= Ψ(I,TI) = id .
This implies that each tangent space TeE splits into a direct sum of eigenspaces for
the eigenvalues +1 and −1. Of course T πE is contained in the +1-eigenspace of
Θ(b,D). Moreover, since ψ(b,Tb) = id and ψ(b,D) = −I, we have π∗◦Θ(b,D) = −I◦π∗,
which implies that T πE coincides with the +1-eigenspace and the −1-eigenspace
is thus a horizontal distribution denoted by H = Hs on E :
H = Ker(Θ(b,D) + I) = Im(−Θ(b,D) + I)
Remark 9.1. The groupoid B(1)(Pair(M)) acts linearly on a vector bundle π :
E →M if and only if the latter is associated to the principal bundle of frames of
TM .
Lemma 9.2. Let s be a symmetry jet on M and let D be the corresponding distri-
bution on B(1)(Pair(M)). Then the horizontal distribution Hs on E is the canon-
ical horizontal distribution associated to the connection ∇s (cf. Remark 1.2).
Proof. Firstly, let us show that the map Ψ(b,D) coincides with the ρ
(1,1)-action of
s on TE, that is, for any Ve ∈ TeE :
Ψ(b,D)(Ve) = ρ
(1,1)
(
s(π(e)), E
)
,
Suppose π∗(Ve) = X ∈ TxM . Then,
Ψ(b,D)(Ve) = ρ∗(b(x),e)
(
X
(Db(x),α∗)
, Ve
)
= ρ(1,1)
(
s(x), Ve
)
,
(cf. Remark B.10). It is proven now that a vector Ve in TeE is in the eigenspace
of Ψ(b,D) for the eigenvalue −1 if and only if ∇
s
Xx
e = 0, for Xx = π∗(Ve) and e a
local section of π : E →M such that e∗xXx = Ve :
∇sXxe =
1
2
π
(
e∗xXx, (−s(x) · e∗xXx)
)
= 0
if and only if
m−1∗
(
s(x) · e∗xXx
)
= −e∗xXx,
or equivalently, if and only if
Θ(b,D)(e∗xXx) = −e∗xXx.
Since ∇sXxe = 0 characterizes vectors Ve in H
s, the claim is proven.
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10 Levi-Civita connection
Given a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on a manifoldM , it is well-known that there
exists a unique torsionless affine connection ∇ on M that preserves the metric g
in the sense that ∇g = 0. Let us reprove this fact in terms of symmetry jets.
Consider the vector bundle π : S2(M)→M , consisting of covariant symmetric
2-tensors. The groupoid B(1)(Pair(M)) naturally acts on S2(M) :
ρ : B(1)(Pair(M))×(α,π) S
2(M)→ S2(M) : (ξ, h) 7→ ξ · h,
with (ξ · h)(Xy, Yy) = h(ξ−1Xy, ξ−1Yy) for Xy, Yy ∈ TyM , y = β(ξ).
Now, any (holonomic or not) symmetry jet s : M → B(1,1)(Pair(M)) induces
a horizontal distribution D = Ds along the bisection b = −I and an involutive
vector bundle map Ψ(b,D) (cf. (38)) :
Ψ(b,D) : TS
2(M)→ TS2(M) : Xh 7→ ρ∗(−Ix,h)
(
π∗(Xh)
(D−Ix ,α∗)
, Xh
)
.
covering the identity map S2(M)→ S2(M). Notice that in this case Ψ(b,Tb) = id,
hence Ψ(b,D) = Θ(b,D). Any leaf L of the horizontal distribution
(E−1Ψ )hx = Im(−s(x) + I)
by (−1)-eigenspaces of Ψ(b,D) such that π|L : L → M is a diffeomorphism is a
parallel symmetric 2-tensor.
Remark 10.1. Notice that a pseudo-Riemannian metric h on M — or for that
matter any covariant tensor onM —determines the subgroupoidO(1) of B(1)(Pair(M))
consisting of 1-jets that preserve h. It contains −I as subgroupoid (provided h
is a 2p-tensor). Since O(1) is closed, it is necessarily a Lie subgroupoid (cf. The-
orem 8.1). Denotes by O(1,1)(M) (respectively O
(1,1)
h (M)) the groupoid of 1-jets
of local bisections of O(1) (respectively O(1,1)(M) ∩ B(1,1)(Pair(M))). Now if a
symmetry jet s on M takes its values in O
(1,1)
h (M), then h is parallel for the con-
nection ∇s. Indeed, the map Ψb,D obviously preserves the tangent spaces to the
section h of S2(M)→M . Conversely, if a symmetry jet s is such that h is parallel
for ∇s, then s(M) ⊂ O(1)(M). The problem is to understand whether O(1)(M)
supports a unique distribution along −I which lies in E ∩ TO(1)(M). The proof
of the next proposition goes along a different path.
Proposition 10.2. Given a pseudo-Riemannian metric h, there is a unique holo-
nomic symmetry jet s such that the (−1)-eigenspace of Ψ(−I,Ds) in ThxS
2(M)
coincides with h∗x(TxM) at all points x in M .
Remark 10.3. A relatively convincing argument, though not a complete proof,
in favor of the previous statement is that the dimension of the manifold of 2-jets
over −Ix and the dimension of the space of 1-jets of symmetric 2-tensors over
hx coincide, a fact that is specific to pseudo-Riemannian metrics (as opposed to
symplectic structures for instance, see Remark 10.4 below).
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Proof. Fix a point x in M . Let s0(x) = j2xs
0
x, s(x) = j
2
xsx be two 2-jets extending
−Ix. Then s(x)−s0(x) may be thought of as a bilinear map TxM×TxM → TxM ,
or equivalently a linear map A : TxM → End(TxM,TxM) which is symmetric
since both s0(x) and s(x) belong to B(2)(Pair(M)) (cf. Remark D.17).
Of course a 2-jet ξ extending −Ix induces an involution Ψξ of ThxS
2(M)
whose (−1)-eigenspace is a horizontal n-plane (E−1Ψ )hx . The latter corresponds
to the 1-jet T (ξ) = j1xh of some local section h of S
2(M) extending hx through
(E−1Ψ )hx = h∗x(TxM). Our aim is to show that the map T is a bijective corre-
spondence as this implies that if h is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M , then
s(x) = T −1(j1xh) defines a holonomic symmetry jet for which h is parallel.
Let j1xh
0 = T (s0(x)) and j1xh = T (s(x)). Then for any Xx ∈ TxM , the vector
h∗x(Xx)− h
0
∗x
(Xx) is canonically identified to an element, denoted h(Xx), of the
fiber of π over x, that is to a symmetric tensor. More precisely, for any lift Yhx of
Xx in ThxS
2(M), we have
h(Xx) =
1
2
(
−s(x) + I
)
· Yhx −
1
2
(
−s0(x) + I
)
· Yhx
= − 12
(
s(x) · Yhx − s
0(x) · Yhx
)
= − 12
(
ρ∗(−Ix,hx)
(
(sx)∗x(Xx), Yhx
)
− ρ∗(−Ix,hx)
(
(s0x)∗x(Xx), Yhx
))
= − 12ρ∗(−Ix,hx)
(
(sx)∗x(Xx)− (s
0
x)∗x(Xx), Yhx − Yhx
)
= − 12ρ∗(−Ix,hx)
(
A(Xx), 0hx
)
= − 12
(
hx(A(Xx)·, ·) + hx(·, A(Xx)·)
)
.
This shows in particular that for s0(x) and Xx fixed, the correspondence A(Xx) 7→
h(Xx) is a linear map between vector spaces of the same dimension. When hx is
non-degenerate and A is symmetric it is also injective as we prove now. Suppose
that for all Yx, Zx ∈ TxM , we have
hx(A(Xx)Yx, Zx) + hx(Yx, A(Xx)Zx) = 0.
In other word the hx-adjoint of A(Xx) is −A(Xx). Now, let us suppose that A is
symmetric. Then
hx(A(Xx)Yx, Zx) = −hx(Yx, A(Xx)Zx) = −hx(Yx, A(Zx)Xx)
= hx(A(Zx)Yx, Xx) = hx(A(Yx)Zx, Xx)
= −hx(Zx, A(Yx)Xx) = −hx(Zx, A(Xx)Yx),
which implies, by symmetry of hx that A vanishes.
Remark 10.4. Let ω be a symplectic structure onM . Then a similar construction
yields a correspondence between 2-jets extending −Ix and 1-jets of closed 2-forms
extending a fixed one ωx. On the one hand, the dimension of the space of 2-jets
in p−1(−Ix) is n
2(n + 1)/2. On the other hand, the dimension d the space of 1-
jets of closed forms, that is j1xω such that (dω)x = 0 coincides with the difference
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between the dimension of the space of all jets at x of 2-forms, that is n2(n− 1)/2,
and the dimension of the space of 3-forms at x, that is n(n− 1)(n− 2)/6. Hence
d = n(n + 1)(n + 2)/6, which is precisely the dimension of the space of totally
symmetric 3-tensors at x, whose we know parameterize the space of symplectic
torsionless affine connections [Tondeur].
11 Relation with Lie algebroid connections
It is known that affine connections and Lie algebroid connections on the Lie alge-
broid of the general linear groupoid GL(TM) = B(1)(Pair(M)) are the same thing.
The point of this section is to show a short path between a symmetry jet s and a
Lie algebroid connection on the Lie algebroid of B(1)(Pair(M)). The former may
be thought of as the rank n = dimM distribution Ds along the bisection −I in
B(1)(Pair(M)), the latter is in fact a rank n distribution on B(1)(Pair(M)) tangent
to the β-fibers. Going from one to the other is done by elementary manipulations
on distributions.
We briefly recall Atiyah’s sequence which is another way to describe a linear
connection and which yields the motivations for the definition of a Lie algebroid
connection. We refer to [daSilva-Weinstein] for an elegant introduction to this
topic. A lie algebroid connection is then compared in the case of B(1)(Pair(M))
to a symmetry jet.
To a principal fiber bundle π : P → M with structure group G is naturally
associated a Lie groupoid, called the gauge groupoid, as described hereafter. Its
set of objects is defined to be GP = (P ×P )/G, the quotient of P ×P through the
diagonal action of G. Equivalently, GP may be described as the set of equivariant
maps between any two fibers of P . The image by the source α (respectively target
β) of an equivariant map ξ : Px → Py is x (respectively y). Finally, the product is
the composition of maps. Notice that for the principal bundle π : F(M)→M of
frames of TM , the gauge groupoid is precisely B(1)(Pair(M)).
The Lie algebroid (cf. [Mackenzie-05]) of the Lie groupoid G = B(1)(Pair(M))
coincides with the set TF(M)/G of G-invariant vector fields on F(M) with anchor
induced by the projection π∗ : TF(M)→ TM . In this case the anchor is surjec-
tive. Lie algebroids with surjective anchor are called transitive Lie algebroids.
Now a principal connection on π : F(M) → M is an invariant horizontal
distribution on F(M). Equivalently, it is a section of the anchor ρ : L→ TM .
Definition 11.1. A connection on a transitive Lie algebroid is defined to be a
section of its anchor or a splitting of the exact sequence of vector bundles
0→ Ker ρ→ L→ TM → 0.
The induced map L→ Ker ρ is called a connection form.
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To rely the Lie algebroid point of view to the the symmetry jet point of view
on a linear connection, we will describe below how a Lie algebroid connection on
the Lie algebroid of B(1)(Pair(M)) directly induces a symmetry jet.
Let σβ : TM → Tε(M)G
β be a Lie algebroid connection. The right-invariant
distribution on G associated to the image of σβ is denoted hereafter by Σβ . Define
a horizontal distribution on G along M by
N σ = {σ(X) + F (σ(X));X ∈ TM},
where F : TGβ → TGα is the flip automorphism, defined by
F : TxG
β → TxG
α : Y → Y − α∗(Y ) (40)
that exchanges the tangent space to the β-fibers over a point inM with that of the
corresponding α-fiber. It is also induced by the canonical isomorphisms TxG
β ≃
TxG/TxM ≃ TxGα with the normal bundle to TM . Notice that b(N σx) = −Ix
(the bouncing map b is defined in Remark D.1). Let b denote the bisection −I
of B(1)(Pair(M)) and let Lb denote the diffeomorphism of G induced by the left
action of b :
Lb : G→ G : ξ 7→ b(β(ξ)) · ξ.
Then
Dσ
def
= (Lb)∗(N
σ)
is a horizontal distribution along b that is contained in the holonomic distribution
E(1) (cf. Definition B.5 and Notation D.2) because b(Dσ−Ix) = b(N
σ
ε(x)) = −Ix or
equivalently, a symmetry jet.
Conversely, let D ⊂ E be a horizontal distribution on G = B(1)(Pair(M)) along
the bisection b = −I, then D induces a Lie algebroid connection σ as follows. First
translate D to a horizontal distribution ND along ε(M) via Lb :
ND = (Lb)∗(D).
Notice that b(NDε(x)) = −Ix. Then define
σD : TM → TGβ : X 7→
1
2
(
(α∗x
∣∣∣
ND
)−1(X) +X
)
.
One verifies easily that σ is indeed a Lie algebroid connection :
(α∗ ◦ σD)(X) =
1
2α∗
(
(α∗x
∣∣∣
ND
)−1(X) +X
)
= 12 (X + α∗x(X)) = X
(β∗ ◦ σ
D)(X) = 12β∗
(
(α∗x
∣∣∣
ND
)−1(X) +X
)
= 12 (−X + β∗x(X)) = 0
Finally, one can verify that a Lie algebroid connection on B(1)(Pair(M)) and
its corresponding horizontal distribution along −I are two realizations of a same
linear connection.
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To go directly from a Lie algebroid connection σβ on G = B(1)(Pair(M)) to the
corresponding global distribution D on B(1)(Pair(M)), one can proceed as follows.
Consider the map
ϕσβ : α
∗TM → TB(1)(Pair(M))
ϕσβ (ξ,X) = (Lξ)∗x ◦ σ
β(X)− (Rξ)∗y ◦ F ◦ σ
β ◦ ξ(X), (41)
The image of ϕσβ is an invariant horizontal distribution (see Figure 5). Let us
check that the image of ϕσβ indeed consists of eigenvectors for the eigenvalue −1
of the map ψξ, ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) defined in terms of D along b = −I by (14) in
Section 3. Let X ∈ TxM , then σ(X) = 1/2(X +X), where X stands for the lift
with respect to α∗ of X in N ε(x). Then F (σ(X)) = 1/2(−X +X). Thus
ψξ
(
ϕσβ (ξ,X)
)
= ξX ·
[
(Lξ)∗x
(
σ(X)
)
− (Rξ)∗y
(
F (σ(ξX))
)]
· −X
=
(
(Lξ)∗x
(
σ(X)
))
· −X + ξX ·
(
−(Rξ)∗y
(
F (σ(ξX))
))
= 0ξ ·
(
1
2 (X +X)
)
·
(
1
2 (−X −X)
)
+
(
1
2 (ξX + ξX)
)
·
(
1
2 (ξX − ξX)
)
· 0ξ
= 0ξ ·
(
1
2 (−X −X)
)
+
(
1
2 (ξX − ξX)
)
· 0ξ
= −ϕσβ (ξ,X)
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−(Rξ)∗
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F (σ(ξX))
)
= ϕσ(ξ,X)
β α
M
σ(ξX)
ξXy x X
σ(X)
(Rξ)∗
(
F (σ(ξX))
)
F (σ(ξX))
(Lξ)∗
(
σ(X)
)
(Lξ)∗
(
σ(ξX)
)
ξ
Figure 5: The distribution D on B(1) from the map σ
Remark 11.2. For a general groupoid, the data of a Lie algebroid connection is
not equivalent to that of an invariant horizontal distribution. Indeed, consider for
instance the pair groupoid Pair(M) = M ×M ⇒ M on the manifold M . The
anchor ρ : TxG
β → TxM of the associated Lie algebroid being an isomorphism,
its inverse yields a canonical Lie algebroid connection. In contrast, the data of an
invariant horizontal distribution D on M ×M is equivalent to that of a groupoid
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morphism M ×M → B(1)(Pair(M)) over the identity or, in other words, a global
trivialization of TM . This implies that the manifold M is parallelizable, which
is a noticeable restriction on the type of pair groupoids that admit an invariant
horizontal distribution.
In general, the groupoid morphism G→ B(1)(Pair(M)) over the identity is the
data that is missing in a Lie algebroid connection. More precisely, a Lie algebroid
connection endowed with a Lie groupoid morphism ψ : G → B(1)(Pair(M)) over
the identity M → M is an invariant horizontal distribution on G. Indeed, the
formula (41) makes now sense if ξ acting on TxM is replaced by ψ(ξ).
12 Geodesics and parallel transport
Let s be a symmetry jet, let S be the corresponding affine extension section and
Ds the associated invariant horizontal distribution on B(1)(Pair(M)). Let also
σβ : TM → TB(1)(Pair(M))β denote the corresponding Lie algebroid connection
and σα = ι ◦ σβ its dual Lie algebroid connection. The right-invariant distribu-
tion on B(1)(Pair(M)) associated to the image of σα (respectively σβ) is denoted
hereafter by Σα (respectively Σβ).
We consider smooth paths γ : I → M defined on some interval I containing
0 that are in addition regular, that is dγ/dt does not vanish. Let T be some
distribution defined on B(1)(Pair(M)) for which β∗ restricts to a fiberwise linear
isomorphism. Then an β-lift of γ through ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) is a path
L(γ) = LTξ (γ) : I
′ → B(1)(Pair(M))
defined on an eventually smaller interval I ′ ⊂ I, still containing 0, such that
- α ◦ L(γ) = γ,
-
dL(γ)
dt
(t) ∈ T L(γ)(t) for all t ∈ I
′,
- L(γ)(0) = ξ.
Such a lift is the flow line through ξ of the vector field obtained by lifting the ve-
locity vector field of γ (restricted to a subinterval where γ is injective) to a vector
field tangent to T and defined on α−1(γ(I)), so it certainly does exist, although
not in general on the entire interval I.
Given an affine connection ∇, a common way to think about the induced
parallel transport is as follows. Given a path γ : 0 ∈ I →M , denote by γX(t) the
lift of γ through the vector X in TxM tangent to the horizontal distribution H on
TM . The parallel transport along γ is then defined to be
τγ(t) : Tγ(0)M → Tγ(t)M : X 7→ γX(t).
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Lemma 12.1. Let γ : I → M be regular path in M with γ(0) = x. Then the lift
LΣ
α
ε(x)(γ) is the parallel transport along γ. In other words,
LΣ
α
ε(x)(γ)(t) = τ
γ(t).
Proof. Recall from Section 9 the description of H as eigenspace :
H = Ker(Θ(b,D) + I) = Im(−Θ(b,D) + I)
and notice that
Θ(b,D) = Ψ(b,Tb) ◦Ψ(b,D) = Ψ(I,N ),
since Tb · D = N . In other terms, the lift of a vector Y ∈ TxM to a vector Y
tangent to H at X admits the following expression :
Y = 12
(
−Θ(b,D)(Y ) + Y
)
= 12
(
−ρ
(1)
∗
(
Y
N ε(x),α∗
, Y
)
+ Y
)
= 12
(
ρ
(1)
∗
(
−Y
N ε(x),α∗
,−Y
)
+ ρ
(1)
∗
(
I∗Y, Y
))
= 12ρ
(1)
∗
(
−Y
N ε(x),α∗ + I∗Y, 0X
)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
σα(Y ), 0X
)
.
This implies that the tangent vector to the path LΣ
α
ε(x)(γ)(t) · X belongs to H.
Indeed, set
τ(t) = LΣ
α
ε(x)(γ)(t).
Then
d
dt
ρ(1)
(
τ(t), X
)∣∣∣
t
= ρ
(1)
∗
( d
dt
τ(t)
∣∣∣
t
, 0X
)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
(Rτ(t))∗γ(t)σ
α
(dγ
dt
)
, 0X
)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
m∗
{
σα(
dγ
dt
), 0τ(t)
}
, 0X
)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
σα(
dγ
dt
), ρ
(1)
∗
(
0τ(t), 0X
))
(since ρ is an action)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
σα
(
γ˙(t)
)
, 0τ(t)·X
)
∈ H.
Observe that in the case of the distributions Σα (and Σβ), the lift of a path is
defined on the entire interval I. This is due to the right-invariance of Σα
Consider now a path γ : I →M , with γ(0) = x. Then
v(t) =
(
LΣ
β
ε(x)(γ)(t)
)
·
dγ
dt
∣∣∣
t
is a path in TxM , the inverse parallel transport along γ of
dγ
dt
. Conversely, given a
path v : I → TxM , it is associated to a unique path γ = I(v) (I for “integration”)
in M such that the inverse parallel transport of dγ
dt
along γ yields v. The path γ
is constructed as follows. First consider the path
σβ ◦ v : I → Σβ
ε(x).
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It can be left-translated along the α-fiber of x into a path of vector fields Xξ =
(Lξ)∗(σ
β(v(t))) in Σβ along α−1(x) which can be flipped with respect to Ds and
become a path of vector fields F (Xξ) in Σ
α tangent to α−1(x) (see Figure 12).
Indeed, it follows from (41) that the flip of Σβ with respect to Ds is Σα. The flow
line of the latter through x, denoted γ(t), t ∈ I ′ ⊂ I is the parallel transport along
the path I(v)(t) = γ(t) = β ◦ γ(t).
  
 
F ((Lξ)∗(σ
β(v(t))))
Mx v(t)
σβ(v(t))
ξ
(Lξ)∗(σ
β(v(t)))
Figure 6: The distribution D on B(1) from the map σβ
These observations allow us to characterize geodesics in terms of σ, hence,
indirectly, in terms of s.
Proposition 12.2. A path γ : I → M is a geodesic if and only if its associated
path γ : I → Tγ(0)M is constant. In particular, for any X ∈ TM , the geodesic γX
tangent to X at 0 is the path associated to the constant path γ
X
(t) = X.
Notice that the homogeneity property γcX(t) = γX(ct) appears clearly in the
construction.
Proof. This follows readily from Proposition 12.1 and the characterization of
geodesics as paths with constant velocity.
Lemma 12.1 also yields an interpretation of the lift with respect to Ds of a
path in M .
Lemma 12.3. Let γ : I → M be a path in M and ξ : Tγ(0)M → TyM a linear
map. Then the α-lift of γ tangent to D and passing through ξ is the path :
LDξ (γ)(t) : Tγ(t)M → Tγ′(t)M : X 7→ τ
γ′(t) ◦ ξ ◦ (τγ(t))−1(X), (42)
where
γ′ = I
(
ξ ◦ (τγ(t))−1(
dγ
dt
)
)
.
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Proof. Setting γ˜ = LDξ (γ), the relation to be proven is
γ˜(t) = τγ
′
(t) ◦ ξ ◦ (τγ(t))−1,
or, in other terms,
γ˜(t) ◦ τγ(t) = τγ
′
(t) ◦ ξ. (43)
Equivalently, the path γ˜ ◦ τγ is everywhere tangent to the distribution Σα. Fix
t ∈ I and set
- X = dγ
dt
∣∣
t
,
- X1 =
dγ˜
dt
∣∣
t
,
- X2 =
dτγ
dt
∣∣
t
.
The relation (43) becomes
X1 ·X2 ∈ Σ
α
γ˜(t)◦τγ(t),
for all t ∈ I, or equivalently,(
R−1
γ˜(t)·τγ(t)
)
∗
(
X1 ·X2
)
∈ Imσα.
Remembering the characterization of Ds as the distribution consisting of the traces
in E of the (−1)-eigenspaces of the map ψ (cf. (14)), we know that
L ·X1 ·R = −X1,
where L (respectively R) is the α-lift (respectively β-lift) of β∗X1 = γ˜(t)(X)
(respectively α∗X1 = X) in Dγ˜(t). Equivalently,
X1 · R = ι∗(L) · −X1,
and since ι∗(L) = −L,
X1 · R = −
(
L ·X1
)
.
Moreover, because X2 belongs to the right invariant distribution Σ
α,
X2 = (Rτγ(t))∗σ
α(X) =
(1
2
X +
1
2
(m−1)∗R
)
· 0τγ(t).
Therefore, using the linearity of the differential of the multiplicationm in B(1)(Pair(M)),
we compute(
R−1
γ˜(t)·τγ(t)
)
∗
(
X1 ·X2
)
= X1 ·X2 · 0(γ˜(t)·τγ(t))−1
= X1 ·
(
1
2X +
1
2 (m−1)∗R
)
· 0τγ(t) · 0(γ˜(t)·τγ(t))−1
=
(
1
2X1 +
1
2X1
)
·
(
1
2X +
1
2 (m−1)∗R
)
· 0(γ˜(t))−1
=
(
1
2
(
X1 ·X
)
+ 12
(
X1 · (m−1)∗R
))
· 0(γ˜(t))−1
= 12
(
X1 + (m−1)∗(X1 · R)
)
· 0(γ˜(t))−1
= 12
(
X1 − (m−1)∗(L ·X1)
)
· 12
(
ι∗X1 − ι∗X1
)
= 12
(
X1 · ι∗X1
)
− 12
(
(m−1)∗(L ·X1) · ι∗X1
)
= 12 γ˜(t)(X)−
1
2 (m−1)∗L
= σα
(
γ˜(t)(X)
)
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13 Geodesic symmetries and locally symmetric
spaces
Let s be a symmetry jet on M , we would like to describe the geodesic symmetries
of the affine connexion ∇s directly in terms of Ds. More generally, for each ξ ∈
B(1)(Pair(M)), we construct hereafter the extension of ξ through geodesics :
ϕξ : Uα(ξ) → Uβ(ξ) : expβ(ξ) ◦ ξ ◦ exp
−1
α(ξ),
where Uα(ξ) and Uβ(ξ) are some neighborhoods of α(ξ) and β(ξ) respectively. Of
course, the geodesics symmetries are the maps sx = ϕ−Ix , x ∈ M . We would like
to show that the maps ϕξ are the best candidates affine transformations, that is,
when Sk·(1)(ξ) is affine, it coincides with jkα(ξ)ϕξ.
Let ξ be a fixed element in B(1)(Pair(M)). If γ : I → M is a regular path
passing through α(ξ), let L(γ) = LDξ (γ) be the α-lift of γ tangent to D = D
s and
passing through ξ. It is defined on some subinterval I ′ ⊂ I. Given X ∈ TM ,
let γX denote the maximal geodesic through X . The homogeneity property for
geodesics implies that the image of L(γX) is independent on X in RX . Define bξ
to be the union over all vectors X in the unit sphere STxM of TxM (relative to
some Riemannian metric on M) of the images of the paths L(γX). Near ξ, the set
bξ is an embedded submanifold tangent to Ds at ξ, and, in fact, a local bisection.
Indeed, the sphere STxM being compact, a common domain I
′ may be chosen for
the various lifts L(γX). The submanifold bξ is a best candidate leaf of Ds, that is,
if there exists a submanifold of B(1)(Pair(M)) that is tangent to Ds up to order k,
then bξ is such a manifold. It follows easily from Proposition 12.2 and Lemma 12.3
that bξ is the set of linear maps :
TγX(t)M → Tϕξ(γX(t))M : X
′ 7→ τγξ(X)(t) ◦ ξ ◦ (τγX (t))−1(X ′),
where t varies in I ′ and X in STxM . This is almost ϕξ, but not quite yet. More
precisely, the base map is ϕξ. So to obtain ϕξ, we apply the bouncing map b to
Tbξ (cf. Remark D.1), that is,
j1ϕξ = b(Tbξ).
In particular, the geodesic symmetries sx, x ∈ M are realized as local bisections
in B(1)(Pair(M)) as follows :
j1sx = b(Tb−Ix).
Notice that if bξ is tangent to Ds up to order k, then j1ϕξ is tangent to Ds up to
order k − 1. To summarize, we have proven the following proposition.
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Proposition 13.1. To produce j1ϕξ, α-lift each geodesic through x to a path
tangent to Ds passing through ξ then make it a holonomic bisection via b. In
other terms
j1ϕξ = b(Tbξ).
This procedure is relatively simple. The distribution Ds does not admit n-
dimensional leaves in general. Nevertheless, it always has 1-dimensional leaves
and gathering the ones passing through a given ξ and that project via α onto
the geodesics through α(x) (a natural family of paths filling a neighborhood of
x) yields a bisection whose projection onto M ×M is the graph of ϕξ. In case
Ds does admit a leaf D through ξ, it will coincide near ξ with bξ, which becomes
automatically a holonomic bisection since Ds ⊂ E .
Remark 13.2. When ξ ∈ IntDs = B(T,R) (cf. Definition 7.6), then bξ is oscu-
latory to Ds and when ξ ∈ B(T,∇T,R), then j1ϕξ is osculatory to D
s. It seems
important to make the following distinction. If a bisection b is tangent to Ds up to
order k, that is jk−1
α(ξ)b = S
k·(1)(b(x)) then the holonomic bisection b(Tb) is tangent
to Ds only up to order k − 1, unless b is, in addition, tangent to the holonomic
distribution E up to order k + 1, in which case the bisection b(Tb) is tangent to
Ds up to order k as well, that is Sk·(1)(b(x)) is holonomic.
It is worthwhile noticing that Emmanuel Giroux has shown in [Giroux] that
a plane field admits near each point a canonical 2-jet of path-osculatory surfaces
(our terminology, to distinguish from osculatory). Path-osculatory, means that
each path through the point in the surface is osculatory to the distribution. In
the context of the present paper, we obtain for each ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)), a canoni-
cal surface whose second order jet at x coincides with Giroux’s osculatory surfaces.
Now it is easy to show the well-known result that for a locally symmetric space,
that is a space endowed with a torsionless affine connection for which the curvature
tensor is parallel, the local diffeomorphisms ϕξ is affine if and only if ξ ∈ B(R)
(cf. [Helgason], Lemma 1.2. p. 200). In particular, for those spaces — and only
them — each geodesic symmetry is affine.
Proposition 13.3. Let s be a symmetry jet whose associated connection ∇ is
locally symmetric, that is satisfies T∇ = 0 and ∇R∇ = 0. Then through any
ξ ∈ B(1)(Pair(M)) that preserves the curvature passes a n-dimensional leaf of Ds.
Proof. Consider the Lie subgroupoid B(R). Since ∇R = 0, Lemma 8.4 implies
that Ds is tangent to B(R) along B(R). Moreover, Lemma 7.8 implies that Ds
in involutive along B(R). Hence the Lie subgroupoid B(R) is foliated by leaves
of Ds.
14 Relation with Kobayashi’s admissible sections
A theorem due to Kobayashi [Kobayashi] asserts that there is a bijective corre-
spondence between torsionless affine connections and admissible sections of the
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bundle of 2-frames F (2)(M) → F (1)(M). Since jets occur in our construction as
well, it seems relevant to compare the two approaches. This section contains a
brief description of Kobayashi’s theorem, interpreted in terms of affine extensions
as in [Helgason], and a direct correspondence between Kobayashi’s admissible sec-
tion and our symmetry jet.
Given a manifold M of dimension n and a non-negative integer k, the bundle
of k-frames of M , denoted πk : F (k)(M) → M is the set of k-jets at 0 of local
diffeomorphisms Rn → M defined near 0, endowed with the canonical projection
that sends a jet jk0 f to f(0) ∈M . Observe that the bundle of 1-frames is the usual
bundle of frames of M . There are obvious maps πl→k : F (l)(M) → F (k)(M) for
each pair l > k. The group GL(n,R) acts on the right on each F (k)(M) through
jk0 f · A = j
k
0 (f ◦ A). A section F
(1)(M) → F (2)(M) is said to be admissible if it
is equivariant with respect to these GL(n,R)-actions.
The main ingredient of this correspondence is the property of uniqueness of
affine extension applied to Rn endowed with the trivial connection ∇o and M en-
dowed with a torsionless affine connection ∇ (it is a consequence of Proposition 3.3
applied to the disconnected affine manifold (M∪Rn,∇∪∇o)). It ensures existence
of an admissible section s∇ : F (1)(M)→ F (2)(M) that maps ξ : Rn → Tf(0)M to
the unique affine 2-jet that extends it. It is indeed equivariant with respect to the
GL(n,R)-actions on F (1)(M) and F (2)(M) since s∇(ξ) · A is an affine 2-jet that
extends ξ ◦A, implying the relation s∇(ξ) ·A = s∇(ξ ◦A).
Conversely, given an admissible section s, it directly induces a linear horizontal
distribution Hs on TM , hence an affine connection ∇s. Indeed, let ξ ∈ F (1)(M).
Since s(ξ) = j20f for some local diffeomorphism f : R
n → M defined near 0, one
may define for X ∈ Tf(0)M
HX = f∗∗0(Hf−1∗0
(X)),
whereHZ denotes the natural horizontal plane in TZTRn. TheGL(n,R)-invariance
of s∇ guarantees the independence of H on the initial choice of a basis ξ in TxM
as well as the linearity of H, in the sense that HaX+bY = ma∗(HX) +∗ mb∗(HY ).
One can alternatively observe, as is done in [Kobayashi] that the pullback of
the Gl(n,R)-component of the canonical form θ(2) on F (2)(M) via s yields a con-
nection form on F (1)(M).
Now we have two natural ways to think about torsionless affine connections,
one in terms of admissible sections and another one in terms of holonomic symme-
try jets. It is tempting to close the triangle and show how to induce a symmetry
jet naturally from an admissible section and vice-versa. So doing, we are going
to enlarge the Kobayashi’s correspondence to connection with torsion. As can
be expected it simply consists in allowing admissible section to take values in
F (1,1)(M) the set of 1-jets of sections of F (1)(M)→ M . Observe that F (1,1)(M)
is a bundle over M for the canonical projection π(1,1)(j1xe) = π
1(e(x)) and that its
elements are also horizontal planes tangent to F (1)(M), the correspondence being
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j1xe 7→ e∗x(TxM).
Consider the groupoid action ρ(1) : B(1)(Pair(M))×(α,π1)F
(1)(M)→ F (1)(M),
its derivative
ρ
(1)
∗ : TB
(1)(Pair(M))×(α∗,π1∗) TF
(1)(M)→ TF (1)(M) : (Xξ, Be) 7→ Xξ ·Be,
and the induced groupoid action
ρ(1,1) : B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))×(α,π(1,1))F
(1,1)(M)→ F (1,1)(M) : (j1xb, j
1
xe) 7→ j
1
xb·j
1
xe = j
1
x(b·e).
Observe that
D
(
j1xb · j
1
xe
)
= ρ
(1)
∗ (b∗x(TxM), e∗x(TxM))
and that B(1)(Pair(M)) and B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) act on F
(1)(M) and F (1,1)(M) re-
spectively through GL(n,R)-equivariant maps. More is true :
Lemma 14.1. The action ρ(1,1) of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) on F (1,1)(M) is simply tran-
sitive, that is, given two elements j1x1e1 and j
1
x2
e2 in F (1,1)(M), there exists a
unique element in B(1,1)(Pair(M)) mapping j1x1e1 on j
1
x2
e2. It is denoted by
m(j1x1e1, j
1
x2
e2).
Proof. Define ξ to be the linear isomorphism Tx1M → Tx2M that maps the basis
e1(x1) to e2(x2). Let also ϕ : Op{x1} → Op{x2} be a local diffeomorphism of M
such that j1x1ϕ = ξ. The relation j
1
x1
b · j1x1e1 = j
1
x2
e2 is satisfied by b defined by
b(x1)
(
e1(x1)
)
= e2(ϕ(x1)).
Moreover, from its construction j1xb belongs to B
(1,1)(Pair(M)). Suppose j1xbo ∈
B(1,1)(Pair(M)) also satisfies j1x1bo · j
1
x1
e1 = j
1
x2
e2. Then j
1
x1
(b−1o · b) fixes j
1
x1
e1. In
other terms,
D(j1x1(b
−1
o · b)) ·D(j
1
x1
e1) = D(j
1
x1
e1). (44)
LetX ∈ Tx1M and let Y denotes the α∗-lift ofX inD(j
1
x1
(b−1o ·b)) ⊂ Tε(x1)B
(1,1)(Pair(M)),
then Y = X+A with A = dat
dt
∣∣
t=o
∈ Ker(α∗×β∗) ≃ End(Tx1M). Let also Z denote
the lift of X in D(j1x1e1). Then the relation (44) implies that
Z = ρ
(1)
∗
(
X +A,Z
)
= ρ
(1)
∗
(
X,Z
)
+ ρ
(1)
∗
(
A, 0e1(x1)
)
= Z +
d
dt
at(e1(x1))
∣∣∣
t=0
,
which implies that A vanishes. This holds for any X ∈ Tx1M and thus
D(j1x1(b
−1
o · b)) = Tx1M.
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Now, an admissible section s induces a symmetry jet s through the relation :
s(x) = m(s(ex), s(−ex)),
where ex is some element in F (1)(M), whose choice does not affect the value of
m(s(ex), s(−ex)) because m is GL(n,R)-invariant. Moreover, its first order part
p(s(x)) is −Ix. As s(x) consists of affine (1, 1)-jets, the induced connection ∇
s
coincides with ∇s.
Conversely, given a symmetry jet s, we obtain an admissible section s as follows.
The distribution Ds along −I associated to s induces the distribution Eψ−1 on
F (1)(M) consisting of eigenspaces for the eigenvalue −1 of the induced involution
ψ : TF (1)(M)→ TF (1)(M) : Bex 7→ ρ
(1)
∗
(
X
D−Ix ,α∗ , Bex · (−I)
)
,
where X = π1∗ex (Bex). The vertical tangent space Ker(π
1)∗ consists of fixed
vectors by ψ. Besides,
π1∗ ◦ ψ = −ψ,
hence Eψ−1 is n-dimensional and transverse to π
1. Define
s : F (1)(M)→ F (1,1)(M) : e 7→ s(e),
such that s(e) = j1xe˜ if and only if D(j
1
xe˜) = (E
ψ
−1)e. When s is holonomic, s
takes its values in F (2)(M) ⊂ F (1,1)(M) thanks to the following construction.
First observe that if s(j10f) is the unique affine 2-jet extension (with respect to the
connection ∇s associated to s) of some 1-jet j10f ∈ F
(1)(M), then s(f(0)) · s(j10f)
is still an affine extension, namely the affine extension of −j10f . Now because s is
admissible, s(−j10f) = s(j
1
0f) · (−I), where s(j
1
0f) · (−I) refers to the action of the
element −I ∈ GL(n,R) on F (2)(M). Whence s(j10f) has to satisfy the following
implicit relation :
s(f(0)) · s(j10f) = s(j
1
0f) · (−I), (45)
Since the GL(n,R)-action commutes with the action of B(2)(Pair(M)), the previ-
ous relation is equivalent to
s(j10f)
−1 · s(f(0)) · s(j10f) = −I, (46)
where if s(j10f) = j
2
0f , then s(j
1
0f) = j
2
f(0)f
−1, which can be solved by means of
Lemma D.18. Indeed, let θ1 be any element in F (2)(M) that extends j10f . Then
θ−11 · s(f(0)) · θ1 = ηx,
for some 2-jet ηx of local diffeomorphism of Rn extending −I. Solutions to (46)
are in bijective correspondence with 2-jets θ of local diffeomorphisms of Rn that
extend I and satisfy
θ · ηx · θ
−1 = −I,
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or equivalently
−I · θ · ηx = θ.
Supposing θ = j2xf and ηx = j
2
xh, Lemma D.18 implies that
d2f(Xx) = d
2(−I · f · h)(Xx) = −d
2f(Xx) + d
2(−h)(Xx).
Hence d2f = 12d
2(−h).
A Notations
The following standard pieces of notation are frequently used in the text :
1. For a manifold N , the canonical projection TN → N is denoted most often
by the letter p and sometimes by the symbol pN . In particular, p : T 2M →
TM is the projection of TN onto N for N = TM .
2. The canonical inclusion of a manifold into its tangent bundle as the zero
section is systematically denoted by the letter i.
3. When π : M → N is a submersion, iπ : T πM →֒ TM denotes the canonical
inclusion of the sub-bundle T πM consisting of vectors tangent to the fibers
of π in TM .
4. If π :M → N is a submersion and ϕ : N0 →֒ N is an immersion, the notation
T πN0M stands for the set of vectors tangent to the fibers of π and belonging
to π−1(ϕ(N0)).
5. Given a fibration π : E → B, the fiber π−1(b) is denoted by Eπb or Eb when
unambiguous and the natural inclusion of Eπb in the total space E is denoted
by iπb : E
π
b → E.
6. For a vector bundle π : E → B, we have a natural inclusion
iπe : Eπ(e) →֒ T
π
e E : e
′ 7→
d(e+ te′)
dt
∣∣∣
0
for each element e in E. Notice that iπe = (i
π
π(e))∗e .
7. If π1 : M1 → N and π2 : M2 → N are two submersions. Then M1 ×(π1,π2)
M2 denotes the fiber-product manifold {(m1,m2) ∈ M1 × M2;π1(m1) =
π2(m2)}. It is naturally endowed with a projection onto N. Observe that
T (M1 ×(π1,π2) M2) = TM1 ×(π1∗,π2∗) TM2.
8. Given two vector bundles π1 : E1 → B1 and π2 : E2 → B2 and a map
ϕ : E1 → E2, the expression ϕ : (E1, π1) → (E2, π2) means that ϕ is a
morphism of vector bundles.
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B Lie groupoids of jets of bisections
We refer to the books [daSilva-Weinstein], [Mackenzie-87] and [Mackenzie-05] for
an introduction to the basics on groupoids. Notice though that, like Mackenzie
but unlike da Silva and Weinstein, we call the source map α and the target map
β. The following notions will be needed in the text : Lie groupoid, locally trivial
Lie groupoid, groupoid morphism, Lie subgroupoid, bisection, local bisection, Lie
groupoid action, Lie algebroid.
For a Lie groupoid G⇒M , the symbol α denotes the source map, β the target
map, m : G×(α,β)G→ G the multiplication, ε :M → G the natural inclusion and
ι the inversion. The collection of smooth local bisections of G is denoted by Bℓ(G)
and the subcollection of local bisections defined on a neighborhood of x ∈ M by
Bℓ,x(G). Let us now introduce the jet extensions groupoids (cf. [Ehresmann]).
Given a Lie groupoid G ⇒ M , a point x ∈ M and any integer k ≥ 0, there is an
equivalence relation ∼kx on the set Bℓ,x(G) of local bisections of G ⇒ M defined
near x, namely b1 ∼kx b2 if b1(x) = g = b2(x) and b1 and b2 have the same Taylor
expansion of order k at x with respect to some (hence any) pair of local coordinate
systems around x and g. The equivalence class of b with respect to ∼kx is commonly
denoted by jkxb and called the k-jet of b at x.
Definition B.1. The set of all k-jets of local bisections of G is denoted by B(k)(G)
and called the k-jet extension of the Lie groupoid G.
The set B(k)(G) is another Lie groupoid over M when it is endowed with the
obvious structure maps, namely
- α : B(k)(G)→M : jkxb 7→ x,
- β : B(k)(G)→M : jkxb 7→ β ◦ b(x),
- m(jky b
′, jkxb) = j
k
x(b
′ · b) when y = β ◦ b(x),
- ε :M → B(k)(G) : x 7→ jkxε,
- ι : B(k)(G)→ B(k)(G) : jkxb 7→ j
k
y b
−1, where y = β ◦ b(x).
Let us observe that for k > l, the natural projection pk→l : B(k)(G) → B(l)(G) :
jkxb 7→ j
l
xb is a Lie groupoid morphism.
Remark B.2. Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid and set n = dimM . Consider the
Grassmann bundle π : Grn(G) → G of n-planes tangent to G. Notice that the
data of an element j1xb in B
(1)(G) is equivalent to the data of the map b∗x : TxM →
Tb(x)G, itself equivalent to the data of the plane Im(b∗x). Moreover, the map
D : B(1)(G)→ Grn(G) : j
1
xb 7→ D(j
1
xb) = b∗x(TxM) (47)
is a diffeomorphism onto the open subset of Grn(G) consisting of “horizontal”
planes, that is, planes that are transverse to the α-fibers and the β-fibers. The
latter subset is denoted by Grhn(G) and supports thus a groupoid structure whose
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source and target map are α ◦ π and β ◦ π respectively and whose multiplication
is induced from the differential of the multiplication
m∗(g1,g2) : Tg1G×(α∗g1 ,β∗g2 )
Tg2G→ Tg1·g2G.
in G. The identity at x is TxM and the inverse of D ⊂ TgG is ι∗g (D).
Notation B.3. Consider the pair groupoid Pair(M), that is the set M × M ,
endowed with the two projections α = p2 and β = p1 onto M and the product
(x, y) · (y, z) = (x, z). A local bisection b of Pair(M) is a partial diffeomorphism
Ub = α(b) → Vb = β(b). Therefore the groupoid B(k)(Pair(M)) is the proper
subset of Jk(M,M) consisting of k-jets of partial diffeomorphisms of M . In par-
ticular, the groupoid B(1)(Pair(M)) is the set of linear maps between any pair of
tangent spaces to M . It is called in the literature the general linear groupoid of
the vector bundle TM or the gauge groupoid of the principal bundle of frames of
M and also denoted by GL(TM) or Aut(F(M)).
The extension procedure can be iterated and the groupoid B(k1)(B(k2)(G)) is
denoted hereafter by B(k1,k2)(G). It contains B(k1+k2)(G) as an embedded sub-
groupoid. Observe that, in addition to the natural projections
pk1→l1 : B(k1,k2)(G)→ B(l1,k2)(G) : jk1x b 7→ j
l1
x b,
for l1 = 0, ..., k1 − 1, there are projections
pk2→l2∗ : B
(k1,k2)(G)→ B(k1,l2)(G) : jk1x b 7→ j
k1
x (p
k2→l2 ◦ b)
that are groupoid morphisms as well. On B(k1+k2)(G) ⊂ B(k1,k2)(G), the map
pk2→0∗ coincides with p
k1+k2→k1 . Similarly, given a sequence (k1, ..., kI) of natu-
ral numbers, the groupoid B(k1)(...(B(kI)(G))...) is denoted by B(k1,...,kI)(G) and
supports a series of projections
pki→li∗...∗︸︷︷︸
i−1
: B(k1,...,ki,...,kI)(G)→ B(k1,...,li,...,kI)(G).
Notice, for instance, that any groupoid B(k1,...,kI)(G) is a subgroupoid of the
groupoid B(1,...,1)(G) with k1 + ...+ kI copies of 1.
Notation B.4. Provided it does not generate any ambiguity, we will use the
following abbreviations :
- The projection pk→0 on B(k)(G), that extracts the 0-th order part of a jet,
is denoted by pk and coincides with p ◦ ... ◦ p (k factors) on B(1,...,1)(G) ⊃
B(k)(G).
- Similarly, the projection pki→0∗...∗ is denoted by p
ki
∗...∗ and coincides with p∗...∗ ◦
... ◦ p∗...∗ on B(k1,...,ki−1,1,...,1,ki+1,...,kI) ⊃ B(k1,...,ki,...,kI).
- We remove the superscripts from the projections p1, p1∗, ..., p
1
∗...∗ and denote
them by p, p∗, p∗...∗. Observe that
D
(
p∗...∗︸︷︷︸
i
(j1xb)
)
= (p∗...∗︸︷︷︸
i−1
)∗b(x)
(
D(j1xb)
)
. (48)
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A local bisection b of G, induces a local so-called holonomic bisection
jkb : U → B(k)(G) : x 7→ jkxb
of the groupoid B(k)(G). When G⇒M is locally trivial, there is a nice character-
ization of local holonomic bisections of B(1)(G) as local bisections tangent to a cer-
tain distribution that we introduce hereafter. Consider the map p : B(1)(G) → G
and its differential p∗ξ : TξB
(1)(G)→ Tp(ξ)G at ξ ∈ B
(1)(G). Observe that D(ξ) is
a subspace in Tp(ξ)G.
Definition B.5. The holonomic distribution E or EG on B(1)(G) is defined by
Eξ = p
−1
∗ξ
(
D(ξ)
)
.
Proposition B.6. The distribution E has rank (n+ n(k− n)), where n = dimM
and k = dimG, contains the distribution Ker p∗ and is transverse to the α and
β-fibers of B(1)(G). It has the property that a local bisection b : U → B(1)(G) is
holonomic if and only if it is tangent to E.
Proof. Observe that Ker p∗ξ is (n(k − n))-dimensional. Therefore, the plane Eξ
has rank dimD(ξ) + dimKer p∗ξ = n+ n(k − n).
Because D(ξ) is transverse to the α and β-fibers of G, its lift p−1∗ (D(ξ)) enjoys
the same property in B(1)(G).
Let b be a local bisection in B(1)(G). The condition Tb(x)b ⊂ E is equivalent
to p∗(Tb(x)b) = D(b(x)), that is p∗(j
1
xb) = b(x) (cf. (48)) or j
1
x(p ◦ b) = b(x). So a
bisection b is tangent to E everywhere if and only if it coincides with j1b0.
Remark B.7. In general, a bisection b of B(1,...,1)(M) is holonomic if b is tangent
to E and its projection p ◦ b is a holonomic bisection.
Remark B.8. The common terminology in the literature (cf. e.g. [Libermann]) is
as follows. Elements in B(k)(G) are called holonomic jets, elements in B(1,...,1)(G)
(k copies of 1) that do not belong to B(k)(G) are called non-holonomic jets.
Amongst non-holonomic jets are semi-holonomic jets who are those non-holonomic
jets for which the values of the projections p, p∗, ..., p∗...∗ all agree.
Definition B.9. A left action ρ : G ×(α,π) E → E of a groupoid G ⇒ M on
a fiber bundle π : E → M ([Mackenzie-05]) induces an action of the groupoid
B(1)(G)⇒M onto π ◦ p : TE →M as follows :
ρ(1) : B(1)(G)×(α,π◦p) TE → TE :
(
j1xb,Xe
)
7→ j1xb ·Xe = ρ∗
(
b∗x
(
π∗e(Xe)
)
, Xe
)
,
where ρ∗ : TG×(α∗,π∗) TE → TE is the differential of ρ. Iterating this procedure,
we obtain actions
ρ(1,...,1) : B(1,...,1) ×(α,π◦pk) T
kE → T kE
for any k = 1, 2, ....
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Remark B.10. In particular, starting from the trivial action of the pair groupoid
Pair(M) on M
ρ : (M ×M)×(α,id) M →M : ((y, x), x) 7→ y
we obtain actions ρ(1), ρ(1,1), ρ(1,1,1), ... of B(1),B(1,1),B(1,1,1), ... on TM , T 2M ,
T 3M, ... respectively. A groupoid action ρ : G×(α,π) E → E is said to be effective
if ρ(g1, e) = ρ(g2, e) for all e ∈ E with π(e) = α(g1) = α(g2) implies that g1 = g2.
The various actions ρ(1), ρ(1,1), ρ(1,1,1), ... are effective.
Lemma B.11. The k-jet extension of a locally trivial groupoid is locally trivial as
well. In particular, all the groupoids B(...,l,k)(M)⇒M are locally trivial.
C Second tangent bundle
Given a manifold M , its second tangent bundle T 2M is defined to be the tangent
bundle p : T (TM)→ TM of the total space of the tangent bundle to M . Its ele-
ments are denoted by calligraphed letters X ,Y,Z, ..... It is endowed with several
pieces of structure that we describe in the present section. Note that T 2M is an
example of a double vector bundle as treated in Chapter 9 of [Mackenzie-05]. The
main specificity of T 2M is that its flip is canonically isomorphic to itself.
Vector bundle structures : T 2M admits two distinct structures of vector bun-
dle over the manifold TM :
• p : T 2M → TM is the canonical projection, that is, if t 7→ Xt is a path in
TM , then
p
(dXt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
= X0.
Fiberwise addition and scalar multiplication are denoted, as usual, by + : TM×(p,p)
TM : (X 1,X 2) 7→ X 1+X 2 andma : R×TM : (a,X ) 7→ aX = ma(X ) respectively.
The fiber over a vector Xx ∈ TM is denoted by TXxTM .
• p∗ : T 2M → TM is the differential of the canonical projection p : TM →M ,
that is
p∗
(dXt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
=
dp(Xt)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
Fiberwise addition is the differential of the corresponding map on TM , that is
+∗ : T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M :
(
X =
dXt
dt
∣∣∣
0
,Y =
dYt
dt
∣∣∣
0
)
7→
dXt + Yt
dt
∣∣∣
0
,
where the path t 7→ Xt and t 7→ Yt have been chosen to satisfy p(Xt) = p(Yt).
This is not restrictive since p∗(X ) = p∗(Y). Similarly, scalar multiplication by a
real a is the differential of ma on TM :
ma∗ : T
2M → T 2M : X =
dXt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
7→ ma∗(X ) =
d(aXt)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
The p∗-fiber over a vector Xx ∈ TM is denoted by TXxTM .
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TM
p
x
p(X 1)
p(X 2)
p(X 1 +∗ X 2)
X 1 +∗ X 2
X 2
X 1
p∗(X i)
m−1∗(X 1)
M
Figure 7: The addition and scalar multiplication in (T 2M,p∗)
Lemma C.1. The map p : T 2M → TM (respectively p∗ : T 2M → TM) is a
vector bundle morphism when T 2M is endowed with the vector bundle structure
induced by p∗ (respectively p).
The to maps p ◦ p and p ◦ p∗ of T
2M onto M agree and are denoted by p2. In
other words the following diagram is commutative. The fiber of p2 over a point
x ∈M is denoted by T 2xM .
T 2M
p
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
p∗
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
TM
p
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
TM
p
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
M
Horizontal inclusions and projections : The two vector bundle structures
p, p∗ : T
2M → TM induce two natural inclusions of TM into T 2M :
i, i∗ : TM → T
2M : Xx 7→ i(Xx) = 0Xx , i∗(Xx) = 0∗Xx ,
parameterizing the respective zero-sections denoted by 0TM , 0∗TM . The map i∗
is the differential of the inclusion i : M → TM of M as the zero-section of TM .
The inclusion i (respectively i∗) is a vector bundle morphism between (TM, p)
and (T 2M,p∗) (respectively (T
2M,p)). The associated projections of T 2M onto
its two zero-sections are denoted by e = i ◦ p and e∗ = i∗ ◦ p∗. Let i denote
the inclusion i ◦ i = i∗ ◦ i of M into T 2M . It parameterizes the intersection of
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the two zero-sections 0TM ∩ 0∗TM = 00M . Similarly, let e denote the projection
e ◦ e∗ = e∗ ◦ e of T 2M onto 00M . These different maps satisfy the relations :
p ◦ i = idTM p ◦ e = p p∗ ◦ i = i ◦ p p∗ ◦ e = e ◦ p
p∗ ◦ i∗ = idTM p∗ ◦ e∗ = p∗ p ◦ i∗ = i ◦ p p ◦ e∗ = e ◦ p
and
e = i2 ◦ p2.
Vertical inclusion of TM : There is a canonical “vertical inclusion” from TM
into T 2M parameterizing T p0MTM = p
−1(0M ) ∩ p−1∗ (0M ) (cf. Section A)
ip0M : TM → T
2M : Xx 7→ i
p
0M
(Xx) =
dtXx
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
The restriction of ip0M to TxM is sometimes denoted by i
p
0x
. Observe that the map
ip0M is a vector bundle map for both structures on T
2M . In particular, a vector
X ∈ T 2M belongs to Im(ip0M ) if and only if ma(X ) = ma∗(X ) for all a ∈ R.
Vertical inclusions of TM ⊕ TM : There are also two canonical inclusions of
TM ⊕ TM into T 2M parameterizing the two “kernels” p−1(0M ) = T0MTM and
p−1∗ (0M ) = T
pTM as follows :
Ip : TM ⊕ TM → p
−1(0M ) ⊂ T
2M : (X1x, X
2
x) 7→ i∗x(X
1
x) + i
p
0M
(X2x)
Ip∗ : TM ⊕ TM → p
−1
∗ (0M ) ⊂ T
2M : (X1x, X
2
x) 7→ i(X
1
x) +∗ i
p
0M
(X2x).
The map Ip (respectively Ip∗) is a vector bundle morphism between TM ⊕ TM
and (T 2M,p) (respectively (T 2M,p∗)).
Remark C.2. Given vector fields X , Y on M and a function f ∈ C∞(M), the
section fY of p : TM →M satisfies
(fY )∗x(Xx) = Xxf Yx +mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx), (49)
where Xxf Yx really means Ip∗(f(x)Yx, XxfYx) = i(f(x)Yx) +∗ i
p
0M
(Xxf Yx).
Indeed, setting (f ◦p)× id : TM → R×TM : Zx 7→ (f(x), Zx) and m : R×TM →
TM : (a,Xx) 7→ aXx, the section fY can be rewritten as
m ◦ ((f ◦ p)× id) ◦ Y.
Hence
(fY )∗x(Xx) = m∗(f(x),Yx)
(
f∗x(Xx), Y∗xXx
)
= m∗(f(x),Yx)
(
f∗x(Xx), 0Yx
)
+m∗(f(x),Yx)
(
0f(x), Y∗xXx
)
= Xxf Yx +mf(x)∗(Y∗xXx),
Affine structure : The product P = p× p∗ : T 2M → TM ×(p,p) TM yields on
T 2M yet another structure, of affine bundle of rank n this time, whose fiber over
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(Xx, Yx) is modeled on the vector space TxM and denoted by T
Yx
Xx
TM . Observe
that for a fixed vector X ∈ T 2M , with p(X ) = Xx and p∗(X ) = Yx the two maps
AX : TxM → T
Yx
Xx
TM : Vx 7→ X +
(
e(X ) +∗ i
p
0M
(Vx)
)
AX : TxM → T
Yx
Xx
TM : Vx 7→ X +∗
(
e∗(X ) + i
p
0M
(Vx)
) (50)
coincide and parameterize the fiber of P through X . Moreover, there is a canonical
map
π : T 2M ×(P,P ) T
2M → TM : (X 1,X 2) 7→ π(X 1,X 2), (51)
defined by
π(X 1,X 2) = Vx if X 1 = AX 2(Vx) (52)
One could also write, with a slight abuse of notation, the expression π(X 1,X 2) =
X 1 −X 2. The map π satisfies
π(X 1,X 2) = π(X 1 +o X ,X
2 +o X ) (53)
when +o denotes either + or +∗ and po(X ) = po(X i) ∈ T 2M for the corresponding
projection po.
Canonical Involution : A very important piece of the structure of T 2M is its
canonical involution, defined below :
Definition C.3. The canonical involution on T 2M is commonly defined by means
of local coordinates (xi, X i, Y i,X i) induced by local coordinates xi on M as being
the map κ = κM : T
2M → T 2M that flips the two middle sets of coordinates
κ(xi, X i, Y i,X i) = (xi, Y i, X i,X i).
Properties of κ : The involution κ is an isomorphism between the two distinct
vector bundle structures on T 2M , and, as such, satisfies the relations :
p∗ ◦ κ = p p ◦ κ = p∗
κ ◦ i = i∗ κ ◦ i∗ = i
κ ◦ e = e∗ κ ◦ e∗ = e
κ ◦ma∗ = ma ◦ κ κ ◦ma = ma∗ ◦ κ.
κ(X + Y) = κ(X ) +∗ κ(Y) κ(X +∗ Y) = κ(X ) + κ(Y)
(54)
It is thus also an endomorphism of the affine bundle P : T 2M → TM ×(p,p) TM
over the reflection map κo(X,Y ) = (Y,X). Furthermore, κ fixes pointwise the
image of ip0M :
κ ◦ ip0M = i
p
0M
.
This and the relations (50) imply that for two vectors X 1 and X 2 in a same P -fiber,
π(X 1,X 2) = π(κ(X 1), κ(X 2)). (55)
The following properties will not be used in the text but provide additional
insight on κ and its relation with the Lie bracket and the flows of vector fields.
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Proposition C.4. ([Lang], [Kolar]) The involution κ, sometimes denoted by κM ,
satisfies the following properties : let x ∈M and X,Y ∈ X(M)
- [X,Y ]x = π
(
Y∗xXx, κ(X∗xYx)
)
,
- κ(Y∗xXx) =
d(ϕtY )∗xXx
dt
∣∣∣
0
, where ϕtY denotes the flow of Y at time t.
Remark C.5. It would be nice to have an intrinsic description of κ. Each one
of the previous properties could serve as a definition of κ on T 2M − T pTM . On
T pTM , we want κ to coincide with
κ
(
i(Xx) + i0M (Vx)
)
= i∗(Xx) +∗ i0M (Vx).
So κ can be defined intrinsically separately on T 2M − T pTM and T pTM but
smoothness of κ across T pTM has then to be established. So this approach does
not seem completely satisfactory.
Remark C.6. The involution κ allows for an alternative characterization of dis-
tributions on M that are involutive : a distribution D on M is involutive if and
only if the subset TD∩p−1∗ (D) of T
2M is κ-invariant (D is thought of a subbundle
of TM ; therefore TD ⊂ T 2M).
D Structure of B(1,1)(Pair(M))
The structure of the groupoid B(1,1)(Pair(M)) (cf. Appendix B and Notation B.3)
follows closely that of T 2M . As already observed in Appendix B, it is endowed
with two natural projections p and p∗ onto B(1)(Pair(M)), whose definition we
briefly recall. An element of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) is of the type j1xb for some local
bisection b : Ux → B(1)(Pair(M)) defined in a neighborhood Ux of x. Then{
p : B(1,1)(Pair(M)) → B(1)(Pair(M)) : j1xb 7→ b(x)
p∗ j
1
x(p ◦ b).
We thus obtain a commutative diagram :
B(1,1)(Pair(M))
p
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
p∗
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
B(1)(Pair(M))
p
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
B(1)(Pair(M))
p
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
(⋆)
M
Notice that b0 = p ◦ b is a local bisection of the pair groupoid M ×M , that is a
section x 7→ (f(x), x) of α such that β ◦ b0 : x 7→ f(x) is a local diffeomorphism
of M . In the sequel b0 = p ◦ b will systematically be identified with the local
diffeomorphism f = β ◦ b0.
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Remark D.1. Under the identification of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) ∼ Grhn(B
(1)(Pair(M)))
(cf. Remark B.2), the map p∗ : B(1,1)(Pair(M)) → B(1)(Pair(M)) coincides with
the “bouncing map”, defined as follows
b : Grhn(B
(1)(Pair(M)))→ B(1)(Pair(M)) : Pξ 7→ b(Pξ) = β∗ξ ◦
(
α∗ξ
∣∣
Pξ
)−1
.
Tb(x)bξ
β∗ξ α∗ξ
TyM TxM
When b is a local bisection of B(1)(Pair(M)), the map b applied to Tb yields a
holonomic bisection :
x 7→ b(Tb(x)b) = j
1
xb
0.
Notation D.2. The holonomic distribution EM×M on B(1)(Pair(M)) (cf. Defini-
tion B.5) is denoted by E(1).
Observe that if a n-plane Pξ is contained in the holonomic distribution E(1)
then b(Pξ) = ξ. (One could describe E(1) as the union of all horizontal n-planes
having this property.) More generally, the linear maps b(Pξ) and ξ coincide on
α∗(Pξ ∩ E
(1)
ξ ).
Remark D.3. The distribution E(1) is maximally non-integrable. It generalizes
the canonical contact form α on the set of 1-jets of local maps from M to the real
line J1(M ×R) ≃ T ∗M ×R, defined by α(Xβ , V ) = β(π∗(Xα))− V to the case of
1-jets of maps from M to M .
Definition D.4. The set of (1, 1)-jets ξ = j1xb for which p(ξ) = p∗(ξ) is denoted
hereafter B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M)) (“sh” for semi-holonomic, cf. Remark B.8). Notice that
B(2)(Pair(M)) $ B(1,1)sh (Pair(M)).
Remark D.5. A (1, 1)-jet ξ belongs to B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M)) if and only if D(ξ) ⊂ E
(1).
Proposition D.6. Along the bisection bo = −I, the distribution E(1) coincides
with the family of (−1)-eigenspaces of the involution ι∗.
Proof. Let x ∈M and set ξ = −Ix ∈ B
(1)(Pair(M)). Then
ι∗ξ : TξB
(1)(Pair(M))→ TξB
(1)(Pair(M))
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is an involutive linear isomorphism. Hence the tangent space to B(1)(Pair(M)) at
ξ decomposes into a direct sum of +1 and −1 eigenspaces for ι∗ξ :
TξB
(1)(Pair(M)) = E+1 ⊕ E−1.
We claim that E
(1)
ξ = E−1. Let Xξ ∈ TξB
(1)(Pair(M)). Then, because p is a
groupoid morphism and ι(ξ) = ξ, we have
p∗ξ ◦ ι∗ξ(Xξ) = ι∗p(ξ) ◦ p∗ξ(Xξ).
Moreover ι∗p(ξ) : TxM×TxM : (X
1, X2) 7→ (X2, X1). ThusXξ ∈ E−1 implies that
p∗(Xξ) ∈ D(ξ). Conversely, p∗(Xξ) ∈ D(ξ) implies that Xξ ∈ E−1 +Ker p∗ξ . But
Ker p∗ξ ⊂ E−1. Indeed, if exp(tA) is a one-parameter subgroup in the Lie group
p−1(x, x) ⊂ B(1,1)(Pair(M)), then ι(exp(tA)) = exp(−tA), whence ι(ξ ·exp(tA)) =
ξ · exp(−tA) (ξ is central), which implies that ι∗ξ(X) = −X for X ∈ Ker p∗ξ .
Corollary D.7. Any element of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) whose first order part belongs to
the bisection −I ⊂ B(1)(Pair(M)) is its own inverse.
Proof. Let ξ ∈ B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M)), with p(ξ) = −Ix then D(ξ) ⊂ E
(1)
−Ix
. Hence, from
Remark B.2, we know that D(ι(ξ)) coincides with ι∗−Ix (D(ξ)) which equals D(ξ)
by the previous result, implying that ι(ξ) = ξ.
Remark D.8. The 2-jet j2xf of a local diffeomorphism f : U ⊂ M →M of M is
equivalently described as the map
f∗∗x : T
2
xM → T
2
yM : XXx 7→ (f∗)∗Xx (XXx)
not
= f∗∗Xx (XXx).
Observe (with pieces of notation introduced in Section C) that
p ◦ f∗∗x = f∗x ◦ p
p∗ ◦ f∗∗x = f∗x ◦ p∗
f∗∗x ◦ i
p
0x
= ip0y ◦ f∗x .
(56)
More generally, consider the natural left action ρ(1,1) of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) on
T 2M (cf. Definition B.9 and Remark B.10) :
ρ(1,1) : B(1,1)(Pair(M))×(α,p2) T
2M → T 2M(
j1xb,X =
dXt
dt
∣∣∣
0
)
7→ j1xb · X =
d(b ·Xt)
dt
∣∣∣
0
.
(57)
In particular if X = Y∗xXx ∈ T
2M and β(b(x)) = y, then
j1xb · X = (bY )∗y (b(x)Xx). (58)
The relevance of the next lemma is essentially that it allows to carry the canon-
ical involution κ of T 2M to a canonical involution on B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M)). Indeed,
given a (1, 1)-jet ξ, the following expression :
κ(ξ) · X = κ
(
ξ · κ(X )
)
.
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define a map T 2xM → T
2
yM , which corresponds, thanks to the next lemma, to a
new (1, 1)-jet, defined to be κ(ξ) (see Definition D.14). Recall that for a groupoid
G ⇒ M and two point x and y in M , the notation Gx,y stands for the subset
α−1(x) ∩ β−1(y) of G.
Lemma D.9. Through the action ρ(1,1), the set of (1, 1)-jets (B(1,1)(Pair(M)))x,y
is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of maps ℓ : T 2xM → T
2
yM enjoying
the following properties :
(a) ℓ is a vector bundle morphism from (T 2xM,p) to (T
2
yM,p) over a linear
map p(ℓ) : TxM → TyM and a vector bundle morphism from (T 2xM,p∗)
to (T 2yM,p∗) over a linear map p∗(ℓ) : TxM → TyM :
T 2xM
ℓ
//
p

T 2yM
p

T 2xM
ℓ
//
p∗

T 2yM
p∗

TxM
p(ℓ)
// TyM TxM
p∗(ℓ)
// TyM
(b) ℓ coincides with p(ℓ) on each fiber of the vertical sub-bundle T p0MTM :
T p0xTM
ℓ
// T p0yTM
TxM
i
p
0x
OO
p(ℓ)
// TyM
i
p
0y
OO
A (1, 1)-jet ξ corresponds to a map ℓξ with p(ℓξ) = p(ξ) and p∗(ℓξ) = p∗(ξ).
Genuine 2-jets j2xf ∈ B
(2)(Pair(M)) induce maps, also denoted by f∗∗x , that, in
addition, commute with κ, i.e.
f∗∗x ◦ κ = κ ◦ f∗∗x . (59)
Remark D.10. The relation (59) holds for any smooth map f : M → N , where
κ stands either for the involution on T 2M or on T 2N .
The next lemma is used in the proof of the previous one.
Lemma D.11. Let U denote some open subset of M and let {X1, ..., Xn} be a set
of local vector fields in X(U) forming a basis of each tangent space TxM , x ∈ U .
Given a path
(−ε, ε) 7→ Tγ(t)M : t 7→ Xt =
n∑
j=1
aj(t)X
j(γ(t))
in TM . Its velocity vector X =
dXt
dt
|t=0 admits the following expression :
X =
n∑
∗
j=1
maj(0)∗
(
Xj∗xYx
)
+
[
i
(
aj(0)X
j
x
)
+∗ i
p
0M
(daj
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Xjx
)]
,
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where
∑
∗
indicates that the addition is +∗ and where Yx =
dγ(t)
dt
|t=0.
Proof. It is essentially the same statement as Remark C.2. A proof is nevertheless
included mainly to prepare for the proof of the corresponding statement for T 3M
(Lemma F.6). Let us abbreviate aj(0) by aj .
X =
d
dt
n∑
j=1
m
(
aj(t), X
j(γ(t))
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
n∑
∗
j=1
m∗
(aj,X
j
x)
(
∂taj(0), X
j
∗x
Yx
)
=
n∑
∗
j=1
m∗
(aj ,X
j
x)
(
0aj , X
j
∗x
Yx
)
+m∗
(aj ,X
j
x)
(daj(t)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
, 0Xjx
)
=
n∑
∗
j=1
maj∗
(
Xj∗xYx
)
+
d
dt
m
(
aj +
daj
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
t,Xjx
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
n∑
∗
j=1
maj∗
(
Xj∗xYx
)
+
[ d
dt
m
(
aj, X
j
x
)∣∣∣
t=0
+∗ m
(
t,
daj
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Xjx
)∣∣∣
t=0
]
=
n∑
∗
j=1
maj∗
(
Xj∗xYx
)
+
[
i
(
ajX
j
x
)
+∗ i
p
0M
(daj
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Xjx
)]
Proof of Lemma D.9 It is quite obvious that a (1, 1)-jet does enjoy the properties
(a) and (b). A detailed proof of the converse is provided mainly because it will
lighten up the proof of Lemma F.6. Consider a map ℓ : T 2xM → T
2
yM that satisfies
(a) and (b). Let {X1, ..., Xn} be a basis of TxM and let {Y
1 = p(ℓ)(X1), ..., Y n =
p(ℓ)(Xn)} be the corresponding basis of TyM . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Hi be a n-
dimensional subspace in TXiTM complementary to T
p
Xi
TM and let X i : U → TM
(respectively Y i : V → TM) be a local section of TM defined over a neighborhood
U of x (respectively V of y) inM , passing throughX i (respectively Y i) and tangent
to Hi (respectively ℓ(Hi)). We may assume that the set {X1(x′), ..., Xn(x′)}
(respectively {Y 1(y′), ..., Y n(y′)}) is a basis of Tx′M (respectively Ty′M) for all
x′ ∈ U (respectively y′ ∈ V ) and that there exists a local diffeomorphism g : U →
V such that g∗x = p∗(ℓ). Now define a local bisection b of B
(1)(Pair(M)) over U
as follows :
b(x′) : Tx′M → Tg(x′)M :
n∑
i=1
aiX
i(x′) 7→
n∑
i=1
aiY
i(g(x′)).
It is now trivial to verify, by means of Lemma D.11, that the action of the (1, 1)-jet
j1xb on T
2M coincides with ℓ. Indeed, it amounts to verifying that the image of
the vectors Xj∗xX
k
x , i(X
j
x), i
p
0M
(Xjx) under the action of j
1
xb and that of ℓ agree.
This is implemented in the construction of b.
Remark D.12. About the importance of hypothesis (b). Consider the map
m−1 ◦m−1∗ : T
2M → T 2M.
It is a homomorphism for both vector bundle structures on T 2M and it preserves
the vertical sub-bundle T pTM but restricts to id on T pTM instead of − id. Hence
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it is not induced by a (1, 1)-jet and in particular does not yield a (necessarily
canonical) affine connection (cf. Proposition 2.2).
Definition D.13. A homomorphism of T 2M is a bijective morphism of vector
bundles ℓ : (T 2xM,po) → (T
2
yM,po), for some x, y ∈ M and for both po = p
and po = p∗ over linear isomorphisms denoted by p(ℓ) and p∗(ℓ) : TxM → TyM
respectively. The set of homomorphisms of T 2M is denoted by L(T 2M) and the
map B(1,1)(Pair(M)) → L(T 2M) : ξ 7→ ℓξ by L. The set L(T 2M), which is
endowed with a Lie groupoid structure for which L is a groupoid morphism, has
the following distinguished Lie subgroupoids :
- L(1,1)(T 2M) = L(B(1,1)(Pair(M))),
- L
(1,1)
sh (T
2M) = L(B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M))),
- L(2)(T 2M) = L(B(2)(Pair(M))).
Notice that he difference between L(T 2M) and L(1,1)(T 2M) is that the action
of an element in L(T 2M) on the vertical subbundle Im ip0M is through any linear
map, generally unrelated to p(ℓ) or p∗(ℓ).
Definition D.14. The natural involution κ on B
(1,1)
sh (M) is defined through the
expression :
κ(ξ) · X = κ
(
ξ · κ(X )
)
. (60)
It consists basically in exchanging the order of the two derivatives involved in a
(1, 1)-jet.
We have not been able to find a definition of a canonical involution on (1, 1)-
jets in the literature. The common definition is a (non-canonical) involution on
J1(J1(Y → X)), for a fibration Y → X , depending on the choice of a connection
on X .
Remark D.15. Notice that if ξ lies in B(1,1)(Pair(M)) − B
(1,1)
sh (Pair(M)), the
right-hand side of (60) does not define anymore a (1, 1)-jet as the condition (b) in
Proposition D.9 fails. Indeed,
κ(ξ)·ip0M (U) = κ
(
ξ ·κ(ip0M (U))
)
= κ
(
ξ ·ip0M (U)
)
= κ
(
ip0M (p(ξ)·U)
)
= ip0M (p(ξ)·U),
while a (1, 1)-jet acts on a vertical vector via its p-component, which, in the case
of κ(ξ), must be p∗(ξ). Nevertheless κ is defined on the entire space L(T 2M) of
homomorphisms of T 2M .
Lemma D.16. The involution κ is a groupoid automorphism whose fixed point
set is B(2)(Pair(M)) and such that p ◦ κ = p∗ and p∗ ◦ κ = p.
Remark D.17. A (1, 1)-jet ξ is also a morphism between the affine bundles P :
T 2xM → TxM ⊕ TxM and P : T
2
yM → TyM ⊕ TyM over the map p(ξ) ⊕ p∗(ξ) :
TxM ⊕ TxM → TyM ⊕ TyM . Its pure second order part in the direction of
two vectors Xx and Yx in TxM is the affine map
ξ(Xx, Yx) : T
Yx
Xx
TM → T
p∗(ξ)(Yx)
p(ξ)(Xx)
TM,
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where T YxXxTM denotes the intersection p
−1(Xx) ∩ p−1∗ (Yx). The set of (1, 1)-
jets over a fixed map ξ1 ⊕ ξ2 : TxM ⊕ TxM → TyM ⊕ TyM is an affine space
modeled on the space of bilinear maps from TxM × TxM to TyM . Indeed, let
ξ0, ξ ∈ B(1,1)(Pair(M)) be such that p(ξ0) = p(ξ) and p∗(ξ0) = p∗(ξ), then
ξ − ξ0 : TxM × TxM → TyM : (Xx, Yx) 7→ π
(
ξ · Y∗xXx, ξ0 · Y∗xXx
)
, (61)
where the map π has been defined by (51) in Appendix C and where Y is a local
vector field extending Yx, whose choice is irrelevant. Indeed, formula (49) implies
that the right hand side of (61) is C∞(M)-bilinear. Notice that if both ξ0 and ξ
are holonomic, or κ-invariant then ξ − ξ0 is symmetric. Indeed, let X,Y be local
vector fields extending Xx, Yx and satisfying [X,Y ]x = 0. Then(
ξ − ξ0
)
(Xx, Yx) = π
(
ξ · Y∗xXx, ξ0 · Y∗xXx
)
= π
(
κ
(
ξ · Y∗xXx
)
, κ
(
ξ0 · Y∗xXx
))
implied by (55)
= π
(
ξ ·X∗xYx, ξ0 ·X∗xYx
)
implied by Proposition C.4
=
(
ξ − ξ0
)
(Yx, Xx).
We finally prove a lemma about conjugation of 2-jets that reveals useful when
dealing with torsionless affine connections (cf. Section 14). Let f : U ⊂ M → M
be a local diffeomorphism of M such that for some x ∈ U , we have f∗x = Ix :
TxM → TxM . Then the map
f∗∗Xx − I : TXxTM → TXxTM : X 7→ f∗∗Xx (X )−X
- vanishes on T pXxTM since (f∗∗Xx − I) ◦ i
p
Xx
= 0,
- takes value in T pXxTM since p∗Xx ◦ (f∗∗Xx − I) = 0 (cf. (56)).
Whence there is a linear map d2f(Xx) : TxM → TxM , such that (f∗∗Xx − I)
coincides with the composition
TXxTM
p∗Xx−→ TxM
d2f(Xx)
−→ TxM
i
p
Xx−→ TXxTM.
Lemma D.18. Consider 2-jets j2xf, j
2
xg, j
2
yh ∈ B
(2)(Pair(M)) such that p(j2xf) =
Ix and p(j
2
xg) = ι ◦ p(j
2
yh). Then
d2(g ◦ f ◦ h)(Xy) = g∗x ◦ d
2f(h∗yXy) ◦ h∗y + d
2(g ◦ h)(Xy).
In particular, if g∗x = −Ix = h∗x , then
d2(g ◦ f ◦ h)(Xx) = −d
2f(Xx) + d
2(g ◦ h)(Xx).
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Proof. The proof is just a short verification.(
(g ◦ f ◦ h)∗∗Xx − I
)
= g∗∗h∗x(Xx) ◦ f∗∗h∗x(Xx) ◦ h∗∗Xx − I
= g∗∗h∗x(Xx) ◦
(
f∗∗h∗x(Xx) − I
)
◦ h∗∗Xx + g∗∗h∗x(Xx) ◦ h∗∗Xx − I
= g∗∗h∗x(Xx) ◦
(
ip
h∗x(Xx)
◦ d2f(h∗x(Xx)) ◦ p∗h∗x(Xx)
)
◦ h∗∗Xx
+ipXx ◦ d
2(g ◦ h)(Xx) ◦ p∗Xx
= ipXx ◦
(
g∗h(x) ◦ d
2f(h∗x(Xx)) ◦ h∗x + d
2(g ◦ h)(Xx)
)
◦ p∗Xx
E Third tangent bundle
Consider the third tangent bundle, denoted T 3M , and defined to be the tangent
bundle of the total space of T 2M . Its element will be denoted by “frak” letters
like X. As described below, it is endowed with three canonical projections onto
T 2M , giving T 3M three distinct vector bundle structures over T 2M , three nat-
ural projections onto TM and one onto M . It contains three vertical inclusions
of T 2M and six vertical inclusions of T 2M ⊕ T 2M and admits three involutions,
each permuting two of the vector bundle structures and permuting the inclusions
of T 2M and T 2M ⊕ T 2M .
Vector bundle structures :
• p : T 3M → T 2M : X = dZt
dt
|t=0 7→ p(X) = Z0. The fiberwise addition is
denoted by + : T 3M ×(p,p) T
3M → T 3M and the scalar multiplication by a real
a by ma : T
3M → T 3M : X 7→ ma(X) = aX.
• p∗ : T 3M → T 2M : X =
dZt
dt
|t=0 7→ p∗(X) =
dp(Zt)
dt
|t=0. The p∗-fiberwise
addition is the differential of the fiberwise addition + on T 2M :
+∗ : T
3M ×(p∗,p∗) T
3M → T 3M :
(dZt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
,
dZ ′t
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
)
7→
d(Zt + Z ′t)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
,
where we assume without loss of generality that p(Zt) = p(Z ′t) for all t’s. Similarly,
the scalar multiplication by a real a is the differential of the scalar multiplication
ma on T
2M :
ma∗ : T
3M → T 3M : X =
dZt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
7→ ma∗(X) =
dma(Zt)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
• p∗∗ : T 3M → T 2M : X =
dZt
dt
|t=0 7→ p∗∗(X) =
dp∗(Zt)
dt
|t=0. The p∗∗-fiberwise
addition and scalar multiplication by a real a are denoted respectively by +∗∗ and
ma∗∗ and are the differential of the p∗-fiberwise addition +∗ and scalar multipli-
cation ma∗ on T
2M .
Let X = dZt
dt
|t=0 in T 3M , with t 7→ Zt a path in T 2M . Set Xt = p(Zt),
Yt = p∗(Zt), xt = p(Xt) = p(Yt). Then
p(X) = Z0 p ◦ p(X) = X0 p∗ ◦ p(X) = Y0
p∗(X) =
dXt
dt
|t=0
not
= Y p ◦ p∗(X) = p(Y) = X0 p∗ ◦ p∗(X) = p∗(Y)
not
= Z
p∗∗(X) =
dYt
dt
|t=0
not
= X p ◦ p∗∗(X) = p(X ) = Y0 p∗ ◦ p∗∗(X) = p∗(X )
not
= Z
  
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Figure 8: A picture of T 3M
A comment about this picture. We think of T 3M as the set of tangent vectors
to the union over all Xx ∈ TM of the tangent spaces TXxTM that are represented
on the picture above as 2-planes sticking out “horizontally”. The dotted lines
indicates that that copy of TM does not really lie in T 3M . It is added to the
picture in order to better represent the p∗ projections of the vectors in T
2M .
The projections satisfy the following relations
p ◦ p = p ◦ p∗ p∗ ◦ p = p ◦ p∗∗ p∗ ◦ p∗ = p∗ ◦ p∗∗.
For conciseness we denoted those three projections p◦p, p∗◦p, p∗◦p∗ : T
3M → TM
by p1, p2, p3 respectively. These commuting relations are summarized in the
following diagram where the maps form the edges of a cube resting on a vertex
(the altitude of a vertex depends on the number of derivatives) :
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T 3M
p∗
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
p

✤
✤
✤
p∗∗
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
T 2M
p

p∗
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
T 2M
p
zz✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
p∗
$$❍
❍
❍
❍
❍ T
2M
p∗
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
p

TM
p
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
TM
p

TM
p
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
M
Observe also that each projection p, p∗, p∗∗ : T
3M → T 2M is linear for the
vector bundle structures associated to the two other projections. More precisely,
there are the following homomorphisms of vector bundles :
p : (T 3M,p∗)→ (T 2M,p) p : (T 3M,p∗∗)→ (T 2M,p∗)
p∗ : (T
3M,p)→ (T 2M,p) p∗ : (T 3M,p∗∗)→ (T 2M,p∗)
p∗∗ : (T
3M,p)→ (T 2M,p) p∗∗ : (T 3M,p∗)→ (T 2M,p∗)
(62)
Horizontal inclusions and projections : Dual to the three projections p, p∗, p∗∗ :
T 3M → T 2M , there are three injections i, i∗, i∗∗ : T 2M → T 3M whose images
are the three different zero-sections for the vector bundle structures associated
to p, p∗, p∗∗ respectively. Since i : N → TN denotes the canonical injection of
a manifold in its tangent bundle as the zero section, then i∗ is the differential of
i : TM → T 2M and i∗∗ is the second differential of i :M → TM . Each inclusion io
is a vector bundle morphism for the same structures as for the corresponding pro-
jection po. The images of i, i∗, i∗∗ are denoted respectively by 0T 2M , 0∗T 2M , 0∗∗T 2M
and the image of a vector X by 0X , 0∗X , 0∗∗X . Moreover, we have the following
relations expressing that the cube is also commutative if one adds the arrows
corresponding to i, i∗ and i∗∗ :
i ◦ i = i∗ ◦ i i ◦ i∗ = i∗∗ ◦ i i∗ ◦ i∗ = i∗∗ ◦ i∗
on TM and
p ◦ i = id p ◦ i∗ = i ◦ p p ◦ i∗∗ = i∗ ◦ p
p∗ ◦ i = i ◦ p p∗ ◦ i∗ = id p∗ ◦ i∗∗ = i∗ ◦ p∗
p∗∗ ◦ i = i ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ i∗ = i∗ ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ i∗∗ = id.
on T 2M . Let us introduce some more notation :
- i ◦ i = i∗ ◦ i
not
= I1,
- i ◦ i∗ = i∗∗ ◦ i
not
= I2,
- i∗ ◦ i∗ = i∗∗ ◦ i∗
not
= I3.
- i ◦ i ◦ i
not
= i
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Notice that i coincides with any other inclusion of M into T 3M built from the
various i, i∗, i∗∗’s. For convenience we will denote by e, e∗, e∗∗ the projections i◦p,
i∗ ◦ p∗, i∗∗ ◦ p∗∗ respectively which send a vector onto the zero vector in its p, p∗
or p∗∗-fiber respectively. The following relations are an easy consequence of (62) :
p ◦ e = p p ◦ e∗ = e ◦ p p ◦ e∗∗ = e∗ ◦ p
p∗ ◦ e = e ◦ p∗ p∗ ◦ e∗ = p∗ p∗ ◦ e∗∗ = e∗ ◦ p∗
p∗∗ ◦ e = e ◦ p∗∗ p∗∗ ◦ e∗ = e∗ ◦ p∗∗ p∗∗ ◦ e∗∗ = p∗∗.
Furthermore, the projections e, e∗ and e∗∗ commute and the compositions of two
such map is a new projection onto the image of some inclusion Ij of TM . More
precisely, set
- e ◦ e∗
not
= E1,
- e ◦ e∗∗
not
= E2,
- e∗ ◦ e∗∗
not
= E3.
- e ◦ e∗ ◦ e∗∗
not
= e.
ThenEj (respectively e) is the projection of T
3M onto the image of Ij (respectively
i) and it satisfies :
p ◦ E1 = e ◦ p p∗ ◦ E1 = e ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ E1 = e ◦ p∗∗
p ◦ E2 = e∗ ◦ p p∗ ◦ E2 = e ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ E2 = e ◦ p∗∗.
p ◦ E3 = e ◦ p p∗ ◦ E3 = e∗ ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ E3 = e∗ ◦ p∗∗
(63)
Vertical inclusions of T 2M : There are three distinct vertical inclusions of T 2M
that parameterize the three transverse intersections
V1 = p
−1(0TM ) ∩ p−1∗ (0TM )
V2 = p
−1
∗ (0∗TM ) ∩ p
−1
∗∗ (0∗TM )
V3 = p
−1(0∗TM ) ∩ p
−1
∗∗ (0TM )
ip0TM : T
2M
∼
−→ V1 = T
p
0TM
(T 2M) : V 7→
d(tV)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
(ip0M )∗ : T
2M
∼
−→ V2 = T (T
p
0M
TM) : V =
dVt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
7→
d(ip0M (Vt))
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
ip∗0∗TM : T
2M
∼
−→ V3 = T
p∗
0∗TM
(T 2M) : V 7→
d(mt∗(V))
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
,
where indeed, the second one is the differential of the vertical inclusion ip0M of TM
into T 2M . These maps satisfy the following relations :
p ◦ ip0TM = e p∗ ◦ i
p
0TM
= e p∗∗ ◦ i
p
0TM
= ip0M ◦ p∗
p ◦ (ip0M )∗ = i
p
0M
◦ p p∗ ◦ (i
p
0M
)∗ = e∗ p∗∗ ◦ (i
p
0M
)∗ = e∗
p ◦ ip∗0∗TM = e∗ p∗ ◦ i
p∗
0∗TM
= ip0M ◦ p p∗∗ ◦ i
p∗
0∗TM
= i ◦ p∗,
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and are vector bundle morphism in different ways :
ip0TM : (T
2M,p)→ (T 3M,
{
p
p∗
) ip0TM : (T
2M,p∗)→ (T 3M,p∗∗)
(ip0M )∗ : (T
2M,p)→ (T 3M,p) (ip0M )∗ : (T
2M,p∗)→ (T 3M,
{
p∗
p∗∗
)
ip∗0∗TM : (T
2M,p)→ (T 3M,p∗) i
p∗
0∗TM
: (T 2M,p∗)→ (T 3M,
{
p
p∗∗
).
(64)
The presence of the bracket indicates that on the image of the inclusion at hand,
the two linear structures coincide.
Remark E.1. The other three intersections p−1(0TM )∩p−1∗ (0∗TM ), p
−1
∗ (0∗TM )∩
p−1∗∗ (0TM ) and p
−1(0∗TM )∩p
−1
∗∗ (0TM ) could also be considered, but we do not need
them here. A difference is that a vector X in p−1(0TM )∩p−1∗ (0∗TM ) automatically
belongs to p−1(00M ).
Vertical inclusion of TM : T 3M supports also a vertical inclusion of TM :
I : TM
∼
−→ T 3M : Vx 7→
d
dt
(
t
d(sVx)
ds
∣∣∣
s=0
)∣∣∣
t=0
,
defined by pre-composing any vertical inclusions ip0TM , i
p∗
0∗TM
or (ip0M )∗ with the
vertical inclusion ip0M . It is a vector bundle morphism between TM and all three
vector bundle structures on T 3M . Moreover :
p ◦ I = p∗ ◦ I = p∗∗ ◦ I = i.
Vertical inclusions of T 2M ⊕T 2M : The various “kernels” p−1(0X), p−1(0∗X),
p−1∗ (0X), p
−1
∗ (0∗X), p
−1
∗∗ (0X), p
−1
∗∗ (0∗X) admit the following parameterization by
T 2M ⊕ T 2M (where the direct sum is either with respect to the projection p or
to the projection p∗ as indicated below) :
1) Ip = ITMp : T
2M ×(p,p) T
2M → p−1(0TM ),
Ip(YX ,VX) = i∗X (YX) + i
p
0TM
(VX).
2) I∗p : T
2M ×(p,p∗) T
2M → p−1(0∗TM ),
I∗p(XX ,V
X) = i∗∗X (XX) + i
p∗
0∗TM
(VX).
3) Ip∗ = I
TM
p∗
: T 2M ×(p,p) T
2M → p−1∗ (0TM ),
Ip∗(ZX ,VX) = i(ZX) +∗ i
p
0TM
(VX).
4) I∗p∗ = (Ip)∗ : T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M → p−1∗ (0∗TM ),
I∗p∗(X
X ,VX) = i∗∗(X
X) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(V
X).
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5) Ip∗∗ : T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M → p−1∗∗ (0TM ),
Ip∗∗(Z
X ,VX) = i(ZX) +∗∗ i
p∗
0∗TM
(VX).
6) I∗p∗∗ = (Ip∗)∗ : T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M → p−1∗∗ (0∗TM ),
I∗p∗∗ : (Y
X ,VX) = i∗(Y
X) +∗∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(V
X).
The rule to form these vertical inclusion can be described as follows : if j stands
either for nothing or for ∗ or for ∗∗ and k stands for either nothing or ∗, then
p−1j
(
Im(ik)
)
= Im(il(j,k)) +j
(
p−1j (Im ik) ∩ p
−1
l(j,k)(Im il(j,k))
)
,
where l(j, k) is so that pj realizes a morphism between (T
3M,pl(j,k)) and (T
2M,pk).
Observe that for pi = p or p∗, i = 1, 2, the direct sum T
2M ×(p1,p2) T
2M
is naturally a vector bundle of rank 4n over TM for the projection but also a
vector bundle of rank 3n over TM ×(p,p) TM for the projection pˆ1 × pˆ2, where pˆ1
denotes p∗ if p1 = p and p otherwise. With respect to these bundle structures,
each inclusion of a direct sum T 2M ⊕ T 2M is a vector bundle morphism in two
fashions :
- Ip : (T
2M ×(p,p) T
2M,
{
p = p
p∗ × p∗
)→ (T 3M,
{
p
p∗∗
)
- I∗p : (T
2M ×(p,p∗) T
2M,
{
p = p∗
p∗ × p
)→ (T 3M,
{
p
p∗
)
- Ip∗ : (T
2M ×(p,p) T
2M,
{
p = p
p∗ × p∗
)→ (T 3M,
{
p∗
p∗∗
)
- I∗p∗ : (T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M,
{
p∗ = p∗
p× p
)→ (T 3M,
{
p∗
p
)
- Ip∗∗ : (T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M,
{
p∗ = p∗
p× p
)→ (T 3M,
{
p∗∗
p∗
)
- I∗p∗∗ : (T
2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M,
{
p∗ = p∗
p× p
)→ (T 3M,
{
p∗∗
p
)
Affine structures over T 2M ⊕ T 2M : Any choice of two projections p1, p2
amongst p, p∗, p∗∗ : T
3M → T 2M , yields an affine fibration p1 × p2 : T 3M →
T 2M ⊕T 2M . Altogether this provides T 3M with three affine fibration structures
over some fiber-product of T 2M with itself :
P1
not
= p× p∗ : T 3M → T 2M ×(p,p) T
2M
P2
not
= p∗ × p∗∗ : T 3M → T 2M ×(p∗,p∗) T
2M
P3
not
= p∗∗ × p : T 3M → T 2M ×(p,p∗) T
2M
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whose respective fibers P−1i (X 1,X 2) admit two distinct affine structures (one for
each factor of the projection P i) modeled on the fiber of either p or p∗ : T 2M →
TM . A fiber (p1 × p2)−1(X 1,X 2), endowed with its affine structures induced
by pi will be denoted by ((p1 × p2)−1(X 1,X 2), pi). It is modeled on the vector
space p−11 (X 1) ∩ p
−1
2 (p2(eo(X))), where eo coincides with e, e∗ or e∗∗ depending
on whether p1 is p, p∗ or p∗∗. Thus
-
(
P−11 (Z,Y
)
, p) is modeled on p−1(Z) ∩ p−1∗ (0X),
-
(
P−11 (Z,Y
)
, p∗) is modeled on p
−1
∗ (Y) ∩ p
−1(0X),
-
(
P−12 (Y,X
)
, p∗) is modeled on p
−1
∗ (Y) ∩ p
−1
∗∗ (0∗Z),
-
(
P−12 (Y,X
)
, p∗∗) is modeled on p
−1
∗ (X ) ∩ p
−1
∗ (0∗Z),
-
(
P−13 (X ,Z
)
, p∗∗) is modeled on p
−1
∗∗ (X ) ∩ p
−1(0∗Y ),
-
(
P−13 (X ,Z
)
, p) is modeled on p−1(Z) ∩ p−1∗∗ (0Y ).
Let us to describe explicitly the three canonical inclusions of T 2M parameter-
izing the various affine fibers passing through a given element X ∈ T 3M . They are
denoted by the symbols AX(Pi,pj), where pj is one of the factors of P i, indicating
that we consider the P i-fiber of X endowed with the affine structure given by the
first projection pj. Notice that each such inclusion is also obtained by transla-
tion of one of the vertical inclusions ip0TM , i
p∗
0∗TM
, (ip0M )∗ of T
2M along one of the
inclusions i, i∗, i∗∗. More precisely,
AX(P1,p) : TXTM → T
3M : VX 7→ X+
(
e(X) +∗ i
p
0X
(VX)
)
AX(P1,p∗) : TXTM → T
3M : VX 7→ X+∗
(
e∗(X) + i
p
0X
(VX)
)
AX(P2,p∗) : T
ZTM → T 3M : VZ 7→ X+∗
(
e∗(X) +∗∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(VZ)
)
AX(P2,p∗∗) : T
ZTM → T 3M : VZ 7→ X+∗∗
(
e∗∗(X) +∗ (i
p
0M
)∗(VZ)
)
AX(P3,p∗∗) : T
Y TM → T 3M : VY 7→ X+∗∗
(
e∗∗(X) + i
p∗
i∗(X)
(VY )
)
AX(P3,p) : T
Y TM → T 3M : VY 7→ X+
(
e(X) +∗∗ i
p∗
i∗(X)
(VY )
)
Remarks E.2.
- The place of the parentheses above is important, only because shifting them
makes generally appear sums of elements of T 3M not belonging to a same
fiber of any of the vector bundle structures on T 3M . Nevertheless when
displacing parentheses yields a sensible expression, it is guaranteed to agree
with the initial one.
- Since AX(P1,p) = A
X
(P1,p∗)
, AX(P2,p∗) = A
X
(P2,p∗∗)
, AX(P3,p∗∗) = A
X
(P3,p)
, we may
remove the second subscript p2 from the notation and talk about the three
maps AXPi , i = 1, 2, 3.
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Dually, there are three projection maps Πi from T
3M ×(Pi,Pi) T
3M to T 2M
defined by
Πi(X
1,X2) = U ⇐⇒ X1 = AX2Pi (U) (65)
Affine structure modeled on TM : There is yet another structure of affine
fibration on T 3M , obtained by considering all three projections p, p∗ and p∗∗.
Denote by P(M) the image of the map P = p× p∗× p∗∗ : T
3M → T 2M ×T 2M ×
T 2M , that is the set of triples (X 1,X 2,X 3) of vectors in T 2M such that
p(X 1) = p(X 2) p∗(X 1) = p(X 3) p∗(X 2) = p∗(X 3).
The map
P : T 3M → P(M)
X 7→ (p(X), p∗(X), p∗∗(X))
in an affine fibration with typical fiber modeled on TxM . For each element X in
T 3M , with p◦p◦p(X) = x, there is a parameterization of its P-fiber by TxM that
admits six different expressions :
AXP (Vx) =

X+
(
e(X) +∗
(
e∗(e(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
))
X+
(
e(X) +∗∗
(
e∗∗(e(X)) +∗ I(Vx)
))
X+∗
(
e∗(X) +
(
e(e∗(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
))
X+∗
(
e∗(X) +∗∗
(
e∗∗(e∗(X)) + I(Vx)
))
X+∗∗
(
e∗∗(X) +
(
e(e∗∗(X)) +∗ I(Vx)
))
X+∗∗
(
e∗∗(X) +∗
(
e∗(e∗∗(X)) + I(Vx)
))
(66)
Let us explain the first equality of (66). First of all, P(I(Vx)) = (i(x), i(x), i(x))
and p∗∗ ◦ e∗ ◦ e = e ◦ p∗∗ = i(x) (see (63)) imply that the sum +∗∗ makes sense.
Adding I(Vx) does not change the P-fiber, so
p∗
(
e∗(e(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
)
= p∗(e∗(e(X))) = p∗(e(X)).
Hence the sum +∗ makes sense as well. Furthermore,
p
(
e(X)+∗
(
e∗(e(X))+∗∗ I(Vx)
))
= p(e(X))+p(e∗(e(X))) = p(X)+e(p(X)) = p(X),
so that the third sum + is well-defined. The other expressions are treated similarly.
In particular, there is a map :
Π : T 3M ×(P,P) T
3M → TM : (X1,X2) 7→ Π(X1,X2), (67)
such that Π(X1,X2) = Vx if X
1 = AX
2
P (VX). It satisfies
Π(X1,X2) = Π(X1 +o X,X
2 +o X)
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when +o denotes either +, +∗ or +∗∗ and po(X) = po(X
i) ∈ T 3M for the corre-
sponding projection po. For an element X ∈ T 3M that admits either one of the
following descriptions
X =

e(X) +∗
(
e∗(e(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
)
e(X) +∗
(
e∗(e(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
)
e∗(X) +
(
e(e∗(X)) +∗∗ I(Vx)
)
e∗(X) +∗∗
(
e∗∗(e∗(X)) + I(Vx)
)
e∗∗(X) +
(
e(e∗∗(X)) +∗ I(Vx)
)
e∗∗(X) +∗
(
e∗(e∗∗(X)) + I(Vx)
)
,
we set
Π(X) = Π(X, e(X)) = Vx. (68)
Involutions. On T 3M , there are three natural involutive automorphisms, each
permuting two of the three vector bundle structures. The first one is the natural
involution κTM of the second tangent bundle T 2N of the manifold N = TM . It is
denoted by either κ1 or κ. The second one is the differential κ
M
∗ of the involution
κM of T 2M . It is denoted by κ2 or κ∗. The third one is the conjugate of κ by κ∗
and is denoted by either κ3 or κ
′. Thus κ3 = κ∗ ◦ κ ◦ κ∗. These three involutions
correspond to the three involutive automorphisms of the cube obtained by reflexion
relative to the planes that contain the two vertices T 3M and M . They generate
the group — isomorphic to S3 — of “level-preserving” automorphisms of the cube
resting on its vertex M . More precisely,
p ◦ κ = p∗ p∗ ◦ κ = p p∗∗ ◦ κ = κ ◦ p∗∗
p ◦ κ∗ = κ ◦ p p∗ ◦ κ∗ = p∗∗ p∗∗ ◦ κ∗ = p∗
p ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p∗∗ p∗ ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p.
(69)
The first line follows directly from the corresponding properties (54) of the
involution κTM and Remark D.10. The second line consists in differentiating the
relations (54) for κM . The third line follows from the first two. More is true : κ
is a vector bundle isomorphism between (T 3M,p) and (T 3M,p∗)
- κ : (T 3M,p)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p∗) over idT 2M ,
- κ : (T 3M,p∗∗)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p∗∗) over κ,
- κ∗ : (T
3M,p∗)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p∗∗) over idT 2M ,
- κ∗ : (T
3M,p)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p) over κ,
- κ′ : (T 3M,p)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p∗∗) over κ,
- κ′ : (T 3M,p∗)
∼
−→ (T 3M,p∗) over κ, .
Moreover κ is an isomorphism of each (T 3M,po) over κ : T
2M → T 2M . Whence
follows a series of equalities relating κ with the various inclusions and projections.
κ ◦ i = i∗ κ ◦ i∗ = i κ ◦ i∗∗ = i∗∗ ◦ κ
κ∗ ◦ i = i ◦ κ κ∗ ◦ i∗ = i∗∗ κ∗ ◦ i∗∗ = i∗
κ′ ◦ i = i∗∗ ◦ κ κ′ ◦ i∗ = i∗ ◦ κ κ′ ◦ i∗∗ = i ◦ κ.
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Whence
κ ◦ e = e∗ ◦ κ κ ◦ e∗ = e ◦ κ κ ◦ e∗∗ = e∗∗ ◦ κ
κ∗ ◦ e = e ◦ κ∗ κ∗ ◦ e∗ = e∗∗ ◦ κ∗ κ∗ ◦ e∗∗ = e∗ ◦ κ∗
κ′ ◦ e = e∗∗ ◦ κ′ κ′ ◦ e∗ = e∗ ◦ κ′ κ′ ◦ e∗∗ = e ◦ κ′.
The involutions also permutes the vertical inclusions of T 2M :
κ ◦ ip0TM = i
p
0TM
κ ◦ (ip0M )∗ = i
p∗
0∗TM
κ ◦ ip∗0∗TM = (i
p
0M
)∗
κ∗ ◦ i
p
0TM
= ip∗0∗TM ◦ κ κ∗ ◦ (i
p
0M
)∗ = (i
p
0M
)∗ κ∗ ◦ i
p∗
0∗TM
= ip0TM ◦ κ
κ′ ◦ ip0TM = (i
p
0M
)∗ ◦ κ κ′ ◦ (i
p
0M
)∗ = i
p
0TM
◦ κ κ′ ◦ ip∗0∗TM = i
p∗
0∗TM
.
We may now easily deduce the action of the involutions on the vertical inclusions
of T 2M ⊕ T 2M :
κ ◦ Ip = Ip∗ κ∗ ◦ Ip = I
∗
p ◦ (id×κ) κ
′ ◦ Ip = I∗p∗∗ ◦ (κ× κ)
κ ◦ I∗p = I
∗
p∗
◦ (κ× id) κ∗ ◦ I∗p = Ip ◦ (id×κ) κ
′ ◦ I∗p = Ip∗∗ ◦ (κ× id)
κ ◦ Ip∗ = Ip κ∗ ◦ Ip∗ = Ip∗∗ ◦ (κ× κ) κ
′ ◦ Ip∗ = I
∗
p∗
◦ (κ× κ)
κ ◦ I∗p∗ = I
∗
p ◦ (κ× id) κ∗ ◦ I
∗
p∗
= I∗p∗∗ κ
′ ◦ I∗p∗ = Ip∗ ◦ (κ× κ)
κ ◦ Ip∗∗ = I
∗
p∗∗
κ∗ ◦ Ip∗∗ = Ip∗ ◦ (κ× κ) κ
′ ◦ Ip∗∗ = I
∗
p ◦ (κ× id)
κ ◦ I∗p∗∗ = Ip∗∗ κ∗ ◦ I
∗
p∗∗
= I∗p∗ κ
′ ◦ I∗p∗∗ = Ip ◦ (κ× κ)
Finally, the involutions fix the vertical inclusion of TM :
κo ◦ I = I,
for κo = κ, κ∗ or κ
′. As a consequence, the relations (66) imply
Π
(
X1,X2
)
= Π
(
κo(X1), κo(X2)
)
. (70)
F Structure of B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
As to B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)), its elements are called (1, 1, 1)-jets and are of the type
ξ = j1xj
1

b

, where (bx′)x′∈Ux is a smooth family of local bisections of B
(1)(Pair(M))
parameterized by the elements x′ of a neighborhood Ux of x in M . We consider
the local bisection j1

b

: x′ 7→ j1x′bx′ of B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) and its first order jet j
1
xj
1

b

at x.
There are three natural projections from B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) to B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
denoted by p, p∗ and p∗∗ (cf. Notation B.4). They admit the following description :
- p : ξ = j1xj
1

b

7→ (j1

b

)(x) = j1xbx,
- p∗ : ξ 7→ j1x(p ◦ j
1

b

) = j1x(b()),
- p∗∗ : ξ 7→ j1x(p∗ ◦ j
1

b

) = j1x(j
1

(p ◦ b

)) = j1xj
1

(b0

).
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b

()
D(j1xbx)
bx
D(j1
x′
bx′ )
bx′
Figure 9: The family (bx′)x′∈Ux and j
1
x′bx′ .
Remembering that the data of an element ξ = j1xj
1

b

of B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) is equiv-
alent to that of the plane
D(ξ) = (j1

b

)∗x(TxM) ⊂ Tj1xbxB
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)),
the projections p∗ and p∗∗ are just the differential of the projections p, p∗ : B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))→
B(1)(Pair(M)), i.e. :
D(p∗(ξ)) = p∗(D(ξ)) D(p∗∗(ξ)) = (p∗)∗(D(ξ)).
Furthermore, the projections p, p∗ and p∗∗ satisfy the same relations as the corre-
sponding projections from T 3M to T 2M :
- p ◦ p = p ◦ p∗ : ξ = j1xj
1

b

7→ bx(x),
- p∗ ◦ p = p ◦ p∗∗ : ξ = j1xj
1

b

7→ j1xb
0
x,
- p∗ ◦ p∗ = p∗ ◦ p∗∗ : ξ = j1x(j
1

b

) 7→ j1x(b
0

()).
Altogether we obtain a cube resting on a vertex whose edges consist of groupoid
morphisms :
B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
p∗
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
p

✤
✤
✤
p∗∗
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
p

p∗
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
p
vv❧ ❧
❧ ❧
❧ ❧
❧
p∗
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
p∗
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
p

B(1)(Pair(M))
p
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
B(1)(Pair(M))
p

B(1)(Pair(M))
p
uu❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦
M
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Definition F.1. Denote by B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) the set of (1, 1, 1)-jets for which the
three projections onto B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) coincide as well as the three projections onto
B(1)(Pair(M)). In other terms
B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) =
{
ξ(1,1,1) ∈ B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
∣∣∣
p(ξ) = p∗(ξ) = p∗∗(ξ) ∈ B
(1,1)(Pair(M))
}
. (71)
When ξ = j1xj
1

b

lies in B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)), we may assume that bx′(x′) = bx(x′)
and that bx′ is tangent to E at x
′.
bx
bx′
D(j1
x′
bx′)
D(j1xbx)
b

()
Figure 10: Here bx() = (b()).
Of course a genuine 3-jet belongs to B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) but B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
contains (1, 1, 1)-jets that are not 3-jets.
Remember the holonomic distribution on B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) introduced in Defi-
nition B.5 :
E
B(1)(Pair(M))
ξ
not
= E
(1,1)
ξ = p
−1
∗ξ
(D(ξ)).
Lemma F.2. An element ξ in B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) belongs to B
(1,1,1)(Pair(M)) if
and only if p(ξ) ∈ B(1,1)(Pair(M)) and
D(ξ) ⊂ E
(1,1)
p(ξ) ∩ Tp(ξ)B
(1,1)(Pair(M)).
Proof. The inclusion
D(ξ) ⊂ E
(1,1)
p(ξ) ,
is equivalent to p∗(D(ξ)) = D(p(ξ)). Since p∗(D(ξ)) = D(p∗(ξ)), this amounts to
p∗(ξ) = p(ξ). Now, since (1, 1)-jets ξ belonging to B(1,1)(Pair(M)) are character-
ized by the relation p(ξ) = p∗(ξ), the inclusion
D(ξ) ⊂ Tp(ξ)B
(1,1)(Pair(M))
is equivalent to p∗(D(ξ)) = (p∗)∗(D(ξ)), that is D(p∗(ξ)) = D(p∗∗(ξ)) or p∗(ξ) =
p∗∗(ξ).
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Lemma F.3. A bisection b of B(1,1)(Pair(M)) is everywhere tangent to E(1,1) if
and only if it is a 2-jet extension : b = j2f .
Proof. Proposition B.6 already implies that if a local bisection b of B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))
is tangent to E(1,1) then it is a holonomic bisection of B(1)(B(1)(Pair(M))), that
is b = j1b′ for b′ = p ◦ b. Now the local bisection b′ is necessarily tangent to E .
Indeed,
Tb′(x′)b
′ = (p◦b)∗x′ (Tx′M) = p∗b(x′)
(
b∗x′ (Tx′M)
)
⊂ p∗b(x′)(E
(1,1)
b(x′)) = D(b(x
′)) ⊂ E .
Whence the bisection b′ is holonomic as well : b′ = j1(p ◦ b′) = j1b′0 and thus
b = j2b′0.
Recall the natural action ρ(1,1,1) of the groupoid B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) ⇒ M on
the fibration T 3M →M :
B(1,1,1) ×(α,p3) T
3M : (ξ,X) 7→ ξ · X,
where for ξ = j1xb, with b ∈ Bℓ(B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))), and X =
dX t
dt
∣∣
t=0
,
ξ · X =
d(b · X t)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
.
We will now characterize, as has been done for ρ(1,1) in a previous section, the
partial maps T 3M → T 3M arising from the action of a (1, 1, 1)-jet.
Definition F.4. A homomorphism of T 3M is a bijective map ℓ : T 3xM → T
3
yM ,
x, y ∈M which is a vector bundle isomorphism ℓ : (T 3xM,po)→ (T
3
yM,po) over a
homomorphism of T 2M denoted by po(ℓ) where po stands for either p, p∗ or p∗∗.
Moreover,
- p ◦ p(ℓ) = p ◦ p∗(ℓ),
- p∗ ◦ p(ℓ) = p ◦ p∗∗(ℓ),
- p∗ ◦ p∗(ℓ) = p∗ ◦ p∗∗(ℓ).
Let L(T 3M) denote the set of homomorphisms of T 3M . It is naturally endowed
with a groupoid structure.
Remark F.5. As a consequence of this definition, an element ℓ of L(T 3M) pre-
serves the various zero sections in T 3M . More precisely,
ℓ ◦ i = i ◦ p(ℓ) ℓ ◦ i∗ = i∗ ◦ p∗(ℓ) ℓ ◦ i∗∗ = i∗∗ ◦ p∗∗(ℓ).
In particular, a homomorphism ℓ of T 3M preserves the three vertical copies
p−1(0TM ) ∩ p−1∗ (0TM ), p
−1
∗ (0∗TM ) ∩ p
−1
∗∗ (0∗TM ) and p
−1(0∗TM ) ∩ p
−1
∗∗ (0TM ) of
T 2M . Moreover, the fact that the vertical inclusion ip0TM , i
p∗
0∗TM
, (ip0M )∗ are vector
bundle morphisms as specified in (64) implies that a homomorphism of T 3M acts
on their images through homomorphisms of T 2M . Similarly, a homomorphism of
T 3M preserves the vertical inclusion I of TM and acts linearly on its image.
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Lemma F.6. Via the action ρ(1,1,1), the groupoid B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) is canoni-
cally identified with the subset of L(T 3M), denoted by L(1,1,1)(T 3M), of homo-
morphisms ℓ : T 3xM → T
3
yM assuming the following specific values on the images
of the vertical inclusions ip0TM , (i
p
0M
)∗, i
p∗
0∗TM
:
ℓ ◦ ip0TM = i
p
0TM
◦ p(ℓ)
ℓ ◦ (ip0M )∗ = (i
p
0M
)∗ ◦ p∗(ℓ)
ℓ ◦ ip∗0∗TM = i
p∗
0∗TM
◦ p(ℓ).
(72)
Given a (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ, the associated linear map ℓ = ℓξ = ρ
(1,1,1)(ξ, ) : T 3xM →
T 3yM satisfies p(ℓ) = L(p(ξ)), p∗(ℓ) = L(p∗(ξ)) and p∗∗(ℓ) = L(p∗∗(ξ)).
Remark F.7. A homomorphism ℓ : T 3xM → T
3
yM acts on the vertical inclusion
I : TxM → T 3xM through p(p(ℓ)) = p(p∗(ℓ)), that is
ℓ ◦ I = I ◦ p(p(ℓ)).
This implies in particular that ℓ acts on the image of AXP : TxM → T
3M , X ∈ T 3M
via p ◦ p(ℓ) as well :
ℓ ◦AXP = A
X
P ◦ p(p(ℓ)). (73)
Notations F.8. Let L : B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) → L(T
3M) denote the map ξ 7→ ℓξ
and set
- L
(1,1,1)
h (T
3M) = L(B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))),
- L(3)(T 3M) = L(B
(3)
h (M)).
The following extension to T 3M of Lemma D.11 is useful in order to prove
Lemma F.6.
Lemma F.9. Let {X1, ..., Xn} be a local basis of sections of TM and write a
given X ∈ T 3M as follows
X =
d
dt
d
ds
n∑
j=1
aj(t, s)X
j(γ(t, s))
∣∣∣
s=0
∣∣∣
t=0
.
Then X admits the following expression as a linear combination of horizontal and
vertical vectors :
n∑
∗∗
j=1
{[
maj∗∗X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx+
[
maj∗∗
(
i
(
Xj∗xYx
))
+∗∗ m∂taj(0)∗∗
(
ip∗0∗TM
(
Xj∗xYx
))]]
+∗
[{
maj∗∗
(
i∗
X
j
x
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
maj∗∗
(
i
(
Xjx
))
+∗∗ m∂taj(0)
(
i∗0x
(
ip0M (X
j
x)
))]}
+∗∗ m∂saj(0)∗
(
(ip0M )∗
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
m∂saj(0)∗i
(
ip0M (X
j
x)
)
+∗ ∂
2
tsaj(0)
(
I(Xjx)
)]}]}
.
Proof. Set
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- aj(t) = aj(t, 0),
- aj = aj(0),
- ∂saj(t) =
∂aj
∂s
(t, 0),
- ∂2tsaj(0) =
∂2aj
∂t∂s
(0, 0),
- γ(t) = γ(t, 0).
Using Lemma D.11 we compute X t =
d
ds
∑n
j=1 aj(t, s)X
j(γ(t, s))|s=0 :
X t =
n∑
∗
j=1
{
maj(t)∗X
j
∗γ(t)
Yt +
[
i
(
aj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)
+∗ i
p
0M
(
∂saj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)]}
,
where Yt =
∂γ(t,s)
∂s
|s=0. Now the vector X is a sum of three types of vectors :
X =
n∑
∗∗
j=1
{
d
dt
maj(t)∗X
j
∗γ(t)
Yt
∣∣∣
t=0
+∗
[
d
dt
i
(
aj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)∣∣∣
t=0
+∗∗
d
dt
ip0M
(
∂saj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)∣∣∣
t=0
]}
. (74)
The first term of (74) yields :
d
dt
maj(t)∗X
j
∗γ(t)
Yt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
m∗
(
aj(t), X
j
∗γ(t)
Yt
)∣∣∣
t=0
= (m∗)∗
(aj ,X
j
∗x
Yx)
(
∂taj(0), X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx
)
= (m∗)∗
(
0aj , X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx
)
+ (m∗)∗
( d
dt
aj(0) + t∂taj(0)
∣∣∣
t=0
, 0Xj∗xYx
)
= (m∗)∗
(
0aj , X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx
)
+
d
dt
m∗
(
aj + t∂taj(0), X
j
∗x
Yx
)∣∣∣
t=0
= maj∗∗X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx +
[
i
(
maj∗X
j
∗xYx
)
+∗∗ i
p∗
0∗TM
(
m∂taj(0)∗X
j
∗xYx
)]
= maj∗∗X
j
∗∗Yx
Y∗xZx +
[
maj∗∗
(
i
(
Xj∗xYx
))
+∗∗ m∂taj(0)∗∗
(
ip∗0∗TM
(
Xj∗xYx
))]
,
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where Y∗xZx =
dYt
dt
|t=0. In particular Zx =
dγ(t)
dt
|t=0. The second term yields :
d
dt
i
(
aj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)∣∣∣
t=0
= i∗
ajX
j
x
[
maj∗X
j
∗xZx +
(
i(ajX
j
x) +∗ i
p
0M
(
∂taj(0)X
j
x
))]
= i∗
ajX
j
x
(
maj∗X
j
∗x
Zx
)
+ i∗
ajX
j
x
(
i(ajX
j
x) +∗ i
p
0M
(
∂taj(0)X
j
x
))
= maj∗∗
(
i∗
X
j
x
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+ i∗
ajX
j
x
(
maj∗
(
i(Xjx)
)
+∗ ∂taj(0)i
p
0M
(
Xjx
))
= maj∗∗
(
i∗
X
j
x
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
i∗
ajX
j
x
(
maj∗
(
i(Xjx)
))
+∗∗ i∗0x
(
∂taj(0)i
p
0M
(
Xjx
))]
= maj∗∗
(
i∗
X
j
x
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
maj∗∗
(
i
(
Xjx
))
+∗∗ ∂taj(0)
(
i∗0x
(
ip0M (X
j
x)
))]
,
and the third term yields :
d
dt
ip0M
(
∂saj(t)X
j(γ(t))
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
(ip0M )∗
(
m∂saj(0)∗X
j
∗xZx
))
+ (ip0M )∗
[
i
(
∂saj(0)X
j
x
)
+∗ i
p
0M
(
∂2tsaj(0)X
j
x
)]
= m∂saj(0)∗
(
(ip0M )∗
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
(ip0M )∗
(
m∂saj(0)∗i
(
Xjx
))
+∗ (i
p
0M
)∗
(
∂2tsaj(0)i
p
0M
(
Xjx
))]
= m∂saj(0)∗
(
(ip0M )∗
(
Xj∗xZx
))
+
[
m∂saj(0)∗i
(
ip0M (X
j
x)
)
+∗ ∂
2
tsaj(0)
(
I(Xjx)
)]
.
Proof of Lemma F.6 The first part of the proof consists in showing that the
action of an element ξ = j1xb = j
1
xj
1
x′bx′ of B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) on T
3M is a homo-
morphism of T 3M . To handle the p-linearity, let X1, X2 belongs to some p-fiber
of T 3xM and let a be a real number. Then if Zi denotes p∗ ◦ p∗(Xi), i = 1, 2, we
have
j1xb ·
(
aX1 + X2
)
= ρ
(1,1)
∗
(
b∗x(aZ1 + Z2), aX1 + X2
)
= aρ
(1,1)
∗
(
b∗x(Z1),X1
)
+ ρ
(1,1)
∗
(
b∗x(Z2),X2
)
.
Supposing instead that X1 and X2 belong to the same p∗-fiber, implying in par-
ticular that Z1 = Z2, we have
j1xb ·
(
ma∗X1 +∗ X2
)
= ρ
(1,1)
∗
(
b∗x(Z1),ma∗X1 +∗ X2
)
=
d
dt
ρ(1,1)
(
b(γ(t)), aX 1t + X 2t
)∣∣∣
t=0
,
where d
dt
γ(t)|t=0 = Z1. The p∗-linearity follows from the linearity of ρ(1,1). Sup-
posing now that X1 and X2 belong to the same p∗∗-fiber, we see that
j1xb ·
(
ma∗∗X1 +∗∗ X2
)
= ρ
(1,1)
∗
(
b∗x(Z1),ma∗∗X1 +∗∗ X2
)
=
d
dt
ρ(1,1)
(
j1γ(t)bγ(t),ma∗X 1t +∗ X 2t
)∣∣∣
t=0
,
=
d
dt
d
ds
ρ(1)
(
bγ(t)(γ(t, s)), aX1ts + X 2ts
)∣∣∣
s=0
∣∣∣
t=0
,
The p∗∗-linearity follows thus from the linearity of ρ
(1).
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Now, let us show that the action of a (1, 1, 1)-jet takes the specific values (72)
on the vertical copies of T 2xM . Let ξ = j
1
xb ∈ B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) and V =
dVt
dt
|t=0 ∈
T 2xM , then :
ξ · ip0TM (V) = j
1
xb ·
dtV
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
b(x) · tV
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
t
(
b(x) · V
)∣∣∣
t=0
= ip0TM
(
p(ξ) · V
)
,
ξ · (ip0M )∗(V) = j
1
xb ·
d
(
ip0M (Vt)
)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
b · ip0M (Vt)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
ip0M (p(b) · Vt)
∣∣∣
t=0
= (ip0M )∗
(
p∗(ξ) · V
)
,
ξ · ip∗0∗TM (V) = j
1
xb ·
d
(
mt∗V
)
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
(
b(x) ·mt∗V
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
mt∗
(
b(x) · V
)∣∣∣
t=0
= ip∗0∗TM
(
p(ξ) · V
)
.
The main part of the proof consists in showing the surjectivity of L onto
L(1,1,1)(T 3M). So let ℓ : T 3M → T 3M in L be a homomorphism that satis-
fies (72), we will show that it coincides with the action of a (1, 1, 1)-jet. In order
to prove this, we need to construct a family of linear maps
bx′(x
′′) : Tx′′M → Tb0
x′
(x′′)M,
with (x′, x′′) ∈ U = ∪x′∈U{x′}×Ux′, where U is a neighborhood of x in M and for
x′ ∈ U , Ux′ is a neighborhood of x′ in M , that “integrates” ℓ in the sense that the
action of the (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ = j1xj
1
x′bx′ on T
3M coincides with ℓ. Let {X1, ..., Xn}
be a local basis of vector fields defined on a neighborhood U of x in M . In view
of the decomposition of any element X in T 3xM described in Lemma F.9, the
Lemma D.11 and the Remark F.5, it is sufficient to construct a family bx′(x
′′) for
which the associated (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ satisfies L(p(ξ)) = p(ℓ), L(p∗(ξ)) = p∗(ℓ) and
L(p∗∗(ξ)) = p∗∗(ℓ) as well as
ξ ·Xj∗∗
Xkx
Xk∗x(TxM) = ℓ
(
Xj∗∗
Xkx
Xk∗x(TxM)
)
, (75)
for all j, k = 1, ..., n. To achieve these conditions, first integrate the homomorphism
p∗∗(ℓ) of T
2M into a local bisection b : U → B(1)(Pair(M)) : x′ 7→ b(x′) = j1x′ϕx′
such that L(j1xb) = p∗∗(ℓ) (cf. Lemma D.9). Then consider a family of linear
isomorphisms bx(x
′) : Tx′M → Tϕx(x′)M , x
′ ∈ U such that L(j1xbx) = p(ℓ) (once
more Lemma D.9). Now extend bx(x) into a family bx′(x
′) : Tx′M 7→ Tϕx′(x′)M ,
x′ ∈ U such that L(j1x(b())) = p∗(ℓ). So far, we have ensured that if bx(x
′) and
bx′(x
′) is further extended to a family bx′(x
′′) : Tx′′M → Tϕx′(x′′)M , then the
corresponding (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ satisfies L(po(ξ)) = po(ℓ) for po = p, p∗, p∗∗. In order
to guaranty the condition (75), set
Hjx′ = X
j
∗x′
(Tx′M) and H
j = ∪x′∈UH
j
x′ .
Then Hj is a submanifold of T 2M which is completely determined by that data of
the family Xj∗x′X
k
x′ , x
′ ∈ U , k = 1, ..., n of bases of the various horizontal spaces
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Hjx′ . Consider now the image of the differential of X
j
∗X
k, that is
Xj∗∗
Xkx
Xk∗x(TxM)
not
= T jk .
It is a horizontal n-plane in T 3xM tangent toH
j whose image under ℓ is a horizontal
n-plane ℓ(T jk ) in T
3
yM . For each pair j, k = 1, ..., n, let E
j
k : V → T
2M be a smooth
section of p2 : T 2M →M defined on a neighborhood V of y such that
- (Ejk)∗y (TyM) = ℓ(T
j
k ),
- p ◦Ejk(y
′) = bx′(x
′)Xj(x′), for y′ = ϕx′(x
′),
- p∗ ◦ E
j
k(y
′) = j1x′(ϕ())X
k
x′ , for y
′ = ϕx′(x
′).
The first condition implies in particular that Ejk(y) = p(ℓ)(X
j
∗xX
k
x). Now for each
y′ in V , let
Jjy′ = span
{
Ejk(y
′); k = 1, ..., n
}
⊂ Tbx′(x′)X
j
x′
TM.
It is a horizontal space because the vectors p∗(E
j
k(y
′)) are linearly independent
and we may choose a smooth family Y jy′ , y
′ ∈ V of local vector fields such that
(Y jy′)∗y′ (Ty′M) = J
j
y′ .
For y′ sufficiently close to y, and y′′ sufficiently close to y′, the vector fields Y jy′(y
′′)
form a basis of Ty′′M . This allows us to define bx′(x
′′), for x′ ∈ U , x′′ ∈ Ux′ via :
bx′(x
′′)Xjx′′ = Y
j
b0x(x
′)(b
0
x′(x
′′)).
This proves surjectivity of L. Injectivity follows from the effectiveness of the
action ρ(1,1,1) (cf. Remark B.10).
Remark F.10. Denote by P(M) the subset of B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))×B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M))×
B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) consisting of the triples (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) for which p(ξ1) = p(ξ2), p∗(ξ1) =
p(ξ3), p∗(ξ2) = p∗(ξ3). It is the image of the projection P = p × p∗ × p∗∗ :
B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) → B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) × B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) × B
(1,1)
nh (Pair(M)). Now
the map
P : B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M))→ P(M)
is an affine bundle whose fiber over any triple (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) is modeled on the set
of trilinear maps TxM × TxM × TxM → TyM , where x = α(ξi) and y = β(ξi).
Indeed, let ξ0, ξ be two elements in P−1(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3), then
ξ − ξ0 : TxM × TxM × TxM → TyM : (Xx, Yx, Zx) 7→ Π(ξ · X, ξ0 · X),
where X ∈ T 3M satisfies p◦p(X) = Xx, p∗ ◦p(X) = Yx and p∗ ◦p∗(X) = Zx defines
a trilinear map independent on the choice of X.
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Figure 11: A picture of the various actors of the proof
Canonical Involutions : Lemma F.6 allows us to transport on B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
the involutions κ, κ∗ and κ
′ on T 3M .
Corollary F.11. The expression
κo(ξ) · X = κo(ξ · κo(X)) (76)
defines, for κo = κ, κ∗ or κ
′ an involutive automorphism of the groupoid B(1,1,1)(Pair(M))
permuting two of the three fibrations. As is the case for T 3M , we have the rela-
tions :
p ◦ κ = p∗ p∗ ◦ κ = p p∗∗ ◦ κ = κ ◦ p∗∗
p ◦ κ∗ = κ ◦ p p∗ ◦ κ∗ = p∗∗ p∗∗ ◦ κ∗ = p∗
p ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p∗∗ p∗ ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p∗ p∗∗ ◦ κ′ = κ ◦ p.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the right-hand side of (76) defines a map T 3xM →
T 3yM satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma F.6. This follows from the properties of
the various involutions on T 3M . In addition,
κo(ξ1 · ξ2) · X = κo
(
(ξ1 · ξ2) · κo(X)
)
= κo
(
ξ1 · (ξ2 · κo(X)
)
= κo(ξ1) · κo(ξ2 · κo(X))
= κo(ξ1) · κo(ξ2) · X.
Lemma F.12. The fixed point set of κ (respectively κ∗) is B
(2,1)
h (M) (respectively
B
(1,2)
h (M)).
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Remark F.13. As for (1, 1, 1)-jets not in B(1,1,1)(Pair(M)), the expression (76)
does not in general define a (1, 1, 1)-jet (cf. Remark D.15). More precisely, we may
define
- κ(ξ) when p(ξ) = p∗(ξ), which implies that p∗∗(ξ) ∈ B
(1,1)
h .
- κ∗(ξ) when p∗(ξ) = p∗∗(ξ), which implies that p(ξ) ∈ B
(1,1)
h .
For an arbitrary element ξ ∈ B
(1,1,1)
nh (Pair(M)) or even in L(T
3M), one may define
κ(ξ) as the element in L(T 3M) that satisfies :
κ(ξ) · X = κ(ξ · κ(X)).
Remark F.14. Given a (1, 1, 1)-jet ξ = j1xb for which κ∗ is defined, that is p∗(ξ) =
p∗∗(ξ), the corresponding tangent plane D(ξ) is contained in the tangent space to
the subgroupoid B(1,1)(Pair(M)) and κ∗ coincides with the differential of κM ,
that is :
D(κ∗(ξ)) = (κ
M )∗(D(ξ)).
Equivalently,
κ∗(j
1
xb) = j
1
x(κ ◦ b).
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